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CHAPTER I
THE RESEARCH PROBLEM
Introduction
Human history is replete with massacres of one people by another. There are too
many brutal examples in the last century alone to list here, from the Holocaust of World
War II, to the killing fields of Cambodia in the 1970s, or Bosnia and Rwanda in the
1980s and 1990s. Yet, Holocaust and genocide studies as a field of scholarship has only
been in existence since 1944. The concept of “genocide” originated with American
historian Lemkin (1944) in his book, Axis Rule in Occupied Europe, published even
before the full extent of the genocidal horrors of World War II was completely known.
Genocide, in simplest terms, means the attempted destruction of a particular group of
persons. It is further defined by political sociologist and genocide scholar Horowitz
(1982) as “a structural and systematic destruction of innocent people by a state
bureaucratic apparatus” (p. 17). Scholars Chalk and Jonassohn (1990) adopt another
working definition of genocide as “a form of one-sided mass killing in which a state or
other authority intends to destroy a group, as that group and membership in it are defined
by the perpetrator” (p. 23).
After the mass destruction of eleven million innocent persons in World War II by
the National Socialist Party of Germany and its allies, the newly-formed United Nations
responded to the magnified threat of genocide in the modern world by convening the
Genocide Conference of December, 1948. At that conference, the most well-known,
official, international document describing and defining the crime of genocide was
developed, the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide,
Articles I through XIX (78 U.N.T.S. 277, United Nations, December 9, 1948). Though
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adopted unanimously by the General Assembly of the United Nations in Paris in 1948,
only 21 nations actually ratified it that year and agreed to its provisions. Many other
nations followed with ratification in subsequent years, but the United States Senate
belatedly ratified the Convention in 1986, and with many reservations (Chalk &
Jonassohn, 1990). One hundred and thirty seven nations have now ratified the
Convention and over 70 nations have made provisions for the punishment of genocide in
domestic criminal law. With 192 nations currently listed in the United Nations registry,
that still leaves approximately 55 nations which have not yet seen fit to ratify the
Convention (http://www.prevent genocide.org/law/convention/2007/p.1).
The Genocide Convention has been accused of not being adequately descriptive
of the dimensions and parameters of known genocides, particularly by those in the United
States Senate and in the international legal community (Power, 2002), as well as lacking
methods for adequate enforcement of the provisions (Gutman & Rieff, 1999). To
respond to these limitations, the definitions and interpretations of genocide are currently
being broadened and given stronger legal political backing in order to make the
Convention more applicable and effective for international situations.
The International Criminal Court at the Hague, established in 1998 by the Rome
Treaty, is one venue where this is occurring (Power, 2002). The Security Council of the
United Nations is another underutilized arena for redefinition and prevention of genocide.
In 2005, it agreed to make "the responsibility to protect" (Schlesinger, InterDependent,
2006/2007, p. 14) a principle in weighing whether to support humanitarian intervention
abroad when a state gravely misbehaves, potentially overriding the domestic sovereignty
of a member state against outside interference.
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Numerous Holocaust and genocide organizations, nongovernmental agencies such
as Amnesty International, and the scholars associated with both entities are attempting to
rise to the challenge of redefining and preventing genocide. The hope and expectation
among Holocaust and genocide educators and activists have been that the moral and
political lessons inherent in the failures of the modern world to respond rapidly enough to
the Bosnian and Rwandan human disasters in the last fifteen years may have partially
been learned. With the impending genocide in Darfur, Sudan, there has been more media
attention, more recognition that a genocide is occurring, and more interventions by
individuals, organizations, and governments to the reality of daily human suffering,
death, and destruction (Economist, 2006; http://www.icg.org/2007).
At the very least, as was ruefully explained by Markusen (2004) at the Second
International Genocide Conference in Sacramento, returned from an official U.S. State
Department observer mission to Darfur, the world now knows and uses the “g” word, or
"genocide," and now carefully deliberates whether to use it or not, knowing that the
definition and public evaluation of an event as genocide carry with them an increasing
moral accountability and responsibility to act.
A more optimistic view towards genocide prevention has been expressed by
Evans (2001, 2007), former Foreign Minister of Australia and Chairman of the
International Crisis Group (ICG), an international, nongovernmental organization formed
in 1999 with the primary purpose of working against genocide in the new century. In an
interview with Foreign Policy, Evans (2001) made the statement that he “thinks that
genocide is one habit that humankind can break” (p. 25), and that “the Holocaust was the
turning point, even looking back now on previous episodes in history like the Armenian
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genocide between 1915 and 1923. It’s hard to see much international reaction or acute
consciousness about the suffering of others” (p. 26) until then, should be added. He goes
on to claim that “What’s new is our capacity to do something about it” (p. 26) and also
holds the view that there is a growing global awareness of the need to confront genocide
more directly, formulate effective legal and public policies towards its prevention and
eradication, and educate the public to potential involvement in this urgently needed
political change.
Another prominent world leader who spoke out frequently against genocide was
Annan (2000), former Secretary-General of the United Nations. He commented on the
prevalence of genocide in the modern world, as well as the acute need to combat it with
all means available, in his address upon the occasion of receiving the Nobel Peace Prize
in 2000. He stated that “A genocide begins with the killing of one man—not for what he
has done, but because of who he is… (p. 2). What begins with the failure to uphold the
dignity of one life, all too often ends with a calamity for entire nations”
(http://www.nobel.sc/annan/2000/p.2).
The primary United Nations' educational magazine, UN Chronicle, again featured
Secretary-General Annan in the March-May 2004 issue. In an eloquent speech to the
Stockholm International Forum in Sweden on January 26, 2004, he spoke his mind that
“There can be no more important issue, and no more binding obligation, than the
prevention of genocide. Indeed, this may be considered one of the original purposes of
the United Nations” (UN Chronicle, 2004, p. 5). This was global educational progress,
having a United Nations Secretary-General strongly outspoken against genocide.
Hopefully, the recently selected new Secretary-General Ki-Moon will demonstrate a
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strong motivation to take preventative action towards both current and future genocidal
conflicts.
Background and Need
The 1980s and 1990s saw a slow but steady proliferation of Holocaust and
genocide research seeking to find causes and answers for such blatantly inhumane and
destructive attitudes and behaviors. Intellectual, moral, and political theories were
formulated in response to genocide in educational circles around the globe. Universities
in the United States, Canada, Europe, Israel, Japan, and even the former Soviet Union,
Central, and Eastern Europe, began to incorporate educational texts, conferences, and
curriculae designed to instill or promote caring and altruistic behavior in addition to
moral and social responsibility in youth, in order to prevent and ameliorate future
genocides (Barenbaum, 1993; Council of Europe, 2002; Minow, 1998; Shimoni, 1991;
Shulman, 2004; United States Holocaust Museum & Memorial, 2004; Yad Vashem
Holocaust Educational Institute, 2007).
Gradually, more university professors, community, and religious educators have
taken an interest in Holocaust and genocide studies. Yad Vashem's last Conference for
Educators (2006) in Israel, entitled "Teaching the Holocaust to Future Generations"
attracted several hundred persons studying and teaching both the Holocaust and genocide
(http://www.yadvashem.org/education/conferences). During the summer of 2000,
approximately four hundred Holocaust, genocide, and human rights educators and
political activists met at Oxford University in England for the Remembering for the
Future Conference. Each year, the Annual Scholar's Conference on the Holocaust and
the Churches has met at Saint Joseph's University in Philadelphia to discuss primarily
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religious and ethical approaches to remembering and teaching the Holocaust, and
secondarily, genocide, most recently convening in March, 2007. Conferences such as
these have strongly encouraged scholars and the clergy to study new aspects of
Holocaust, genocide, and human rights, and share findings. This research project
explores students' experiences and perceptions of Holocaust and genocide education,
hopefully making a small but meaningful contribution to the educational research and
perspective of the Holocaust and Genocide Studies movement.
New organizations providing some form of Holocaust, genocide, or human rights
education continue to join the United Nations-linked, nongovernmental organization
against genocide, the Stockholm International Forum on the Holocaust, based in Sweden,
and the older United States-based Association of Holocaust and Genocide Organizations.
The latter organization listed 208 Holocaust and genocide-oriented educational groups in
its 2004 Directory (Shulman, 2004).
The first year that a book was published on teaching Holocaust studies with the
Internet, Classroom Connect/Social Studies School Service, was 1999. Dozens of major
and many minor websites now exist in the English language to address this subject both
educationally and politically. It is expected that many others will follow. Examples
among a growing list of excellent websites include:
•

Facing History And Ourselves (http://www.facinghistory.org);

•

Genocide Watch (http://www.genocidewatch.org);

•

Holocaust Educational Foundation (http://www.holocaustef.org);

•

Holocaust survivor/scholar Professor John M. Steiner, Ph.D.
(http://www.genocidedeterrence.org; http://www.sonoma.edu/users/s/Steiner);
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•

Human Rights Education America (http://www.hrea.org);International Crisis
Group (http://www.icg.org);

•

Israel Holocaust Education Authority (http://www.yadvashem.org);

•

Simon Wiesenthal Center (http://www.wiesenthalcenter.org);

•

Teaching Tolerance Organization (Southern Poverty Law
Center)(http://www.teachingtolerance.org);

•

United States Holocaust Memorial Museum (http://www.ushmm.org);

•

University of Minnesota Genocide Bibliography (http://www.genocide.org).

The 2002 Meeting in Strasbourg, France, of the High Representatives of the
Council of Europe made a valuable series of Declarations towards supporting multiple
forms of Holocaust and genocide education programs in Europe. The meeting was
spearheaded by former Auschwitz survivor, Simone Veil (2002), a prominent French
historian and parliamentarian who was particularly concerned that the generation which
actually witnessed and experienced the Holocaust is passing away. "The time of the
witnesses is coming to an end" (p. 2), she declared, and then asked, "Who will then
oversee the memory of it, and the education of the next generations?"
(http://www.coe.org/2002/p. 2). Only the youngest, strongest, and healthiest of the
survivors remain alive at this time, over sixty years having passed since their liberation.
How can the Holocaust or genocide happen? Why do such events occur? What
can be done about them, by individuals, parents, educators, and citizens of the democratic
world? Can these issues be addressed earlier in the educational experiences of young
people so that they are better prepared for the kind of world which includes these difficult
challenges? It is a commonly held belief in this field that educating young people about
such subjects before they reach the age of social and political accountability is the most
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effective way of preventing future and repeated mass destruction of human beings
(Facing History & Ourselves, 2001; Littell, 1995; Minow, 1998; Oliner & Oliner, 1988;
Steiner, 1984; Strom & Parsons, 1982; Teaching Tolerance Organization, 2004; Veil,
2002). One of the primary goals of Holocaust and Genocide Studies is the education of
the world’s youth in this area of knowledge. Yet not enough research has been done to
find out what young people know or think about the Holocaust and genocide, what they
have been taught about it, or whether more effective education is needed.
The international community is still far from fully understanding, preventing in
time, or making restitution for such repeated crises as genocides, but in response, the
Holocaust and genocide educational movement is gradually picking up numbers,
visibility, and impact (Fallace, 2006; Fein, 1992; Minow, 1998; Novick, 2000;
Shimoni, 1991; Shulman, 2004; United States Holocaust Memorial & Museum, 2004;
Yad Vashem, 2007). Diverse and increasingly multicultural voices around the globe
have articulated the need for more societal resources and focused attention to be applied
to this problem (Freedman-Apsel & Fein, 1992; Locke, 2003; Short, 1999; Strom &
Parsons, 1982; von Borries, 2003).
Statement of the Problem
A fundamental problem facing Holocaust and genocide educators at this time is
lack of knowledge about the current university student population in the United States,
and the effects of approximately two decades of Holocaust and genocide education upon
students’ level of understanding of these two issues and students’ subsequent moral and
political development. More than six Gallup polls (http://www.gallup.org: 1943; 1978;
Jan 8 & Jan 13, 1994; Mar, 1994; 1999) on the topic of the Holocaust have been taken
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since World War II, even while the war was actually taking place, but did not single out
data on university students or young persons from the general public findings. The last
poll, in 1999, established the Holocaust as the fourth most important of eighteen events in
the 20th century according to 65% of American adults polled (Gallup Organization,
1999), with World War II rated as the most important event by 71% of those polled. But
no known research or poll has surveyed the extent of Holocaust or genocide knowledge,
understanding of associated issues, or subsequent moral attitudes held towards the subject
by American university students.
A phone questionnaire of random American adults was commissioned in 1990 by
the Braun Institute of the American Anti-Defamation League (Yankelovich Clancy
Shulman Poll, as cited by Quinley, 1991), a Jewish political research and education
organization. The questionnaire had significantly positive findings in that wide public
support was found for continuing and intensifying educational efforts with young people
on the subjects of the Holocaust, war and peace, slavery, and human rights education.
Again, the survey did not focus specifically on students’ attitudes or understanding, being
a random adult sample.
There have been multiple and concerted research efforts to discover the roots of
negative human attitudes and prevent harmful or destructive behaviors. Many surveys
and questionnaires have been formulated and administered in education and the social
sciences over the last three decades attempting to measure such associated attitudes and
variables as anti-Semitism (Simon, 2003), authoritarianism (Adorno, 1950), conformity
(Milgram, 1974), multicultural intolerance (Facing History & Ourselves Organization,
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2001), prejudice (Levin, 1984), power of the social or political situation (Haney, Banks,
& Zimbardo, 1973), and xenophobia (Palmer & Welch, 1994).
No studies could be found which were specifically constructed to assess U.S.
university students in regards to their knowledge or understanding of the subject of the
Holocaust and/or genocide. Nor were any found, so far, comprehensively assessing
university students from other countries, in spite of statements from authors and
educators that the Holocaust, in particular, has become an important topic of study in
schools and universities elsewhere (Bauer, 2001; Novick, 2000; Short, 1999). This
omission includes research on college students' perceptions of quantity, quality, or value
judgments of Holocaust and genocide education which may have been received. Studies
that are available include a sizeable number of evaluations, by educators, of the
apparently positive effects of specific Holocaust teaching approaches they have employed
in American college or adult education classrooms. These are discussed in the literature
review in Chapter II (Albrecht & Nelson, 2001; Brooks, 1987; Davis, Fernekes, &
Hladky, 1999; Friedlander, 1979; among others).
A small number of Holocaust and genocide educational research studies (Facing
History & Ourselves Organization, 2001; Short, 1999; von Borries, 2003) have been
conducted in populations of high school, junior high, and middle school students in
Canada, Europe, and the United States. Even though these age levels are not cohortcomparative to university level students, the studies include features which have some
bearing on research with university students. Until other, more age-matched research in
Holocaust and genocide education with university students is published, comparative
research will necessitate the inclusion of studies on high school, junior high, and middle
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school students, all pre-college populations. Studies from Canada, Germany, and the
United Kingdom (Short, 1999; von Borries, 2003) which have been published in English
are included below, because the educational settings and concerns appear to be fairly
parallel.
The Holocaust and human rights educational organization, Facing History and
Ourselves Organization (2001, 2004, 2007), has conducted excellent studies of junior
high and middle school aged students and their attitudes and experiences of Holocaust
and genocide education. Since 1978, they have received federal educational grants to
study their programs and outcomes. One set of studies was called the Federal
Government National Diffusion Network Study: Program Effectiveness Panels, and was
undertaken in the 1990s (Facing History & Ourselves, 2001). Students showed a
significantly greater gain in historical knowledge of the period of the Holocaust and
World War II, as well as greater capacity for moral reasoning, empathy, and social
interest, and improved self-perception (http://www.facinghistory.org/2001/p.2). Facing
History and Ourselves Organization developed specific, age-related, educational
interventions in response to these findings.
University of Hamburg professor of Education von Borries (2003) recently
examined the state of secondary level Holocaust education in Germany, reported in
Intercultural Education. In his study, including German students in grades 6-12 from
both western and eastern parts of the country, and comparing results with other students
in Europe, he concluded that although the overall educational picture was quite positive
in German schools, there was "some cause for concern due to the fact that certain taboos
surrounding National Socialism seem to be disappearing among the younger generation"
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(p. 201). Questions asked in the research included students' sources of historical
information about that era, familiarity with the word "Auschwitz," and what students
associated with National Socialism and Adolf Hitler. Findings were felt to be generally
positive for the effectiveness of Holocaust education in Germany at this time, although
the lessening of taboos about National Socialism was worrisome.
British education professor Short (1999) assessed antiracist educational practices
associated with Holocaust education of primary and middle school aged children in the
United Kingdom as well as high school students in Toronto, Canada. He criticized the
educational assumption that merely teaching antiracist topics was enough to expect
young people to act against racism, and made the recommendation that antiracist
educators "heed the lessons of the Holocaust and adopt measures aimed specifically at
preventing bystander behavior and conformity to peer group pressure" (p. 49). The
primary empirical research related to this particular article was carried out with children
ages 8-12 in England, Scotland, and the United States, and reported that a significant
number of them held a "national identity not congruent with empathy towards persons
outside of their own national group" (Carrington & Short, 1995, as cited in Short, 1999,
p. 4), something the author described with concern.
The high school research assessed students' understanding of the implications of
bystander behavior, standing idly by while others are being discriminated against or
harmed. Short (1999) concluded that antiracist educators were neglecting their
responsibilities to include the Holocaust in their current educational methods, and that
antiracist educational programs would be greatly enhanced by the addition of knowledge
and methods achieved in Holocaust studies.
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Research at these lower grade levels of schooling, pre-college, may be valuable
for discovering precursor attributes and factors for university contexts. Many middle
school students will graduate to high school and then go on to universities, the research
setting being examined most closely in this study. The same educational gains found by
Facing History and Ourselves Organization (1995), Short (1999), and von Borries (2003)
in high school, junior high, and middle school students receiving Holocaust and genocide
education should be reflected in studies of college-aged students. These include, as
described on Facing History's website, "providing a vocabulary for discussing critical
issues while widening perspectives, increasing empathy, creating awareness of choices
and opportunities, and preparing students for responsible citizenship"
(http://www.facinghistory.org/1995/p.1).
It is currently difficult for educators to envision and formulate the next steps in
Holocaust and genocide educational theories and methodologies without more accurate
information about not only the knowledge, attitudes, and beliefs of the students they are
attempting to reach, but also without attention to the effectiveness of past and current
educational methodologies and curricular materials. In addition, public and private
funding organizations, university faculty and administrations, and members of the
religious community may seek to know if the last twenty years of concerted effort in
Holocaust education has been successful, by what criteria, and whether they should
continue in the same direction or change foci and approaches to teaching measurably
effective moral responses towards such events (Banki & Pawlikowski, 2001; Littell,
1995; McBrien, 2003; Rittner & Roth, 2001).
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An activist in the Holocaust education movement, Harvard law professor Minow
(1998), reiterates in her book on the rise of violence, that “Deliberate programs of
education, teaching materials, books, exhibits, and events, for adults and for children—all
of these are vital responses to mass violence” (p. 144). She commends pioneer Holocaust
and human rights educators Strom and Parsons of Facing History and Ourselves
Organization (FHAO), who have in turn written that education efforts should teach "that
history is largely the result of human decisions, that prevention is possible, and that
education must have a moral component if it is to make a difference” (Strom & Parsons,
1982, p. xix).
Teaching these difficult subjects in a direct and meaningful way to reach today’s
youth, who will be tomorrow’s educational, political, and religious leaders, may be one
of the most powerful and long term ways to face this pressing global problem.
Educators, parents, and citizens in the United States, a country at least historically
defined by its democratic ideals, have a crucial moral and spiritual task to confront
genocide and its causes. With even partial achievement and success, there can be lasting
positive results for generations of the earth’s peoples.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to research data on university students’ perceptions
of their Holocaust and genocide education received both before and during college. This
was done by means of a survey administered in fifteen classrooms, and four focus groups
convened with twelve students. Four particular variable constructs were developed as
most important to examine: educational quantity, educational quality, educational
relevance, and subsequent student motivation towards activism. This data was compared
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and contrasted with other available research related to student and public attitudes
towards Holocaust and genocide.
Findings of this study may assist in evaluating the quantity and quality of
secondary school and high school history and social science education on these topics,
since the earlier years and educational settings provide important precedent and
accumulative learning experiences to university level instruction. A major premise of
this project was that those students who receive excellent history, social science,
literature, or other educational pedagogies integrating Holocaust and genocide curricular
elements in junior high and high school should be far better prepared to absorb the more
advanced theories and ideas in college and to understand how to apply and act on their
knowledge (Minow, 1998; Facing History Foundation Study, 2001; Short, 1999;
Teaching Tolerance Study, 2001).
Outcomes of this research study can hopefully be utilized for the construction of
the next step in educational approaches and methodologies for university-based
Holocaust and genocide education programs, as well as for community adult education
settings and Internet course offerings. Additional persons and entities taking interest in
the research results may include various religious political organizations, Holocaust and
genocide scholars, international research centers around the world, and universities
currently attempting to incorporate these educational elements into their curricula.
Secondary school educators whose work forms the early basis for students' knowledge
and attitudes, and funding organizations in this field of education, constitute other
potentially interested entities. The creation of the survey research tool itself may also be
a useful instrument for other researchers and educators to utilize.
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Research Questions
The following five questions were selected as most important for a classroom
research study, from the many possible and pertinent educational and moral questions
which could be asked of university students vis-à-vis Holocaust and genocide issues. The
questions were carefully chosen because of the realization that these research questions
have not been asked in university classrooms where students are learning this subject. A
review of the contemporary literature as well as presentations given at several national
and international Holocaust and genocide education conferences confirmed this
evaluation. The five questions are the logical extension of an effort to discover whether
Holocaust and genocide education has been adequate and effective, at least in this
particular university undergraduate student population, and from their point of view:
1. What Holocaust and genocide educational experiences have university students had?
2. Where have students acquired their experiences: school, family, friends, books, or
media?
3. To what extent do students perceive that the quantity and quality of these educational
sources have been sufficient for providing understanding of Holocaust and genocide
issues?
4. To what extent do students see Holocaust and genocide as relevant moral and ethical
issues which pertain to themselves and which may suggest the need for further study
or preparation?
5. To what extent do students feel prepared for moral response to these issues when they
enter political and professional life as adults?
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Rationale for the Theoretical Framework
The applied, educational purpose of this paper is the integration of findings into
pedagogical contexts. Therefore, five theoretical and interpretative constructs or
components have been selected, followed by a brief discussion of the rationale for
selection of each of these theoretical perspectives or constructs.
1. Foundational scholarly and factual texts of the evolving field of Holocaust and
Genocide Studies: four early seminal and four more current texts are selected for
brief summary;
2. Holocaust and genocide educational research at university, high school, junior
high, and middle school levels;
3. Important issues, themes, and trends in Holocaust and Genocide education;
4. Theories of moral development and values education;
5. Selected critical theories and pedagogies for analysis and interpretation:
recommendations for innovative educational applications and policies based on
the research findings.
Foundational Texts
Holocaust and Genocide Studies draw predominately from the academic
disciplines of history, political and social sciences, psychology and social psychology,
philosophical and theological studies, and literature for major premises, hypotheses,
definitions, and explanations (Bauer, 2001; Davidowicz, 1988; Fein, 1992; Levi, 1993;
Marrus, 1987; Poliakov, 1979). Descriptive and historical interpretations from leading
scholars in these fields were utilized both for the basic knowledge necessary to describe
contexts and settings, as well as for meaning, implications, and ramifications of findings.
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Four seminal and foundational texts (Dimsdale, 1980; Horowitz, 1982; Chalk &
Jonassohn, 1990; Hilberg, 1985) have been selected which were instrumental in the early
development of the field of scholarship known as Holocaust and Genocide Studies.
These are followed by summaries of four more recent texts (Browning, 1992;
Newman & Erber, 2002; Oliner & Oliner, 1988; Power, 2002) which have influenced
the type of educational and moral questions raised currently in Holocaust and genocide
circles, and which have consequently driven research, discussion, and classroom
instruction. Some of these publications are still near the top of the list of widely-used
academic and political texts in Holocaust and genocide studies for the English-speaking
world. Browning (1992) was familiar to several of the focus group students because his
book had been recently used in classes at this university. Hilberg's (1985) work is
considered the classic text for beginning an evaluation of the historical documents of the
Holocaust period (Barenbaum, 1993; Bauer, 2001).
Holocaust Educational Research
There is insufficient classroom-based research to date in college or adult level
Holocaust education as the field is relatively new and undergoing extensive development
of educational paradigms, methodologies, and materials. A number of relevant and wellknown historical research studies are referred to (Milgram, 1974; Zimbardo, 1973), in
addition to several more recent and successful educational research efforts such as those
of Facing History and Ourselves Foundation (2001), currently most focused on the
knowledge and attitudes of junior-high aged students. The author's completed classroom
research project (2007) with undergraduate students was contrasted with three previous
research findings from other schools and with other age ranges. These three research
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studies were selected because they were more intensive and complete than others in the
scope of research criteria reported.
Important Issues and Trends
Current dynamic trends affect what scholars decide to research, what students
want to learn, and what teachers want to teach. By keeping up-to-date with associated
issues, themes, and trends in the media, in history and social science school programs,
and in Holocaust and genocide educational programs, one can be more accurate and
effective in knowing what kinds of research questions should be asked, and in
ascertaining the usefulness of findings for today’s students and educators.
Progressive and influential themes in young adult education include teaching
diversity, pluralism, multiculturalism, respect for differences, inclusion, prejudice
reduction, tolerance and acceptance, facing history and ourselves, social awareness,
political activism, civic responsibility (Strom, 1994; USHMM, 1994; Yad Vashem,
2001), altruism (Oliner, 1995; Oliner & Oliner, 1988), social service, volunteerism,
community internships (University Catalogue, 2003), and caring behaviors (Gilligan,
1982; hooks, 1994; Noddings, 1992; Siddle Walker & Snarey, 2004), among others.
These valuable and related themes and teaching approaches can be included and
incorporated into developing programs for teaching the causes, consequences, prevention,
restitution, and reparation of the Holocaust and other genocides (Strom, 1994; USHMM,
2004; Yad Vashem, 2007).
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Moral Development Theory
Developing moral awareness, as well as political responsibility in young adults,
are two of the most important educational outcomes elicited in this field. Some of the
moral development and values education theories, pedagogies, and classroom strategies
developed over the last two or three decades can be of significant assistance. Gilligan
(1982), Kohlberg (1981), Noddings (1992), Rest and Narvaez (1994), and Siddle Walker
and Snarey (2004) have established themselves as leading scholars in the emerging field
of moral development and moral teaching. They remain some of the best resources to be
found for evaluating the relationship between education of youth and moral values or
character, with the inclusion of gender, and race, as possible critical co-determinants
when appropriate.
Critical Theory
Many critical theories and texts can be applied to the analysis and interpretation
of the Holocaust and genocide. Some also describe perspectives and paradigms which
purport to radically challenge or oppose existing political and economic institutions
which promulgate domination and mass human destruction in the world. Prominent
among these theories is the critical systems analysis of political sociologist Horowitz
(1982), with historically-based descriptions of the state-sponsored destruction of innocent
citizens. His scholarship laid the groundwork for Genocide Studies.
When looking for solutions and progressive theories and practices which are
particularly salient for the field of education, and which can be applied to such
extraordinary contexts, the educational pedagogies of Brazilian scholar and activist Freire
(1998) stand out. His invitation to conscientization and liberation for all planetary
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citizens provides a rationale for educational and political reform, or even nonviolent
revolution of oppressive and less-than-democratic societies. His experiences with
ethnocidal and politicidal South American governments catalyzed his theories and
teachings, and provide vital, instructive parallels.
Educators can also be inspired by a noted African-American liberation scholar,
hooks (1995), who provides some of the most effective explanations currently available
in academia for the complex interplays of ageism, classism, colonialism, racism, sexism,
slavery, and sexual orientation prejudice. These negative factors, in turn, create the
social and political contexts within which genocidal mentalities are developed and acted
out. In her book, killing rage: ending racism, hooks (1995) imagines a world of the
future without racism or sexism where all can live in "Beloved Community" (p. 263).
To arrive at such a community, she suggests in another of her books entitled
Teaching to Transgress: Education as the Practice of Freedom (hooks, 1995), an
"engaged pedagogy" in the "sacred" vocation of teaching which "respects and cares for
the souls of our students…if we are to provide the necessary conditions where learning
can most deeply and intimately begin" (p. 13). Siddle Walker and Snarey's (2004) book
on African-American educators' contributions to the moral formation of youth is a timely
resource. The two authors suggest a variety of pedagogical interventions integrating
justice theory with care theory which hold great promise. They advocate that educators
explicitly teach for a just as well as a caring world.
A strong attempt was made to integrate and synthesize these critical, yet
ultimately idealistic, scholarly perspectives into this paper. Again, the intellectual and
theoretical bases for Holocaust and genocide studies are necessarily broad and trans-
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disciplinary at this time. No single academic discipline, individual scholar, or school of
thought has, at present, provided sufficient explanation for such an overwhelming and
apparently universal genre of human destructiveness.
Scope and Delimitations of the Study
The first part of the research plan delimited the scope of the research to a survey
administered in fifteen undergraduate student classrooms at the university. The second
part of the plan consisted of four small voluntary post-survey focus groups of two to four
students, each group convened once on campus, for the purposes of discussing in further
detail the findings of the survey as well as several carefully selected focus questions.
This research project was defined as a convergent or mixed research design integrating
quantitative as well as qualitative data (the questionnaire in 15 classrooms and the four
focus group interviews with 12 students), and both quantitative and qualitative analysis
and methodology (statistical analysis of the questionnaire data with Statistical Program
for the Social Sciences and content analysis of the focus group interview material).
Texts utilized for the convergent research design included Barbour and Kitzinger
(1999), Bryman (2004), Burnaford, Fischer, and Hobson (2001), Creswell (1994), Patton
(2002), and Slavin (1992). Krippendorf, (1980) of the University of Pennsylvania, is
considered a leading figure in the methodology of content analysis research; his book,
Content Analysis, was a primary guidebook for the focus group analysis.
The purpose of such a complex research design was the acquisition and analysis
of accurate, valid, and triangulated data. Delimitations included planning only a
preliminary level of quantitative statistical testing and analysis of the survey data due to
the researcher's beginning research acumen. An additional control was that the data
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collection was conducted during only one semester. The project was delimited to what
could be discovered at this particular university at the time the study was conducted. The
breadth of the study, spread across both quantitative and qualitative modalities, and
multiple methodologies, delimited the depth which could be achieved with each data
compilation and its interpretation.
Limitations of the Study
Potential limitations of the study stemmed primarily from the known difficulties
of the four methodologies: survey research, focus group research, statistical analysis, and
content analysis. Each limitation was addressed, in turn, both in the research design and
strategic solutions. The classroom access and subsequent student sample were limited to
how many and which of the university deans and professors responded to the request for
classroom subjects. Efforts were made to be thorough and systematic in written and
verbal communications with the Provost, College Deans, professors, and students so as to
assure consistency of response and returns.
The short introduction at the top of the survey questionnaire was given in each
classroom so that professors and students had approximately the same preparatory
information (See Appendix A for the Survey Questionnaire including introduction). Both
student consent forms also contained considerable information for the students about the
research study (See Appendixes B and C for Student Consents). Respect, academic
integrity, and transparency of purpose were expressed whenever possible to all
individuals and groups involved in the research process, to assist in obtaining optimal
cooperation and full participation from administrators, professors, and students.
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The research instrument of a predominately Likert-style questionnaire was
constructed with the assistance of three expert faculty advisors, but may contain errors
and omissions. The primary limitation anticipated in advance was that it was not
presented to several experts in the field of Holocaust and genocide education. The
sample population size was small, approximately three hundred students within a
population of slightly over forty-six hundred undergraduate students, which may limit
transferability and application of findings. Just six and a half percent of the
undergraduate student population was sampled. Efforts to overcome this factor included
designing an effective cross-section of disciplines, classrooms, and student
characteristics. Variables which facilitated measuring broad, cross-sectional student
characteristics included class levels, majors, genders, ethnicities, political and religious
preferences, countries and/or states of origin, types of high schools, fifteen types of
classrooms surveyed, and ten participating professors.
Neither true random assignment nor selection was possible in this research study.
Nevertheless, adequate sampling remained possible under targeted, inclusive, and
convenience-based classroom conditions. Where it was necessary or helpful, the
researcher's own rationale and positionality were stated in both verbal comments and
written documents.
Significance of the Study
The findings of this study should assist university and college faculty, particularly
in education, history, literature, political and social sciences, and religious studies to
evaluate comparatively how their student population perceives and values their Holocaust
and genocide educational experiences. The two terms, “post-Holocaust” and “post-
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Holocaust education” need to be clarified. This research represents an effort to assess
and validate educational and moral development of youth since the Holocaust or "postHolocaust," and since the introduction of Holocaust and genocide education in schools
and universities, or "post-Holocaust education."
There is reason to believe that those students who have received early and
sensitively presented educational curriculum and teaching of Holocaust, genocide, and
human rights are more conscious or aware of these issues than other students
(Barenbaum, 1993; Facing History & Ourselves Foundation, 2001; USHMM Teaching
Guide, no date; Yad Vashem, 2007). These particular students, in addition, may be more
effectively prepared to seek out information they are lacking, find meaningful resources,
and integrate the information and learning into other aspects of their educational and life
activities (Facing History, 1995). A secondary hypothesis of this research is that students
also may be more likely to speak out and to act on what they have perceived and
understood, join or support groups which are activist on these issues, or play important
social and political roles in staving off future similar disasters (Council of Europe,
2002)). Two related major premises guide the research: that Holocaust and genocide
education is effective and valuable, and that Holocaust and genocide education assists a
student to moral development and preparation for response to political challenges.
It is essential to have a solid rationale for what, how, and why one teaches the
Holocaust and genocide. A small but vehement group of deniers and revisionists of the
Holocaust and other genocides exists, probably the most well-known being the British
revisionist historian Irving (Hogan, 2000) who has stated that he does not believe the gas
chambers were used to destroy millions of human beings or that one third of the
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European Jews were murdered, despite the voluminous evidence accepted by almost all
other scholars and citizens (Lipstadt, 1993). The field of Holocaust and genocide
education has many such detractors and minimizers who would rather not look at history
so clearly, nor take any personal responsibility towards social problems of this kind.
This research on a targeted university student population is possibly unique, both
nationally and internationally. It may help to attribute more importance and value to
educational research and teaching of the Holocaust and genocide. The study should make
a positive contribution to the self-understanding of university students, facing these
difficult global issues in the present and future, and needing to find effective solutions,
outlets, and networks.
Definitions for Four Crucial Terms
A review of the literature of Holocaust and genocide reveals a fairly narrow range
of definitions and key terms being utilized. The three preliminary and baseline terms
which were most important to define for the purposes of this paper were: (1) genocide,
(2) Holocaust, and (3) Sho'ah or Shoah. A fourth term, (4) perception, was also given an
operationalized definition for the purposes of this educational research.
(1) genocide: “Geno” refers to a gene-pool of persons, a nation, or a people;
“cide” means to kill. The word comes from combined Greek and Latin etymology
(Neufeldt, 1997). Usually, one group of persons or a nation-state desires and attempts to
kill another group different from themselves in some particular aspect or aspects of
human appearance, customs, religious, or political persuasion. There may be competition
for resources, land, power, economic markets, or leading ideology. The United Nations
Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide (78 U.N.T.S.
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277), was formulated and ratified in 1948 following the tragedies of the Holocaust and
World War II. The most often used part, Article 2, is reprinted in Human Rights in the
World Community (Kuper as cited in Claude & Weston, 1990):
In the present Convention, genocide means any of the following
acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or part, a national, ethnical,
racial or religious group, as such:
1. Killing members of the group.
2. Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group.
3. Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring
about its physical destruction in whole or in part.
4. Imposing measures intended to prevent birth within the group.
5. Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group. (p. 78)
Political sociologist Horowitz (1982) was one of the first to publish a book
describing, defining, and interpreting genocide and its causes and effects. His primary
definition reads, “genocide represents a systematic effort over time to liquidate a national
population, usually a minority…Genocide is herein defined as a structural and systematic
destruction of innocent people by a state bureaucratic apparatus…” (p.17). Holocaust
survivor and sociologist Steiner (1975) used the terms “mass destruction,” (p. 145) “the
process of escalation into destruction,” (p. 131) and “mass extermination” (p. 20) to
describe genocidal practices in his book.
Hilberg (1985), leading historian on the records and documents of Nazi mass
murder, most often used the words “total destruction” (p. 273) and “annihilation” (p. 267)
when describing the systematic mass atrocities and murders of the Holocaust. Numerous
other scholars in this field of study have put forth their versions of what constitutes
genocide (Bauer, 2001; Chalk & Jonassohn, 1990; Fein, 1992; Furet, 1989; Hogan,
2000; Lang, 1990; Newman & Erber, 2002; Power, 2002).
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Crucial components of a genocide include intentionality to destroy, ability and
means to carry out the planned destructive acts, criteria for identifying the minority group
to be singled out for negative treatment, separation of the group from the general
population, and use of propaganda and denigrating, stereotypical labels against members
of the reviled group. Euphemisms are developed to disguise the destructive intentions
and acts of the regime in power, such as the "final solution" in Nazi Germany or “ethnic
cleansing” in Bosnia. The victim are concentrated in jails or camps, then the state or
political group devises ways to destroy whole families, groups, villages, towns, and
organizations of human beings. Unfortunately, many states and the persons who
administer them become quite creative in carrying out these steps of "the perilous process
of escalation into mass destruction” (Steiner, 1975, p. 44).
(2) Holocaust is the word most often used to describe the mass murder or
annihilation of the European Jews during World War II, from the years 1933 to 1945
under the regime of the German National Socialists led by Adolf Hitler. The Holocaust
also included destruction of the mentally or physically disabled and ill, including and
beginning with Germans (Goldhagen, 1997), Gypsies (Roma and Sinti) and selected
Slavic peoples such as Poles and Russians (Poliakov, 1979), Marxists (Fleming, 1982),
socialists (Goldhagen, 1997), labor union leaders, prisoners of war (Niewyk, 1992),
Jehovah's Witnesses (Des Pres, 1976), members of the resistance movement in various
European countries (Niewyk, 1992), clergy, homosexuals, and intellectuals (Steiner,
1975), and many other hapless and innocent civilians. The two groups singled out for
complete destruction based merely on their ethnicity or culture were the Jews and the
Roma (Rose, 2007). Approximately six million of the victims are defined as Jewish, the
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other five million victims fall into other categories. The names of three million of the six
million Jews who died in the Holocaust are now on a database at Yad Vashem Holocaust
Memorial in Israel (http://www.yadvashem.org).
The word “Holocaust” itself is also etymologically derived from the Greek and
means to be completely or wholly consumed by fire. In the small-lettered usage
“holocaust,” it is an Old Testament biblical word describing the burnt offerings or
sacrifices offered to Yahweh in the temple by the early Hebrew priests. It is not known
who first began to use this term for the extermination process, very possibly the Jewish
crematoria team at Auschwitz-Birkenau who had to remove the bodies of their comrades
from the gas chambers where they had been gassed with Zyklon B, to the crematoria
where they were burned into bone fragments and ashes to be disposed elsewhere around
the death camps. Several of the Auschwitz-Birkenau crematoria team were among the
only such survivor-witnesses to escape being gassed and burned themselves
("Auschwitz" DVD, 2006).
Other oppressed and partially destroyed ethnic groups sometimes employ the
word “Holocaust” or the generic and not capitalized “holocaust” for their experiences.
Certainly, each genocide or attempted genocide is experienced by the survivors as their
own Holocaust.
(3) The third term to be designated is “Sho'ah,” or also "Shoah," as the
apostrophe is often dropped in English usage. This word is from the Hebrew language
and is widely used in Israel. It translates as “total destruction,” also as “devastation” and
“great catastrophe” (Hogan, 2000, p. 57). Again, the chronology of using this word for
the mass destruction of the European Jews is unclear. It was first apparent in the 1980s
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among more religiously-oriented persons of Jewish faith and older Jews or particularly
Israelis, who objected to the definition sometimes employed by sects in fundamentalist
Christianity of the word Holocaust to mean “sacrificially and completely consumed by
fire” (Neufeldt, 1997, p. 644).
Many Holocaust survivors understandably prefer to choose their own words or
depictions for what happened to them, and additionally, to use their own language in
which to express it. This might include Hebrew, Yiddish, or the language of any of the
twenty or more European, Eastern or Central European, Mediterranean, or North African
countries a survivor might have originated from such as Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
Estonia, France, Greece, Hungary, Morocco, or Poland. French sociologist and
filmmaker Lanzman (1985) has immortalized the word with the production of his ten
hour documentary "Shoah," filmed predominately in Poland, where the largest number of
Holocaust victims lived, suffered, and died, and where several hundred Jewish persons
were murdered even after the Holocaust, after the end of World War II, in village and
town individual and group murders and massacres.
(4) One more key term, "perception," needs to be effectively defined. Part of the
title of the study, it guides and influences the other research variables. To perceive is to
see, but not just a visual image. It means "to take hold of, to comprehend, to grasp
mentally, to discern, or to become aware of; and consequently to understand" (Neufeldt,
1997, p. 1002). A certain degree of self-knowledge is inherent in perception, when the
individual is asked to reflect on her or his perceptions, and to assess, explain, and analyze
other questions dependent on those perceptions. Students in this study were asked their
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personal perceptions of the Holocaust and genocide educational experiences they have
received. These perceptions were the valuable indicators to be measured and interpreted.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Foundational Texts in Holocaust and Genocide Studies
Holocaust and genocide studies began with several scholars who had the courage
and perseverance to pursue and research unpleasant topics most other people preferred to
ignore or forget. Lemkin (1944) was a refugee in 1939 to New York City from a Polish
Jewish ghetto where all of his family later perished. He relentlessly sought out
information about the ongoing destruction of the European Jews, and coined and defined
the word "genocide" as early as 1933 (Barenbaum, 1993). He was the first historian to
publish a book on the topic, while the war was still going on. He spent the next two
decades confronting members of the American Congress, the international community,
diplomats, and the press to consider and name the Holocaust a genocide, and act to stop
and ameliorate it (Power, 2002).
Lemkin (1944) began the systematic scholarship of the Holocaust and genocides.
Just now, scholars are giving lectures and writing about Lemkin himself, who collapsed
and died of a heart attack in 1959 from working day and night to get the Genocide
Convention passed. His life efforts are finally being honored in the century following his
life and death (Bauer, 2001; Fussell, 2004; Power, 2002).
The earliest contributions to this new field of research, now known as Holocaust
and Genocide Studies, were disparate efforts by persons in fields from military
photography to historians to the personal stories and autobiographies of individuals who
were there in Europe when it happened (Abzug, 1985; Poliakov, 1979; Levi, 1958). The
predominant mainstream cultural response in most of Europe, Asia, and the United States
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after the war was that the Holocaust was gruesome and tragic, should be forgotten as
soon as possible, and that everyone should "move on" into the peacetime, rebuilding,
postwar world. For the first two or three decades after the war, it was unpopular and
nearly taboo to talk about the Holocaust or being a Holocaust survivor except in private
circles (Gumpel in Lovenheim, 2002; Steiner, 1984; Veil, 2002; Wiesel, 1960).
Nevertheless, Lemkin (1944) was not the only person or scholar passionately
committed to understanding the Holocaust and genocide in the face of societal
indifference and rejection. Holocaust survivors and survivor-scholars, among many
others, were themselves the persons most responsible for bringing up the subject in
Europe, Israel, and the United States in the years after the war (Bettelheim, 1952;
Eichengreen, 1994; Frankl, 1946; Levi, 1958; Oliner, 1979; Pisar, 1982; Steiner, 1975;
Wiesenthal, 1976; Wiesel, 1960). They kept the memory of it alive, recorded their
experiences and interpretations, told their stories to hundreds of audiences in spite of
widespread public resistance, and repeatedly asked that the next generations be educated
against genocide. The pace of the movement picked up during the 1970s, and thousands
of individuals from many cultures were, and still are, extremely interested in this subject
and the information and knowledge gleaned and collected during the post-war years
(Fallace, 2006; Schuette, 2005; Wolfgram, 2006).
This phenomenon was observed in activist, community, and educational circles
during the 1980s and the 1990s in both Northern and Southern California. Building the
Holocaust and genocide studies movement was a slow, gradual process over decades
(American Gathering of Jewish Holocaust Survivors, 1983; Barenbaum, 1993; Fallace,
2006; Fein, 1992; Novick, 2000). Children and grandchildren of Holocaust survivors
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and perpetrators, Roma, homosexuals, families of victims of the German disabled
euthanasia program, Jehovah Witnesses, and other groups added their voices of historical
persecution and destruction. G.I.s and military liberators from World War II also
contributed as well as partisans, rescuers (Dyby, 2000; Opdyke, 1992), and
photojournalists. Fallace (2006) credits Jewish organizations, religious elites, and
primary and secondary school teachers for the emergence of Holocaust education in this
country.
Much information was recorded during the actual twelve years of the Third Reich,
which is still being brought forth and analyzed (Wolfgram, 2006). Each of the occupied
countries has historical records of that time which need to be examined. Archives in the
former Soviet Union, Germany, and Central and Eastern European countries have only
recently been made available to researchers. For example, at the largest United States
national conference on the Holocaust in 1999, only one scholar from the Federation of
Russian States had started to work in Russian language research archives there (Shulman,
2004). An effort is going on to attract scholars to do needed research in their own
countries and languages (Barenbaum, 1993; Wolfgram, 2006; Yad Vashem, 2007).
The literature of the field of Holocaust and Genocide Studies is rapidly growing.
Four early, seminal authors and texts (Dimsdale, 1980; Hilberg, 1985; Horowitz, 1982;
Oliner & Oliner, 1988) have been selected as most essential to the beginnings of this field
of academia and to this particular research endeavor. These books were published during
the 1980s when Holocaust Studies as an academic specialty first began at American
universities. The four texts provided comprehensive historical information of the
Holocaust in addition to complex interpretations of how and why the Holocaust could
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have occurred. These remain the underlying questions haunting Holocaust and Genocide
Studies, and also comprise two of the questions most frequently asked by university
students in classrooms. The answers to these primary questions continue to change
dynamically and evolve with each era of Holocaust and Genocide Studies.
These four books held particular explanatory knowledge and power for early
students in the field and compose some of the baseline studies scholars have built on for
their particular research areas. Only much later, in the 1980s and 1990s, did scholars and
authors begin to broaden their perspective to include other genocides and more universal
applications of findings, and to develop theories which apply not just to the Holocaust but
to genocides at large.
Publications During the 1980s
The four early foundational books selected for review are these:
1) The Destruction of the European Jews by Raul Hilberg (1985);
2) Survivors, Victims, and Perpetrators: Essays on the Nazi Holocaust edited by
Joel Dimsdale, M.D. (1980);
3) Taking Lives: Genocide and State Power by Irving Louis Horowitz (1982);
4) The Altruistic Personality: Rescuers of Jews in Nazi Europe: What Led
Ordinary Men and Women to Risk Their Lives on Behalf of Others? by Samuel
and Pearl Oliner (1988).
1. The Destruction of the European Jews.
Pre-eminent American Holocaust historian Raul Hilberg's (1985) text, when
originally published in 1961, had a rather limited readership. A new edition was released
in 1985 and stunned Holocaust history students and scholars alike with its historical
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accuracy and theoretical construction; the world, and academia, were more ready to
receive such information. The first historian to organize the chronological progression of
the extermination process and give each step a specific label, definition, and description,
Hilberg (1985) demystified much of the "final solution for the Jewish question," as it was
euphemistically named by the Nazi leaders (p. 99). It became quite clear exactly who did
what, when, and how to the innocent victims of the Holocaust.
Meticulously analyzing hundreds of historical German and other European
documents, Hilberg (1985) described the social, economic, and political precedents for
the Holocaust, the legal and governmental decrees which paved the way for mass
destruction, the development of the mobile killing operations in the Eastern European
countries (Einsatzgruppen), the extensive deportations of Jews and Roma from all the
occupied countries, and the centralized killing center operations which eliminated them
and processed their belongings immediately after arrival.
In 1985, this leading Holocaust scholar (Hilberg, 1985) did not specifically use
the word "genocide." It was not yet in common everyday or even academic usage. He
instead used the terms "annihilation" (p. 267), "atrocities"(p. 275), "killing centers" (p.
221), "killing operations" (p. 224), and "the world's first completed destruction process"
(p. 305). Hilberg's (1985) work has parallel in other scholars' books which give an
overview of the Holocaust and include Barenbaum (1993), Bauer (2001), Dawidowicz
(1988), Des Pres (1976), Fleming (1982), Furet (1989), Marrus (1987), Niewyck (1992),
Poliakov (1979), Steiner (1975), and Wyman (1984), among others.
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2. Survivors, Victims and Perpetrators: Essays on the Nazi Holocaust.
The second groundbreaking text chosen for summary was edited by Harvard
Medical School physician Dimsdale (1980). It provided excellent quality essays on
Holocaust issues by scholars and clinicians from a variety of backgrounds: history,
political science, sociology, psychology, social psychology, psychiatry, and medicine.
Dimsdale (1980) was the first editor to approach the Holocaust from a multidisciplinary
perspective. This considerably increased the book's accessibility and applicability for
scholars and practitioners in these fields, as well as students planning to enter Holocaust
Studies. In the introduction, this physician has written, “Some areas of human experience
are so vast in implication and so complex in emotion that to study them from one specific
scholarly perspective results in a skewed analysis, terribly removed from the facts. The
Nazi Holocaust is one of these topics” (p. xvii).
By dividing the book into the three categories of the survivor, the victim, and the
perpetrator of the Holocaust, plus a beginning section on the setting which produced the
conditions of the Holocaust, Dimsdale (1980) enables the reader to see clearly the defined
social roles which individuals fell into and carried out under the Third Reich. Plus, the
categories lend themselves to discovering the personality traits, attitudes, and behaviors
of these specific groups. Books such as this one helped form the categories of
classification which began to be discernible as useful constructs for theories of how
genocide takes place.
A special quality of Dimsdale's (1980) anthology was that it also was one of the
first to concentrate on the psycho-emotional aspects of the Holocaust. These topics are
discussed by credible experts with real experience dealing with survivors and their
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families. The strength and appeal of the book lie most in its emphasis on understanding
the survivor experience. Much of this research can contribute to understanding and
aiding survivors of recent and current genocides as well, or even modern sufferers of Post
Traumatic Stress Syndrome such as post-Viet Nam or post-Iraq soldiers.
3. Taking Lives: Genocide and State Power.
The third selected text is from political sociologist Horowitz (1982). His
important book was the first to apply both a systems as well as a structuralist approach to
the study of the Holocaust and genocide, to view genocide as a global and international
problem, to redefine the language and behaviors of genocide under both political and
sociological rubrics, and to begin a taxonomy of genocide within a universal norm.
Horowitz's work has been instrumental in the transition of many scholars from seeing the
Holocaust as a solely Judeocentric event to viewing it as a universally occurring event.
He is one of the primary authors who moved many scholars of Holocaust Studies forward
into Holocaust and Genocide Studies.
By the late 1970s, at least Horowitz (1982) had no compunction about using
"genocide" as a crucial term in his scholarship; more than anyone else, he
operationalized the term. In his first chapter "Defining Genocide" he writes "first,
genocide represents a systematic effort over time to liquidate a national population,
usually a minority; second, it functions as a fundamental political policy to assure
conformity and participation by the citizenry" (p. 17). He describes feeling the obligation
as a social scientist to engage in the study of genocide.
In Taking Lives, Horowitz (1982) states that "genocide is endemic to the social
structure," that "the umbilical cord between genocidal practice and state power has never
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been stronger" (p. 20), and compares many essential qualities of genocidal societies
versus democratic societies. He integrates his extensive knowledge of the Holocaust and
genocide simultaneously throughout the book as he describes the valiant stand of the
individual and democratic concepts against the power of modern nation-states and
governments, totalitarian attitudes, philosophies, and practices. As a political scientist, he
also writes presciently on terrorism as an action by both state and non-state agents in
genocidal contexts.
Students of genocide might particularly appreciate what Horowitz (1982) writes
in his Introduction: "Yet I feel little sense of pessimism. The reason is the indefatigable
spirit of human beings….voices of opposition are heard loud and clear….and the capacity
of living and loving that goes on as long as the human species continues. Jews,
Armenians, Ugandans, Vietnamese, Bantus, and untold other peoples share the strength
of survival no less that the scars of genocide" (p. xv).
4. The Altruistic Personality: Rescuers of Jews in Nazi Europe: What Led Ordinary
Men and Women to Risk Their Lives on Behalf of Others?
Published only a few years after Horowitz's (1982) tome, the last pivotal book
selected in this section is written by Pearl Oliner (1988), formerly of Humboldt State
University School of Education, and her husband Samuel Oliner (1988), a sociologist and
himself a former hidden child survivor of the Holocaust who lost his entire extended
family in a Polish village massacre. The book provides a hopeful contrast to the dark
views of the three previous books. Based on interviews with over 700 rescuers and
witnesses to the Holocaust in Poland, France, Germany, Italy, and the Netherlands during
the Nazi occupation, the Oliners' International Altruistic Personality Project has derived
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theories and conclusions about altruistic persons, those who rescue others from harm
under the risk of harm or death to themselves, and in most cases with no personal reward
or gain.
This remarkable study underscores the idea that within the maelstrom and terror
of World War II and the Holocaust, ordinary caring individuals and groups carried out
dangerous rescues of persons threatened by the Nazi regime. Representing only a
miniscule percentage of the population of any given country, Yad Vashem's Righteous
Gentile Awards (Jerusalem, Israel) list a mere 21,758 persons, out of the many millions
of Europeans of that time (http://www.yadvashem.org/2007). These few courageous and
highly moral people hid and rescued friends, neighbors, and often complete strangers.
The Oliners' (1988) work started a new thrust in Holocaust and Genocide Studies:
to find the courageous acts of individuals and groups, the meaningful role models within
Holocaust and genocide contexts, and to constellate out those attitudes, values, and traits
which can build courage for such difficult encounters with brutality. The next step was to
find ways to teach altruism and courageous moral action to children, young people, and
humanity at large. In their chapter "The Enduring Significance of Altruistic Acts," the
Oliners (1988) state that "Rescuers are not saints but ordinary people who nonetheless
were capable of overcoming their human frailties by virtue of their caring capacities" (p.
239). "By their present words and deeds they continue to assure us that there are caring
people in the world, people who have retained a basic faith in the value of committed
human relationships and a sense of connectedness to humanity" (p. 247).
Other researchers and educators have followed the Oliners' (1988) steps. Many
more "Righteous Gentiles" and other categories of rescuers have been discovered and
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classified. The Spielberg (1993) movie produced thirteen years ago on Oskar Schindler's
rescue of 1200 Jews from sure death, "Schindler's List," has become the most popular and
well known Holocaust movie by far. New stories come out each year of acts of kindness
during the Holocaust not previously known to the world. Altruistic and courageous acts
of resistance and rescue can be observed occurring during every known genocide.
Publications From 1990 to the Present
The four more recent books selected as most significant are summarized here:
1. The History and Sociology of Genocide: Analyses and Case Studies by Frank
Chalk and Kurt Jonassohn (1990);
2. Ordinary Men: Reserve Police Battalion 101 and the Final Solution in Poland
by Christopher Browning (1992);
3. A Problem From Hell: America and the Age of Genocide by Samantha Power
(2002);
4. Understanding Genocide: A Social Psychology of the Holocaust by Leonard
Newman and Ralph Erber (2002).
These books were published during what might be characterized as the second
phase of Holocaust and genocide education: from 1990 to the present. The four books
represent crucial links of thinking which helped bring scholars to the way they view the
Holocaust and genocide in the first decade of the twenty-first century.
1. The History and Sociology of Genocide: Analyses and Case Studies.
One text utilized frequently in the 1990s in Holocaust and Genocide Studies was
by Canadian scholars Frank Chalk and Kurt Jonassohn (1990). The book is
interdisciplinary, since one scholar is a historian and the other a sociologist, and provides
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a valuable model for integrating two areas of knowledge on the Holocaust and genocide.
The two authors began to apply Holocaust knowledge to a larger context of genocide
throughout history, bringing in genocide events and information from regions around the
world.
The first part of the book developed a conceptual framework for genocide,
definitions and typology, included a rationale for methodologies of research in genocidal
situations, and listed Canadian, American, and international conventions and criminal
codes for genocide. The twenty-one case studies that the authors analyzed, interpreted,
and compared, included cases from antiquity such as Carthage, past the Albigensian and
witch massacres of medieval times, through the Holocaust to the destruction of Indians of
the Amazon. This book was one of the first to seriously examine the ubiquitous nature of
genocide in human history, and to began a needed parallel contrast among known and
possible genocides. Chalk and Jonassohn (1990) stated that the reason most scholars
took a further interest in genocide had its early origins in concerns about the Holocaust.
Included for the first time in a book on genocide was a chapter on the Roma in the
Holocaust by Canadian expert on Roma/Sinti culture, Tyrnauer (In Chalk & Jonassohn,
1990).
2. Ordinary Men: Reserve Police Battalion 101 and the Final Solution in Poland.
The second in this section is American historian Browning's (1992) book on the
role of five hundred ordinary German policemen from Hamburg, Germany, who carried
out mass murder of Jewish and Roma villages and towns in Central and Eastern Europe
for the National Socialist regime as part of the Einsatzgruppen actions of 1942.
Browning's work is striking, because he is able to show how a group of ordinary,
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"average, middle-aged" (in his terms), men recruited from city police work in Hamburg
could over time and with specific indoctrination be induced to personally murder
hundreds of thousands of innocent persons in villages of Poland.
Holocaust and genocide scholars will be discussing the implications of
Browning's (1992) work for years to come. The psychological transformation of men
from "ordinary" to monstrous, and back again to "apparently ordinary" is what scholars
such as Browning and his fellow researchers Steiner (1975) and Zimbardo (1973) have
focused upon. The effort of Holocaust and Genocide Studies is to make mass murder
uncommon, to classify these acts as intolerable and criminal, and to establish, or perhaps
reestablish, ordinary standards of humanity as the norm. Certainly every single religion
teaches this. Every governmental constitution touts its declarations for the benefit and
protection of its peoples. Every democratically established nation holds numerous laws
and policies to this effect.
3. 'A Problem From Hell': America and the Age of Genocide.
A former war correspondent in the Balkans, Power (2002) is the executive
director of the Carr Center for Human Rights Policy at the John F. Kennedy School of
Government at Harvard University. Her book is highly critical of the historical and
current actions and non-actions of the U.S. government through the genocides of the last
century. Chapters describing the genocides in Armenia, the Holocaust, Cambodia, the
Kurds in Iraq, Bosnia, Kosovo, and Rwanda illustrate Power's (2002) grasp of the history,
economics, legislative histories, and particularly the response of the United States to each
of these series of events. She illustrates how the American Congress and media have
shown less than adequate understanding and response to the realities and problems of the
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Holocaust and genocide. Although quite controversial, this book won the Pulitzer Prize
in 2002, the year it was published. Dr. Power (2002) provides a strong and pioneering
role model for women scholars and for the entire group of international Holocaust and
genocide scholars.
4. Understanding Genocide: The Social Psychology of the Holocaust.
The last book is by Newman and Erber (2002), social psychologist and
psychologist, and co-editors. Social psychologists have provided a special contribution
to Holocaust understanding, possibly due to their position halfway between sociology,
the study of persons in groups and society, and psychology, the study of the individual
personality. With twenty-two different contributors, the book is divided into headings:
(I) becoming a perpetrator; (II) beyond the individual: groups and collectives; and (III)
dealing with evil.
This book exemplifies the kind of in-depth, scholarly, and interdisciplinary
integration of research and findings which needs to occur more in Holocaust and
Genocide Studies. Understanding Genocide references earlier scholarship related to the
social and political problems it raises, incorporates significant findings previously
established by important researchers, and attempts new responses to those problems.
For example, Newman's essay on "What is a 'social-psychological' account of
perpetrator behavior?" incorporates a critique and response to Goldhagen's (1997) work
on "ordinary Germans" (p. 9), utilizes Browning's (1992) "ordinary men" research (p.
159), mentions Steiner's (1975) perpetrator findings, and refers frequently back to
Milgram's (1974) experiments with ordinary American people who willingly hurt others
on command. Thus, five different Holocaust-related scholars whose work spans two
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generations and three decades are summarized and interpreted, giving both depth and
breadth to the work.
Holocaust and Genocide Educational Research
The literature search includes university level research back to the end of World
War II and the Holocaust. Three of the most famous empirical studies which can be
reexamined for elements related to current student realities, include the Adorno, FrenkelBrunswik, Levinson, and Sanford (1950) authoritarian personality studies, Milgram's
(1974) pain administration studies, and the Haney, Banks, and Zimbardo (1973) social
psychological studies on moral responses and the power of the situation. Early
researchers, whether historians, social scientists, psychologists, or theologians, were also
looking for answers to the "how" and "why" of the Holocaust.
This area of exploration is referred to as "perpetrator behavior" research
(Browning, 1992; Hilberg, 1985; Newman & Erber, 2002; Steiner, 2004), and persists
as a major aspect of Holocaust and genocide research since it is still not fully understood
how and why genocide occurs in human populations. The search for answers continues.
The corollary research areas of "rescuer behavior" (Oliner & Oliner, 1988), "resistance
behavior" (Hilberg, 1985; Poliakov, 1987; Rittner & Roth, 1993), and "bystander
behavior" (Bauer, 2001; Dimsdale, 1980; Facing History Foundation, 2001) have
become well known.
Many aspects of "collaborator behavior" (Marrus, 1987; Steiner, 1975) are still
fairly taboo, although partial information is available on the Jewish Councils, or
Judenrate of the World War II ghettos (Bauer, 2001; Marrus, 1987) and more is
emerging on the French Vichy collaboration, for instance (Furet, 1989; Ganley, 2007).
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It has become customary to teach university students within these categories of
behavioral research in order for them to better understand the crucial social and political
roles assumed by people during the Holocaust and other genocides.
Significant Historical Research
Some of the more famous historical behavioral and socio-psychological research
studies often cited when teaching Holocaust education include Milgram’s (1974) and
Adorno’s (1950) many tests of authoritarianism, and Zimbardo’s (1973) simulated prison
experiments with college students at Stanford. These research projects were conceived
and carried out after the Holocaust, as scholars in Europe and the United States struggled
with the puzzle of how ordinary citizens could so easily abuse and murder their own
neighbors or fellow citizens.
Milgram (1974) conducted dozens of now-famous studies on obedience to
authority with adults of both genders in the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s and found that blind
obedience to authority was not limited to Germans subjected to Hitler’s regime. Milgram
(1974) himself has described his experimental results as very disturbing: "They raise the
possibility that human nature, or--more specifically--the kind of character produced in
American democratic society, cannot be counted on to insulate its citizens from brutality
and inhumane treatment at the direction of malevolent authority. A substantial
proportion of people do what they are told to do, irrespective of the content of the act and
without limitations of conscience, so long as they perceive that the commands come from
a legitimate authority" (p. 189). Up to 65% of the persons in his studies, who were given
a context of authority and the role expectation of obedience, administered painful electric
shocks to unwilling and undeserving subjects (Milgram, as cited by Dimsdale, 1980).
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Adorno, Frankel-Brunswik, Levinson, and Sanford (1950) developed concepts
and scales for assessing degrees of authoritarianism as deep-seated aspects of individual
personality. Adorno's scale for the authoritarian personality was named the “F-Scale,”
for its relationship to the traits of fascism. One of his study conclusions reads as follows:
"Propaganda, when directed to the antidemocratic potential in the people, determines to a
large extent the choice of the social objects of psychological aggressiveness" (Adorno,
Frankel-Brunswik, Levinson, & Sanford, 1950, p. 726). Higher scores on the F-scale
were closely associated with anti-Semitism and fascism in the past, and with propensity
to aggression and perpetrator roles under authoritarian contexts (Adorno, as cited in
Dimsdale, 1980, p. 329). Adorno (1950) originally started out to study anti-Semitism and
prejudice in the decades after World War II, and his findings have tended to be applied to
situations where political ideologues have inordinate influence over adult followers or
average citizens, such as National Socialists under Hitler, or American legislators and
media under McCarthyism.
Social psychologists Haney, Banks, and Zimbardo (1973) of Stanford University
conducted simulated prison experiments with male college students in 1971, and found
that under an oppressive social context, a majority of the students regressed rapidly to
character traits and roles of disrespect, harassment, and cruelty towards their fellow
students. The research outcomes were astonishing to Zimbardo (1973) as well as other
social scientists he consulted with, and he had to stop the experiment in six days, before it
was completed, as some students were being harmed and victimized, and all had
experienced some degree of dehumanization (http://www.Zimbardo.com). Zimbardo’s
research is considered pivotal for understanding the “power of the situation” to affect
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individual and group behavior. He has concluded that "Our results are also congruent
with those of Milgram who most convincingly demonstrated the proposition that evil acts
are not necessarily the deeds of evil men, but may be attributable to the operation of
powerful social forces" (Haney, Banks, & Zimbardo, 1973, p. 90).
These historical studies were intended to illustrate the effects on students of
propaganda, the power of persuasion held by a charismatic leader and authority figure,
and the dangers of group conformity. One of the most humbling and valuable
realizations students can achieve within Holocaust and Genocide Studies contexts is their
own susceptibility to persuasion and social conformity, which is aptly illustrated by these
three early and influential researchers' studies.
Contemporary Research
Searching the known educational research databases yielded articles which make
a positive case for teaching Holocaust and genocide in various academic disciplines such
as history, interdisciplinary studies, medicine, psychology, service-learning, social work,
and writing classes. Harkavy and Donovan (2002) included an article by Steve Hochstadt
entitled "The Unspoken Purposes of Service-Learning: Teaching the Holocaust" in their
series on service learning and the academic disciplines. Greenspan (2003) taught a
psychology course on listening to Holocaust survivors and the narrative study of lives.
Schatz (1998) found it valuable to teach social workers and psychotherapists about the
psychosocial effects of severe trauma experienced by Holocaust survivors. Students in
an advanced writing class at a university learned about the Holocaust in a course on
advanced writing and psychoanalytic methods from Samuels (2003). A clinical
psychology student, Chase (2003), wrote her dissertation on the lack of research on
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Holocaust education within psychology and professional psychology graduate programs.
Numerous academics around the United States have been attempting to incorporate
aspects of Holocaust, and less commonly genocide, into their respective teaching
disciplines.
The great majority of journal articles relating to Holocaust and genocide
education or educational research are written for secondary school teachers, but a smaller
number are available for university-level educators. Most articles report or list
recommended resources and available training manuals. Internet-based Holocaust
learning projects were developed by Davis, Fernekes, and Hladky (1999) who focused on
action-research social science studies for faculty; a computer-based teacher training
curriculum was developed by White (2001) for the Society for Information Technology;
and Burkett, Macy, White, and Feyten (2001) delivered a paper describing a Holocaust
World Wide Web site for preservice teacher education. Shane's (1998) article in
Reference Librarian gave an overview of available resources on the Holocaust accessible
via the Internet and was designed for both K-12 grades and academia, and Goldberg's
(1998) article in the same journal focused on Holocaust autobiographies and history
resources for faculty and librarians. A teaching manual incorporating literature, art, and
music of the Holocaust was developed by Stillman (2001) to be used in literature classes.
The two previous groups of journal articles reflected instructor interest in teaching
Holocaust in college classrooms and in developing resources for that purpose, but there is
a need to more systematically assess and measure learning criteria, curriculum, and
student outcomes. The following articles began to do that. Solkoff and Allen's (1978)
article on "Teaching the Holocaust at the University Level" described a course in a
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School of Medicine giving both historical and psychological analyses of Holocaust and
genocide, and a student evaluation of the course was undertaken. Education professor
Totten (1998), at the University of Arkansas, provided an excellent article in Social
Education on establishing a foundation for study of the Holocaust, and began a
framework for deciding if students were learning what was important to them. Shimoni's
(1991) book on The Holocaust in University Teaching remains the only complete book
on teaching the Holocaust and genocide at the university level. It contains teaching
approaches, resources, and twenty-six multidisciplinary course syllabi from university
professors around the world.
Another related category reported Holocaust or genocide content in specific
history, political, or social science textbooks for university students. Historian
Friedlander (1973) appears to have initiated the first critique of American history
textbooks. He found discussion of the Holocaust to be "bland and superficial," and that
texts did not provide detailed discussion, which he attributed to scholars being "unwilling
to recognize and acknowledge the fact of genocide" (p. 1). Siler (1990) reported that a
study of 14 United States history textbooks and their treatment of the Holocaust found
"errors of omission, boring writing styles, and a basic similarity between the textbooks,"
something he referred to as "Cloned Mediocrity" (p. 1.)
Kanter's (1998) study found that the "average college student could complete a
variety of 'survey' courses in history and social science without seriously confronting the
Holocaust" (p. 1). A classroom research study measured and compared Holocaust
content, themes, and approaches in textbooks of Japan, Germany, Israel, the United
States, Asia, and the Pacific Islands. Hein and Selden (2000) found a tendency to "censor
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history" in the textbooks, thus engendering "potential problems of memory, national
identity, and international misunderstanding" (p. 1).
Returning to the three empirical educational research studies cited in Chapter I of
this paper (Facing History Foundation, 2001; Short, 1999; von Borries, 2003), basic
contrasts and comparisons can be made. All three of these studies were conducted in
school classrooms with children or young people who will in many cases later become
part of the college student population. A number of the categories of research criteria
covered in these articles are analyzed and compared below.
Facing History Foundation (2001) has consistently selected middle-school
students for their Holocaust related studies. One might speculate that youth of this age
range are old enough to accommodate a frightening and complex subject, such as the
Holocaust, and conversely, young enough to be successfully impacted by planned
educational interventions. von Borries (2003) also studied this age range of students in
Germany, extending his observations in a few cases up to twelth grade. The majority of
his work focused on late primary and early secondary school ages of students. Short's
(1999) work in Canada was with high school students; that in Britain included 8-12 year
olds, a younger age range not as frequently included in Holocaust educational research.
Access to particular students may be a primary reason for inclusion of certain ages in
these studies.
Facing History and Ourselves Foundation (2001) research projects clearly state
the goals for evaluating the students they teach. The primary stated research goal is the
evaluation of their program effectiveness which they accomplish by research both with
students and teachers (http://www.FacingHistory.org. 5/20/01, p. 1). The educational
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program itself has the ongoing goals of "engaging students of diverse backgrounds in
citizenship education, teaching that the study of history is a moral enterprise, and
providing interdisciplinary programs, resource materials, and speakers for middle and
high school educators to relate the past to issues in the world today"
(http://www.FacingHistory.org.3/26/01,p.1).
von Borries' (2001) research aimed to discover the adequacy of German education
in the teaching of German national history and the Holocaust. Using specific
associational terms such as "Auschwitz," "National Socialism," and "Adolf Hitler," he
assessed student responses and knowledge as adequate or not, a valid approach and
outcome. A secondary research goal was to explore the lessening of the taboo nature of
National Socialism among students of the next generation, only partially successful in his
own evaluation. Hopefully, he will design more focused research and follow-up studies,
possibly also in Eastern Europe since he has delineated more serious educational
deficiencies there. Short (1999) stated antiracist values and goals for his educational
research. He was primarily concerned with conformity and bystander behavior in
students, and with reshaping current antiracist educational agendas in relation to these
two attitudes and behaviors.
Surveys are the prevailing research modality so far in this field, whether finding
out students' attitudes towards a question, subject, or method; or teachers' and
administrators' attitudes towards curricular components or educational approaches. All
three research projects utilized their own constructed questionnaires. Neither von Borries
(2001) nor Short (1999) published their instrument or any part of it, although the former
does provide good graphs of the outcomes of certain questions posed to students. Facing
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History researchers (2004) stated they will provide detailed analysis of their
questionnaire construction process and post-survey instrument evaluations upon request.
Facing History and Ourselves Foundation (FHAO) (2004) researchers have
consistently found their educational programs to be effective, as have independent U.S.
government educational researchers, and have utilized the ongoing research to develop
more and better programs. Among the findings are these: students "demonstrated
increased knowledge of historical content, greater capacity for moral reasoning, empathy,
social interest, and improved self-perception" (Bardige, 1984; Brabeck, 1994; Glynn,
1982; and Presseisen, 1995, as cited on http://www.facinghistory.org, pp. 3-4).
von Borries (2001) found a number of interesting facts in his research with
German youth. Most German youth already hold a strong opinion against National
Socialism obtained from their families before they learn more in school, usually at sixth
grade level, where they were likely to experience just three or four specific lessons on the
Holocaust itself. Most students claim the media, television, and movies as primary
sources of information over schooling. They customarily get school exposure to the
Holocaust first in German language and literature, secondly in religion and ethics, and
then in history.
Yet, von Borries (2001) writes that "we know little about the knowledge and
attitudes of young people regarding this topic" (p. 202), and admits almost no research
has been conducted on the content of history or on student knowledge and attitudes. He
goes on to report his word association studies with sixth to twelfth graders in multiple
countries, finding that West German students continue to hold very negative associations
with Hitler and National Socialist history. Most students know that Auschwitz and other
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concentration camps were used to kill Jewish persons, but East German and Eastern
European students hold less clear associations with these historical facts because
education and information on the Third Reich is much more limited there.
Facing History Foundation (2001) recommends more education and programs
promoting tolerance, civics, and understanding of student relationship to history. They
also highly recommend and promote teacher training workshops to enhance instructional
skills, and the development of new and better curricular materials in this area of
endeavor.
The general slant of von Borries' (2001) article is to suggest that Germany has
done its homework in teaching the horrors of its past and the Holocaust, but that
continued and increased endeavors are needed, especially in East German and East
European schools and societies. There, these subjects have been presented solely from a
Marxist, anti-Fascist viewpoint, known as the "Great Patriotic War" myth, leaving much
to be desired vis a vis historical accuracy, and no mention of the Jewish Holocaust
(Romanovsky, 1999, p. 357).
Short (1999) wants to see antiracist educators utilize positive research findings
from Holocaust studies. One antidote for racism, in his opinion, lies in teaching children
and youth the findings of rescue behavior, altruism, and pro-sociality theory which have
originated from Holocaust research. Short uses Oliner's (1985) work to define prosocial
behaviors which "are vital in creating a sense of community. They "demonstrate caring
and concern and they increase feelings of benevolence, bonding and rootedness'" (p. 59).
Short also suggests teaching the negative consequences of bystander behavior so that
students are less likely to fall prey to it.
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All three research entities are directed towards specific educational agendas
designed to prevent negative social behaviors. Facing History Foundation (2001) and
Short (1999) explicitly state this objective, whereas von Borries (2001) does not. He may
assume that the reader agrees with his German post-Holocaust educational goals. Short's
rationale for using Holocaust education in antiracist educational programs is congruent
with the majority of middle school, junior high, and high schools in the English-speaking
world which, in many cases, have already incorporated some degree of Holocaust
education.
Important Issues and Trends in Holocaust and Genocide Education
Previous mention has been made of certain issues and trends inherent or
embedded in Holocaust and Genocide Studies. Issues that were very important in the
first three decades after the Holocaust centered around bringing the event and its story
into the light of day, or to greater visibility in society. This was difficult due to the
widespread presence of denial in American culture, and took decades of effort. Current
dynamic educational themes include some already described such as Oliner's (1995) work
with teachers on altruism and proactive, caring behaviors. Facing History And Ourselves
(http://www.facinghistory.org, 2007) educational foundation focuses on bringing crosscultural awareness, and learning tolerance into the discussion in junior highs, high
schools, colleges, and community education contexts. Another example is a special
visual and auditory educational module at the Museum of Tolerance in Los Angeles
which teaches the unlearning of prejudice (http://www.wiesenthal.com/2007).
General themes seen currently in university level classes include learning parallel
genocides, studying the complete history and culture of the Jewish people and not just the
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Holocaust, and examining the persistence of anti-Semitism and racism. A big topic in the
1990s and ongoing has been the question of reparations for various Holocaust victim
groups (Eizenstat, 2003). Scholars are also researching other distinct victim populations
of the Holocaust such as Jehovah's Witnesses, (Penton, 2004), resistance movements
against the Nazis (Smilovitsky, 2006), the Roma (Rose, 2007), and women's experiences
(Rittner & Roth, 1993). Many areas still need further research, teaching, and publication.
Additional educational trends in the Holocaust and Genocide Studies movement
which are influencing university classroom instruction include: 1) The effort to integrate
the Holocaust as prototype into the wider field of genocides and genocide studies; 2)
New searches by scholars to find previously undisclosed sources of information on a
wide variety of known genocides previously unavailable to Western scholars; 3) An
increased sense of urgency in putting information and knowledge into action, putting
political pressure on effective agencies, and preventing genocides; and 4) The slowly
but steadily increasing diversity of scholars in academia, conferences, and publications of
Holocaust and genocide studies. This is reflected in the greater involvement of actual
participants or victims of recent genocides (Kemenyi, 2004; Seminega, 2004), persons of
color (Locke, 2003; Rusebegina, 2006), and women (Dwork, 2002; Power, 2002).
Moral Development Theories and Values Education
This study utilized several measures of moral development in university students
while attempting to answer the fifth research question on whether Holocaust and
genocide education may enhance moral development and behavior. In particular, the
survey was designed to measure moral or morally-associated variables or traits in
addition to the educational variables, and assessed how young people might express those
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traits in a university setting. An example was the students reporting on personal action to
prevent prejudice between others, or acting upon one's beliefs. The focus group
questions, in addition, elicited moral, social, and political responses and perceptions from
students. These research processes necessitated both knowledge and application of moral
development theories and values education. Some of the leading researchers and
proponents of moral assessment, education, and development in young people are briefly
summarized here.
Kohlberg's (1959, 1981) stellar work at Harvard focused on the moral stage
development of young teens. He created his six step process of chronological human
moral development and maturation, initiating the concepts of conventional moral
thinking and the more advanced post-conventional moral thinking. Gilligan (1982)
supplemented this with research and theories revealing boys and girls to have parallel but
different moral universes. Rest and Narvaez (2004) have pioneered moral reasoning
research indicators corresponding with student majors and the consequent professions
they select to follow such as business, education, or nursing, supplemented by McNeel's
(1994) related research. Noddings (1992) is the educator best known for incorporating
procaring values and educational models most effectively into classrooms. Her book
proposes concrete ways of applying caring morality to teaching contexts, and focuses on
the classroom as an excellent environment for doing so. The findings of these leading
morality researchers can potentially be applied to various educational contexts in
Holocaust and Genocide Studies.
Holocaust writings exist which contain moral interpretations for educational
settings such as Oliner and Oliner's (1988) work on altruism, plus the theologians and
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philosophers of the "courage to care" authors' group (Rittner & Meyers, 1986). Other
scholars have concerned themselves with the moral and ethical aspects of the Holocaust
and genocide as they affect children and young people, such as Strom and Parsons (1982)
who helped pioneer Facing History Foundation's work with young teens.
Miller (1983), a psychotherapist, was one of the first to write extensively about
how harsh childrearing and schooling practices can foster abuse, cruelty, and hatred in
families and schools, as occurred in Germany for the two hundred years preceding the
Holocaust. Holocaust survivor and psychotherapist Bettelheim (1980) specialized in
analyzing the dreams of children for understanding their needs and problems, and
Erikson (1968) and Frankl (1946) both wrote that young people, as well as adults, had
deep needs to find meaning and purpose from difficult, traumatic events in their lives.
The Holocaust and other genocides constitute what many describe as ultimate
moral and ethical challenges. Some scholars have even characterized the Holocaust as a
“moral watershed” of Western civilization (Barenbaum, 2003; Bauer, 2001; Littell,
1995; Locke, 2003; Rittner & Roth, 2001; Veil, 2002; Wiesel, 1999). Literally all of
the major social, political, and economic institutions of European society failed to
adequately question, confront, or prevent National Socialism. The moral failure included
both the religious and secular educational institutions of that time, as the majority of
Germans and societies of other occupied European countries were not adequately
prepared to resist National Socialism and its proponents (Goldhagen, 1997; Littell, 1995;
Steiner, 1975).
A balanced perspective, including the continuum of religious responses during the
Holocaust and the moral issues raised by the Holocaust and genocide, can be taught by
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using the stories of the rescuers and resisters, and not just teaching about bystanders,
collaborators, and perpetrators. An ecumenical and multi-faith approach to the religious
or theological study of the Holocaust is strongly recommended. Interfaith theologians,
philosophers, and scholars who specialize in this approach include Banki and
Pawlikowski (2001), Greeley(2004), Littell, (1995), Locke (2003), McBrien (2003), and
Rittner and Roth (2001).
Pawlikowski (2001), a leading Catholic scholar of the Holocaust, participated in a
discussion of the Vatican document We Remember: A Reflection on the "Shoah," with
more than thirty Catholic, Jewish, and interfaith leaders at two conferences held at
Catholic Theological Union in Chicago during 1999. In the book which emerged from the
conferences, Ethics in the Shadow of the Holocaust, Pawlikowski (2001) writes that "It
may yet make a profound difference if its (the Vatican) call for Holocaust education
throughout the Catholic world is heeded" (Pawlikowski, as cited in Banki & Pawlikowski,
2001, p. 283). Given that the context for this research is a Jesuit Catholic university, this
study (2007) may assist to ascertain whether American youth are being adequately
prepared by their education to resist such moral challenges as were seen during the
Holocaust and in other genocides.
Critical Theories and Pedagogies
The process of conscientization, often articulated by Freire (1998), is one critical
tool which can be used forcefully against genocide. As stated in Pedagogy of Freedom:
Ethics, Democracy, and Civic Courage (Freire, 1998), he has written, "The real roots of
the political nature of education are to be found in the educability of the human person"
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(p. 100), and in Education for Critical Consciousness (Freire, 1997) he champions
"Education as the practice of freedom" (p. 5). If more persons become conscientized to
liberation, freedom, and the rights they have inherited as human beings, they will be less
likely to be manipulated into oppressing and robbing others of their rights, or allowing
themselves to be similarly treated. Applying Freire's principles, the goal is therefore a
humanistic, liberatory, and conscientizing pedagogy for teaching the Holocaust and
genocide.
It is a commonly held and expressed view (Browning, 1992; Goldhagen, 1997;
Steiner, 1975) in Holocaust and genocide circles that the German public’s profound
failure to think critically and question the abuse of authority and injustice of the
destructive political practices of Nazi ideology and regime led directly to the escalation
of violence of the Holocaust. In Rwanda, the many Hutus who were so eager to
administer violence against their neighbors who happened to be Tutsis in the RwandaBurundi African genocides of the 1980s did not stop to critically analyze and reject the
vicious radio propaganda generated by their Interhamwe leaders inciting them to brutality
and mass murder (Kemenyi, 2004; Power, 2002; Seminega, 2004).
Critical thinking is a perspective and skill which needs to be added to current
analyses, interpretations, and teaching pedagogies. It is certainly called for in Holocaust,
genocide, and human rights education. It is necessary in establishing an effective
intellectual and moral base for teaching cause and effect, consequences, and
accountability in human relations and institutions (Paul, 1993).
The academic development of Holocaust and genocide scholarship has continued
to hold the Holocaust as the unquestioned prototype or model for genocide. This
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centrality, visibility, and priority is supported by the vast majority of established
Holocaust scholars (Bauer, 2001; Browning, 1992; Chalk & Jonassohn, 1990; Hilberg,
1985; Horowitz, 1982; Power, 2002; Reuther, 1997; Steiner, 1975). The central
position is appropriate, based on the collection of thousands of documents and writings
on Holocaust, as well as the tremendous effort of Jewish remembrance and scholarship
that has emerged from Holocaust suffering and trauma.
It is doubtful that the Holocaust will move out of its primary, almost archetypal,
place in the study of genocide any time soon. The understanding of other genocides
needs to be brought up to par with the understanding of the Holocaust, not emphasizing
one genocide, or the suffering of one people over any other. Genocide is a universal
problem, affecting all nations and all peoples. It will take the understanding, dedication,
and work of people from all nations, tribes, and cultures to eradicate it.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Restating The Research Questions
In this study, an effort was made to discover undergraduate university students'
perceptions of their Holocaust and genocide educational experiences received both before
and during college. To understand how the research was constructed, it is useful to
revisit the primary questions driving the research. The five questions are:
1. What Holocaust and genocide educational experiences have students had?
2. Where have these experiences been acquired?
3. To what extent do students perceive that the quantity and quality of these
educational sources have been sufficient for providing knowledge and
understanding of the Holocaust and genocide?
4. To what extent do students see the Holocaust and genocide as relevant moral
issues pertaining to themselves and which may suggest the need for further study
or preparation?
5. To what extent do students feel prepared for moral response to such issues
when they enter political and professional life as adults?
Students were given two different response opportunities, individually on the
questionnaire, and collectively in a small focus group setting, if they chose also to
participate in the second research modality. Multiple and layered answers to these five
questions and interrelated issues were obtained from the students. Several students
inquired why they weren't just being tested on the historical facts they had learned in high
school, college, or from movies. No doubt, further assessment and measurement of
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university students' acquisition of knowledge, facts, and overall historical, political, and
sociological understanding of the Holocaust and genocide needs to be undertaken, but
would be best accomplished under standard classroom conditions. The following
sections describe the research design, setting, sample, survey construction, focus group
questions, data collection, and other important aspects of the research process.
Research Design
A convergent research design was selected which optimally provides more crossvalidation of findings than either qualitative or quantitative data alone. A research design
is convergent primarily when it incorporates both quantitative and qualitative theories,
methodologies, and data, and secondarily, when it includes multiple research modalities,
instruments, and settings (Bryman, 2004). The first group of data was collected with a
quantitative classroom survey instrument which was coded and processed through the
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS). The purpose for a convergent or
integrated research design included the utilization of data triangulation. Three authors
(Greene, Caracelli, & Graham, 1989, as cited in Creswell, 1994) have suggested valuable
purposes for combining methods in a single study (formal numeration added):
1) triangulation in the classic sense of seeking convergence of results
2) complementary, in that overlapping and different facets of a
phenomenon may emerge (e.g. peeling the layers of an onion)
3) developmentally, wherein the first method is used sequentially to
help inform the second method
4) initiation, wherein contradictions and fresh perspectives emerge
5) expansion, wherein the mixed methods add scope and breadth to a
study. (p. 175)
Three open-ended questions with short essay answers were also interspersed
throughout the survey, to be interpreted qualitatively. The second major qualitative body
of data consisted of four recorded focus group interviews with students which were
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transcribed and interpreted by the research methodology of content analysis. Content
analysis as a data collection, organization, and interpretation methodology has a
significant body of knowledge all its own. It was defined by a pioneer of content analysis
methodology, Krippendorf (1980) as "a research technique for making replicable and
valid inferences from data to their context" (p. 21). The student discussions from the
focus groups were organized into five answer summaries corresponding with the five
research questions. Results of both data collections, quantitative and qualitative, were
combined and interpreted by comparison with the available research literature and
theories in the field.
Research Setting
The research setting was a small, established, Liberal Arts Jesuit Catholic
university with an overall campus population of approximately 8,400 undergraduate and
graduate students (statistics from campus website, 2/1/07). The traditional undergraduate
university, comprising a little more than 4,600 of the student population, consisted of
three main colleges, the largest being the College of Arts and Sciences, the second largest
being the School of Business and Management, and the smallest the School of Nursing.
Founded by educator-priests 150 years ago, the college continues to have a Jesuit
Catholic philosophy and outlook, though the administration, faculty, staff, and students
come from various faith and non-faith traditions. The university is associated with a
major cathedral, parish, and community. Situated in a fairly liberal urban environment,
the college increasingly reflects a progressive view towards social justice and service
towards others, including the community and neighborhood surrounding it, and attracts a
highly motivated, culturally diverse, and academically advanced student population.
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The first page of the campus catalogue is devoted to the Vision, Mission, and
Values Statement of the University. The Vision: “The University….will be
internationally recognized as a premier....Catholic, urban University with a global
perspective that educates leaders who will fashion a more just and humane world”
(Catalogue, 2003, p. 1). The Mission in part reads: “…The University will distinguish
itself as a diverse, socially responsible learning community of high quality scholarship
and academic rigor sustained by a faith that does justice” (p. 1).
A distinguishing feature of this college is its particular historical, Jesuit Catholic
philosophy. Drawing from the works and writings of Ignatius Loyola in the 1500s as a
spiritual model, the university's invocation is to serving humanity at large, serving G_d,
and one's fellow man (humanity). Far from being an outmoded ideology, a fresh and
invigorating version of this philosophy has been developed and presented to the
university which has, for the most part, embraced the renewed moral and political
injunctions to social, political, and economic justice. New programs, centers, and classes
have been developed, new ways of applying social justice and revitalizing democratic
concepts suggested, and new students, faculty, and community attracted by this vision.
Research Sample
The research sample consisted of two hundred and ninety five students from the
traditional undergraduate student population of just over four thousand six hundred
students. Class level was measured from freshman to senior. Students came from many
religious and political backgrounds, and multicultural ethnicities, and were clustered
predominately between the ages of eighteen and the mid-twenties. Conducting an
inclusive classroom survey was a research goal, so international students were included,
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about 15% of the classroom sample, even though their educational backgrounds might
not be representative of typical American patterns and processes at this time.
Classroom Selection Plan
The design of the research plan and accompanying documents were submitted to
the Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects (IRBPHS)
Committee in the fall of 2003. Permission was granted in December, 2003, received by
electronic mail from the Committee Chair, to proceed with the research during the next
semester, Spring of 2004. The research plan was to sample across the total undergraduate
student population of the two main schools, taking a representative percentage from each.
The selection process for classrooms was accomplished in the following manner.
Introductory letters were sent in the preceding semester to the two College Deans
(College of Arts and Sciences, School of Business and Management) with permission
from the Dean of the School of Education, and the IRBPHS committee chair. Meetings
were then arranged with the Deans and in some cases with the Assistant Deans of the two
Colleges, to explain the research project, and request access to their faculty and
classrooms (See Appendixes D, E, and F for Sample Letters of Introduction).
Introductions to other administrators and faculty followed, and either mailer labels or an
electronic mail list of faculty mail addresses were provided by the Deans. One hundred
and ninety introductory cover letters were sent out to all regular faculty of the College of
Arts and Sciences, requesting that they allow a visit to their classes to conduct the survey.
Seventy e-mail introductions with requests were sent to faculty of the School of Business
and Management.
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Many immediate and positive responses were received from professors in both
Colleges. A cross-section of disciplines, and types and sizes of classrooms was selected,
and a classroom schedule designed, working with professors, to administer the survey in
fifteen different classrooms. The responding professors included six from the College of
Arts and Sciences in the following teaching categories: Art History, Political Science,
Religious Studies, Sports and Exercise Science, and two in Philosophy, for a total of ten
classes and slightly over two hundred students taking the survey in that college. The
three responding professors from the School of Business and Management offered one
Internet Financial Resources and one Econometrics course, and two courses in Financial
Accounting, for a total of four classes and forty-seven students.
A variety of classrooms were offered by faculty across a wide scope of majors.
Since the College of Arts and Sciences is the much larger school and incorporates at least
twenty-one majors, the original plan was to conduct research in at least three different
classrooms of varying disciplines, such as an art, a biological science, and a philosophy
class. Many more than three classroom varieties were evident in the study due to the
positive response and support of a more-than-expected number of professors. Nine
professors initially offered fourteen different classrooms. A tenth professor of a
Holocaust history course was approached and asked to include the fifteenth class, as a
contrast to the others. The fifteen classes sampled, in a wide variety of departments and
schools, with numbers of students per class as well as the total, are illustrated in Table 1.
The table shows types of classes ranging from Internet Business classes to African
Politics and Sports Physiology.
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Table 1. Numbers and Types of Classes Sampled with Student Totals From Two Schools
School of Business & Management
4 Classes
_______________________________________________________________________
# Class
Title
# Students Participating in Survey
n
%
1 Financial Management (Section One)
12
4%
2 Financial Management (Section Two)
20
7%
10 Internet Financial Resources
8
3%
11 Business Economics
7
2%
47
16%
College of Arts & Sciences
11 Classes
_______________________________________________________________________
# Class
Title
# Students Participating in Survey
n
%
3 Sports Physiology
17
6%
4 Religious Studies
42
14%
5 Christian Community
39
13%
6 Art History (Section One)
25
9%
7 Art History (Section Two)
24
8%
8 Philosophy: Bioethics
28
10%
9 Philosophy: Senior Seminar
10
3%
12 Philosophy: First Word
11
4%
13 African Politics
9
3%
14 Middle-Eastern Politics
19
7%
______________________________________________
15 History of the Holocaust
22
8%
293
84%
15 Total Classes, Multiple Disciplines Total Students 293 + 2* = 295 =

100%

*Two students mailed in their completed consents & surveys later. (Unclear from which classes).

There were more business and finance classes than any others (4), three
philosophy classes, two art history, two political science classes, and two religious
studies classes. Sports physiology stood alone for the physical and biological sciences.
Numbers of students in classes ranged from very small seminar style classes (7) to two
larger lecture hall classes (42 and 39 students respectively). An average size for a class
was 20 students: only one had that exact number, but five other classes were very close
to that size. The scope of academic majors and interests held by participating students
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was much broader than this listing of sampled classrooms. Specific professional majors
were not treated separately in this study except in the section on Moral Development
(Chapter VI) where research on university students' moral development according to
their majors is briefly discussed.
Holocaust Courses on Campus
A situation which needed to be addressed in the design of this project was how to
treat the only two Holocaust courses on campus: include them in the survey or not, as
they could differ in a number of significant ways from the rest of the sample population.
One is taught in the graduate level College of Professional Studies, so was already out of
the delineated class level sampling borders. The second class, taught in the History
department every other semester, is well regarded, but the professor initially did not offer
his classroom. Unless the class was used as a comparison, a self-selected Holocaust class
of students might not represent typical or representative students on campus. The
students in that small class had already set themselves outside of the norm by deciding to
take a course solely devoted to Holocaust and perhaps including genocide. The
Holocaust class professor was e-mailed and specifically asked for access to that class at
the end of the project, and as a follow up comparative class to the other fourteen. The
request was granted. By definition, the Holocaust class does not qualify as a control
group, yet serves as an interesting contrast.
This fifteenth sampled class, taught specifically on the Holocaust by the tenth
professor, was cross-listed in both European History and Jewish Studies, and had twentytwo students enrolled and one student auditing. These Holocaust class students took the
classroom survey questionnaire and were invited to participate in the focus groups. Just
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one student from this class participated in a focus group. The Holocaust class students
were part of the total study population, but were also separated, analyzed, and discussed
as a contrast group in Chapters IV and VI.
Human Subjects Protocol
All appropriate Human Subjects protocols were observed, and the related issues
of anonymity, confidentiality, and privacy were respected in this study as designated by
the university's Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects. A
strong and comprehensive attempt was made to exclude any identifiable characteristics in
the survey documents and in the dissertation in order to protect the confidentiality and
privacy of each individual, groups of individuals such as professors, classes, or students,
and the university in general. Each student was handed a copy of the Research Subjects'
Bill of Rights during the consent process (Available from any university Institutional
Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects) listing ten rights of every person
who is requested to be in a research study, and encouraged to ask any and all questions
about being a research subject. Each student participating in the survey signed a two
page consent form signifying her or his understanding of the research plan, process, and
limitations of the confidentiality and privacy measures designed into the research with
IRBPHS Guidelines (Appendix B. Survey Consent). Participants in the focus groups
were asked to select pseudonyms in order to disguise personal identities, and signed a
second two page consent form acknowledging the additional personal disclosure issues of
small group participation (Appendix C. Focus Group Consent).
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Data Collection
Survey Process
The survey data collection process was carried out in the following manner. The
educational experiences and perceptions of 295 students in 15 university classrooms were
sampled using two different information collection modalities from an undergraduate
population of approximately 4,600 students. The available time period for data collection
was Spring Semester from February to May, 2004. The first phase of the study gathered
perceptual, self-reported information from a broad cross-section of the available sample
of students by means of a survey administered in classrooms over a 12 week period. The
surveys were conducted in classrooms of a variety of disciplines and majors from the two
main colleges, in seven different buildings across the campus.
Focus Group Process
The survey process was followed by four, small, post-survey focus groups of two
to four students, each group convening once each in the library or Student Union
conference rooms. The two to four students of each group and the facilitator sat around a
table, and each student signed the second consent form reflecting knowledge and
understanding of confidentiality and privacy aspects of the focus group research
procedures (See Appendix C). The researcher's son and "student assistant" recorded the
discussions onto a laptop and I-Pod audio system with attached microphone while the
researcher led the discussions. The eight hours of audio-taped discussion were
transcribed and analyzed for content, major themes, and interpretation. Each of the
twelve individual students participated once, in one group, for two hours. Students
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reflected intelligence, thoughtfulness, and strong involvement with the subject in their
discussion and comments. Table 14 in Chapter V illustrates the student groupings.
The primary research process of classroom survey research was supplemented and
deepened by the follow-up focus group sessions. The number of student participants was
small, but nonetheless provided well-targeted, rich, and supplementary qualitative data.
A research design limitation pointed out later was that two hours was a long time for
students to spare, particularly towards the end of the semester. Perhaps one hour focus
group sessions would have attracted a larger number of students.
The majority who came to the discussion groups were young women. Only two
young men participated. Many more women than men also phoned or e-mailed their
regrets and apologies if they could not attend. Except for the two male participants who
made excellent contributions, young collegiate men were difficult to get to participate in
the groups. The number of male students on campus was considerably fewer than the
numbers of female students, so assessing the gender variable was made more difficult by
lack of male participation. The gender ratio of undergraduates on this campus at this time
was reported as approximately two female students to one male student (see Chapter IV
for more detailed student demographics).
The selected format of small focus groups from the same population base was
followed, as recommended by several resource books on focus group design. Also in
accordance with this research design, each small focus group in turn was asked the same
focus questions. Thus, the answers and discussion of the four small groups were
compared to each other for a more reliable, validating, and consistent sampling
methodology (Bryman, 2004; Krueger, 1994; Morgan, 1997). The standardized agenda
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and prepared questions were followed for all four focus groups and were designed to
clarify and supplement the survey questions.
Survey Construction
The completed four page survey consisted of 59 questions, and was designed to
take thirty to forty-five minutes of classroom time. Ten initial questions were of a
demographic nature, six were multiple choice, 12 were dichotomous (Yes/No), 28 were
designed on a Likert-style continuum in three different theme sections for statistical
evaluation, and three questions were open-ended, paragraph essay style.
The Likert scale index was composed of six qualities of disagreement-agreement
as follows in italics from 1: Strongly Disagree to 2: Disagree to 3: Slightly Disagree to
4: Slightly Agree to 5: Agree to 6: Strongly Agree. Students were asked to circle the
number from (1-6) which best described the answer they preferred, approximately half of
the questions being composed in a negatively-worded format. What seemed evident
throughout the questionnaire was that positively worded questions elicited more complete
responses from students and stronger reactions. Conversely, the negatively worded
questions were more difficult for students to comprehend, had fewer total responses, and
generally less pronounced outcomes.
Survey research theory and methodology guided this part of the research. A
Likert-scale survey format was useful because it could be analyzed statistically and lend
credibility and balance to other relatively less empirical methodologies (Babbie, 1990;
DeVellis, 1991; Isaac & Michael, 1995). This is a particular issue in Holocaust and
genocide academic settings where there is a need for researchers to approach questions
from differing disciplinary perspectives and from various research angles in order to
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accelerate the information curve as well as build an educational foundation. Texts by
DeVellis, (1991), and McIver and Carmines (1981) were particularly helpful for the scale
theory utilized in the questionnaire.
Survey Implementation
The classroom administration of the survey went very smoothly. Three students
in one class were uncomfortable signing the survey consent so had to be informed that
they consequently could not participate. Most of the students took thirty minutes to
complete the survey, but some took up to sixty minutes. Almost all students who
completed the survey answered the majority of the questions, a favorable outcome. The
sample size was 295 students.
A few students did not participate in the survey because of unknown personal,
emotional, political, (or other) factors. Approximately ten students in three different
classrooms walked out immediately, gave negative facial expressions and nonverbal
gestures of hostility, resistance, refusal, and/or declined to participate in the survey
process despite the persistent invitation and gentle encouragement to do so from the
researcher and faculty. One instructor attempted to follow up on this and addressed it in
the next meeting of his class. However, he was unable to get the students to discuss the
issues further, and emailed his frustration to the researcher. All students had the right to
refuse to participate, and were expressing their discomfort and/or current views
nonverbally. Some student resistance and refusal might be anticipated given the current
political environment in this country, particularly as regards the Middle East and the
volatility of the topics being presented, but what way they would manifest could not be
predetermined.
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Focus Group Questions
The focus group questions were composed of three questions to be asked about
the survey questionnaire in the first group hour, and three additional follow-up questions
for the second group hour after the break. The questions for the students were as follows,
with prompts in parentheses:
1. Which questions on the survey caught your attention most?
(Which one attracted or disturbed you most? Would you like to talk about it?)
2. What was the most valuable learning experience you had?
(Why? What made it the most valuable for you?)
3. Do you feel prepared to deal with genocide as an issue in your life, student life,
political life? (Your education has or has not been sufficient; if not, how can
educators help your knowledge and understanding?)
The second group of questions followed after the break:
4. Why do you think or feel it is important to study the Holocaust and genocide?
(This referred to studying the two subjects while in college).
5. Which kinds of education and information help you the most?
(Why? Examples could include speakers, discussions, television, movies, books,
or newspaper articles).
6. Where in the college curriculum do you think this subject could be included
more? (Students could suggest courses in their discipline or major.)
The four groups managed to cover all of the questions. The small number of
students in the groups actually facilitated this happening, as each student was given a
chance to answer each question around the circle in order. The discussion began with
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students' responses to the previous classroom survey, attempting to ascertain which
questions were most interesting to them, and then moved to the question considered most
vital to the study (Question 23: What was the most valuable Holocaust and genocide
learning experience students had had). Third was a question meant to explore students'
evaluation of their own moral and political preparedness, which was expected to include
recent university learning experiences of students along with typical public media
offerings.
After the break, the second list of questions focused on students' feelings
regarding the value and relevance of Holocaust and genocide education, what kinds of
information and educational approaches had helped them the most, and segued directly
into asking where and how more Holocaust and genocide education could be included in
their educational curriculum. Much information was gleaned from these six questions in
both individual student "in-turn" responses as well as spirited discussion within the
groups. The focus group process and its results are discussed in full detail in Chapter V.
Survey Data Analysis: Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
The plan for data analysis was straightforward. The 295 student surveys were
entered into the computerized software program and 110 variables coded. Multiple
variable regroupings and recodings were undertaken in order to accomplish operational
variable categories and labels. Four survey questions with accidentally worded or double
entendres, where both positive and negative responses might be elicited simultaneously,
were not incorporated into the data set, but were interpreted independently. The data was
subjected to a number of systematic statistical explorations and tests to discover and
illustrate relationships within and between the variables.
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First, the 28 Likert style questions were explored, analyzed, and graphed item by
item for distributions, means, standard deviations, and other normative statistical
findings. Secondly, they were clustered within three thematic variable scale constructs.
The constructs were created to obtain grouped outcomes stemming from answers to the
last three primary research questions: student perceptions of quantity and quality of
Holocaust and genocide education in pre-college and college settings, the relevance of
the Holocaust and genocide to their life and education, and subsequent preparedness for
response to a related moral behavioral challenge. The Likert findings have also been
grouped accordingly into these major categories whenever possible throughout the paper,
to maintain conceptual and format congruity with the primary research questions. The 28
survey questions constructed in Likert scale modality were tested for intra-scale (within)
reliability or consistency using Cronbach's alpha coefficient. These three constructs were
otherwise known as:
1) "Educational Preparation" (EdPrep), the eight Questions 30-37;
2) "Educational Relevance" (EdRelev), the eleven Questions 38-48; and
3) "Moral Development" (MoralDev), the nine Questions 50-58.
Questions were removed one-by-one from their respective initial scales as well as
the refined, integrated subscales if their reliability scores were low, in order to improve
the statistical outcomes for each of those subscales. The eleven negatively worded
questions or items of the survey were reverse-coded within each table of means to offset
or correct their numerical values for standardized statistical treatment. Field's (2005)
method of reverse-scoring and coding was used for this phase. Table 2 below contains
the Cronbach's reliability outcomes.
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Table 2. Intra-Item Reliability of Three Variable Subscales Using
Cronbach's Alpha Coefficient
Scale
1. EdPrep

#
4

Questions
#30, 33, 36, 37

α
.79

2. EdRelev

5

#38, 39, 40, 44, 48

.82

3. MoralDev

8

#50, 51, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58

.67

Subscale Two, Educational Relevance (EdRelev), had the highest internal
reliability, with an α of .82, and Subscale One, Educational Preparation (EdPrep), had
the second highest internal reliability with an α of .79. Subscale Three, Moral
Development (MoralDev), on the other hand, had the lowest α score of .67. The
interpretation was that each of the three subscales reflected high moderate internal
consistency, a helpful result, and necessary for the next statistical steps. This
represented the degree to which the items that make up the subscale were all measuring
the same underlying attribute.
Aspects of the other statistical processes for this data included putting the three
variable subscales through scatterplots to determine degree and direction of association,
and performing Pearsons' product-moment correlation coefficient, which provided a
measure of the strength of (inter-item) relationships between the variable subscales.
In this case, there were three dependent variables (the subscales EdPrep,
EdRelev, and MoralDev) to be tested against five selected independent variables of:
1) type of high school (private Catholic versus public), 2) two top college majors found
in the study (Business and Management or Arts and Sciences), 3) three top political
affiliations (Democratic, Green, or Other), 4) three main religious preferences (Catholic,
None, or Other), and 5) four primary ethnicities (White, Asian, Latino, or Other). The
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Holocaust class was also briefly contrasted with the rest of the sample population.
Results are reported in Chapters IV and IV in both table and text formats.
Content Analysis Process
Content material from the four focus group discussions was transcribed from the
recorded discs and audiotapes. Key themes, questions, and comments were grouped and
coded. Important and recurring themes were extracted from the students' group
discussions which related to the answering of the five primary research questions and to
the educational and moral implications of the study. Unique and/or parallel
characteristics of each of the four focus groups were summarized and organized into
three descriptive tables (See Tables 14, 15, & 16) and representative quotations selected
from the focus group student discussions. Descriptive profiles of each of the four focus
groups were developed.
A list of particularly strong and dramatic statements from students was listed
under the heading of "Most Valuable Holocaust and Genocide Educational Experiences"
(See Figure Example 1). Another select number of student statements and expressions
were grouped together in the text depending on 1) their use of strong and graphic
adjectives to describe their learning experience(s), 2) their phrases showing increased
perception, awareness, feeling, or consciousness of the Holocaust and/or genocides, 3)
their reflection of the person-to-person aspect of their most valuable learning experience,
or 4) descriptive words underlining the strong overall positive value of the learning
experience(s).
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Taking the University Curriculum Into Consideration
If one is looking for content-specific or content-congruent settings at higher levels
of education in which to administer Holocaust and genocide-related surveys, one would
usually select history, political science, sociology, or interdisciplinary social sciences
classrooms. These are the subjects where European history and politics, war, peace,
political conflict, World War II, the Holocaust, genocide, and human rights are most
likely to be taught. Literature is another common setting for addressing the Holocaust,
from middle school through university classes. For instance, The Diary of Anne Frank
(Frank, 1952) is published in 67 languages and happens to be the most widely read text
about the Holocaust (Kopf, 2003) around the world, particularly for students aged 12-14
years through high school.
Wiesel’s (1960) historical novel Night is probably the most commonly selected
text for high school and university students and adults studying Holocaust literature. It
has surged in national and international popularity due to both the author and the book
being featured and honored on Winfrey's OPRAH television show in April, 2006. On
that show, Winfrey went to Poland with Wiesel live on camera and visited Auschwitz,
very effectively honoring Holocaust survivors and Professor Wiesel as one of the most
well-known authors of that time (http://www.Oprah.com). This student survey included a
specific question on Anne Frank (Frank, 1952), but not on Night (Wiesel, 1960), which
was definitely an oversight in a university level survey. Any future research will need to
incorporate it. Night, nevertheless, showed up as second student choice in the book
selections.
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The unique as well as typical or normed characteristics of this undergraduate
student and campus population needed to be accurately assessed and described. Attempts
to discover such student and campus information included the following: meetings with
the Provost and four college Deans to learn student, classroom, and campus
characteristics, regular reading of campus newspapers, flyers, bulletin boards, syllabi, and
the alumni magazine, talking informally with many students and professors, and
conversations with the specific professors who participated in the classroom survey.
Attention was paid to the university catalogue and website, and the mission
statements made by the President, administrators, staff, professors, and students which
reflected values, policies, and associated perspectives of the college. Another means of
determining characteristics of this undergraduate student body included online data
compiled by the statistics office of the campus. (See Academic and Enrollment Services,
campus website, 2/1/07).
Classroom Issues Particular to This Research Topic
A challenging problem almost always encountered when doing any kind of
Holocaust education or research is the volatile and disturbing nature of the subject of the
Holocaust and genocide. There can be a great deal of intensity and anxiety associated
with a subject and field of study involving human abuse, violence, and death. University
students, professors, the families of students, and the classroom environment itself often
are profoundly impacted on emotional and spiritual planes, not just intellectual levels,
when confronted with and working with this subject. The researcher spent considerable
time and reflection on how to design and achieve an acceptable degree of emotional
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support, as well as debriefing, for both students and professors during participation in a
research project on such difficult subjects.
For example, special care was taken to provide enough time for individuals to
absorb their thoughts and emotions, but it was challenging given the compressed
classroom time offered. This was done whenever possible in the classrooms visited, as
well as in the focus groups where it could be a specific part of the agenda and discussion.
Considerable time was spent answering student and faculty questions, and fielding
concerns after each class where the surveys were administered. This was done afterwards
so as not to influence the survey administration beforehand. Only questions pertaining
specifically to the effective administration of the survey were answered before and during
the survey.
Most professors allowed sufficient time for providing pre- and post-survey
informational and psychological comments and support in their classrooms; a few did
not, for various reasons, the one predominately stated being lack of time. Whenever
possible, the researcher requested to be allowed to sit in the room for the rest of the class
time, to observe what happened afterwards as well as the content and milieu of the class.
Some of the professors were observed allowing for comments, information, and
emotional support of students after the survey administration. Some also took time to try
to integrate the survey and its topics into their class content and process.
Subject integration partially depended on the congruity of Holocaust and genocide
topics with professors' particular teaching goals, class requirements, and time constraints.
One positive outcome of conducting the survey was that one professor was positively
motivated to develop a new slide show on Holocaust art for her Art History students.
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Several instructors also creatively incorporated the subject into their course outlines and
material, including a medical ethics class, a religious studies class, two political science
classes, and two philosophy classes, explaining that the subject fit in very well with their
curricular goals and educational values.
Profile of the Researcher
Carol Berry Hurwitz has been studying the Holocaust and genocide since 1984,
when she became actively involved in developing the Holocaust and Genocide Studies
Center at Sonoma State University. As Program Coordinator for the Center, she helped
administer the Annual Spring Holocaust Lecture Series, and was an instructor in History,
Political Science, and Women's Studies. In December, 1994, Ms. Hurwitz and Center
Academic Director John Steiner were presented with a California State Senate Award for
developing the Holocaust Lecture Series and Center, facilitated by Senator Milton Marks.
The Holocaust Lecture Series was cross-listed in fourteen disciplines and attracted
hundreds of students, faculty, staff, and community members. Ms. Hurwitz also created
the first West Coast Conference and course on Women and the Holocaust, administered
faculty development workshops on Holocaust issues, and contributed to secondary school
teacher training sessions on the Holocaust and Human Rights.
Ms. Hurwitz has attended dozens of lectures, films, workshops, and conferences
in Holocaust and Genocide Studies including the Second International Genocide
Conference at State University Sacramento (2004), the Oxford University Conference on
Remembering for the Future (2000), and the Annual Scholar's Conference on Holocaust
and The Churches at St. Joseph's University in Philadelphia (1999). She has visited the
United States Holocaust Museum and Memorial in Washington, D.C., Dachau and
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Therezienstadt Concentration Camps, Prague Jewish Museum and Children's Holocaust
Museum, as well as the Museum of Tolerance in Los Angeles, all invaluable Holocaust
learning experiences.
The author is indebted to the Jewish Library and Holocaust Center of Northern
California in San Francisco for continued access to many of their books and journals, as
well as various national and international online archives, bibliographies, and websites
developed by other dedicated researchers and organizations, including the United States
Holocaust Museum and Memorial in Washington, D.C. and the Yad Vashem Holocaust
Research Center in Jerusalem, Israel.
She considers her friendships and collegial educational and political efforts with
Holocaust survivors, survivor/scholars, rescuers, liberators, resistors, and refugees to be,
by far, the most significant sources of understanding, inspiration, and authentic
knowledge and understanding of the Holocaust and genocide that she has experienced.
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CHAPTER IV
SURVEY RESEARCH RESULTS
Overview
A number of interesting results were obtained from the classroom survey
reporting what these particular university students experienced in their Holocaust and
genocide education. The first section of this chapter describes the demographic
parameters of the student sample. The remainder of the chapter provides answers to the
five research questions of the student survey listed on page 16. The reader is
encouraged to review the four page questionnaire again before reading this chapter,
which will help to visualize the results and discussion (Appendix A: Student
Questionnaire on Holocaust and Genocide Education).
Demographics
The next page of data, Table 3, highlights the major findings for each
demographic category. The primary accomplishment in this part of the research process
was a baseline demographic description of the student sample with brief interpretation.
Class Level (Demographic Question 1)
Class level from Freshman through Senior was selected as educational marker
rather than age, since many students are of various ages at different class levels, and
students may take as long as six years to complete college (campus web statistics,
10/26/06). Students within class levels were fairly equally represented, and the modal
student's class level in the study was that of Junior. The four class levels demonstrated
close to the same statistical outcomes and distributions on most of the questionnaire
answers.
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Table 3. Demographic Data: Questions 1-10 with Student (n) and Percentages
Question
n
Percentage
_______________________________________________________________________
1 Class Level
Freshman
57
19
Sophomore
74
25
Junior
85
29
Senior
79
27
2 Gender
Male`
104
35
Female
191
65
3 Type of High School
Public
159
54
Private
130
44
Both
6
2
4 Type of Private High School (44%)
Catholic
91
31
Other (Alt, Jewish, Home, Prot)
51
13
5 Top Three College Majors
Arts & Sciences
62
21
Business & Management
63
21
Visual & Performing Arts
29
10
18 Other Majors (< 10% each)
141
48
6 State of Residence
California
186
63
Hawaii
17
6
Washington
12
6
20 Other States (< 5 students each)
80
27
7 Citizen of USA or Other Country
United States of America
251
85
21 Other Countries (Japan, Taiwan, Mex, Phils)
44
15
8 Political Affiliation
Democratic
110
37
Green
104
35
None
29
10
5 Others (Repub, Lib, Indep, Other, No Ans)
52
18
9 Religious Preference
Catholic
130
44
None
84
29
5 Others (Buddhist, Jewish, Muslim, Prot, NA)
81
21
10 Ethnicity
WhiteNonHispanic
131
44
Asian/Pacific Islander
69
23
Latino-Hispanic
37
13
5 Others (African-American, Native American)
58
20
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Juniors reported themselves to be slightly more knowledgeable in Holocaust and
genocide issues, as well as more critical and outspoken about the quality and quantity of
their Holocaust and genocide learning experiences in general, including this university
in particular. Freshmen showed a more tentative response to some questions, a realistic
stance given their newer status on campus and less experience with the scope and depth
of classes and curriculum. Seniors did not necessarily reflect that their Holocaust and
genocide curricular exposure and understanding had increased over their time in college.
Gender (Demographic Question Two)
The gender question yielded a ratio of females to males of close to 2:1, with 191
females and 103 males, calculated to 65% females and 35% males. The study gender
ratio reflects fairly accurately the claimed overall campus gender ratio of female
students to male students, 62% female and 38% male (May 2004 Graduating Student
Survey, campus website, Fall 2004). Most college campuses across the country are also
reflecting a larger female student population than male, typically a 3:2 ratio, reversing a
350 year trend in American education (Posnick-Goodwin, 2005). There was no attempt
to balance the sample for gender, but the gender ratio was taken into account within each
finding and its interpretation. Female students and male students, in proportion, had
similar pre-college and college learning experiences, and most had the same feedback
that Holocaust and genocide educational experiences were adequate at the pre-college
level, but insufficient at the college level. Both genders had roughly the same agreement
that Holocaust and genocide education had only slightly assisted in developing their
moral and ethical knowledge to the point that they were able to respond more adequately
to challenging moral, social, and political situations.
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Public or Private High School (Demographic Question Three)
Slightly more than half (54%) of the students attended public high schools,
slightly less than half (44%) attended private high schools, and a very small number
(2%) of students attended both public and private high schools. The importance of the
contrast lies between public and private high schools as pre-college Holocaust and
genocide learning environments to be assessed. Students attending public high schools
reported a slightly higher level of understanding of Holocaust and genocide issues and
confidence in their schooling related to these issues than those from private schools,
although all three high school sub-populations reflected that their pre-college Holocaust
education ranged from adequate to excellent.
Private High Schools (Demographic Question Four)
This question found that more students (91 or 31%) went to Catholic parochial
high schools than any other type, not a surprising finding at a Catholic university. The
other five categories of high schools (Alternative, Home Schools, Jewish, Other, and
Protestant) only comprised small numbers and percentages of students each for a sum of
51 (17%) other-than-Catholic private high school attendees of the total. The most
interesting comparative difference, then, remains that of Catholic private schools versus
public schools in terms of how those two entities provided pre-college Holocaust and
genocide learning opportunities for this samples' university students. Students from
private schools were slightly less likely to report adequate pre-college Holocaust and
genocide educational experiences than those from public high schools.
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Academic Major (Demographic Question Five)
The designated categories of Academic Interest or Majors, of which there were
21, were listed in alphabetical order on the questionnaire under a three-part heading of
the main university schools: College of Arts and Sciences, School of Business and
Management, and School of Nursing, and grouped according to the campus catalogue
listings. All 295 students listed their first choice of major. The primary purpose was to
achieve a wide sampling across campus, and across disciplines, of student types and
student interests. Summary of the sample population by major therefore reflected at
least minimal participation from every listed major, with heaviest concentrations in Arts
and Sciences (21%), Business and Management (21%), and Visual and Performing Arts
(10%) (See previous Table 3).
State of Family Residence (Demographic Question Six)
About two-thirds (63%) of the students in this study claimed their State of
Family Residence as California. Within the remaining close to one-fourth (26%) of
students claiming other-than-California residency, Hawaii (6%) and Washington State
(4%) were the only two other states with measurable percentages of students. Small
numbers (one or two students were tallied in this study) of students attend this college
from twenty other states: Alabama, Arizona, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Idaho,
Illinois, Iowa, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Nevada, New Mexico, New
York, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Utah, and Wisconsin. There is reason to
believe that secondary level Holocaust and genocide education is not standardized across
the board in all of these states. Some have instituted legislature, educational mandates,
and developed curriculum for these subjects, but most have not (Fallace, 2006).
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Country of Family Residence (Demographic Question Seven)
Country of family residence turned out to be the United States of America for
251 (85%) of the surveyed students. Forty-four (15%) of the students marked 21 other
countries or territories which included Canada, China, England, Ethiopia, France, Guam,
Hong Kong, Indonesia, Israel, Japan, Korea, Lebanon, Mexico, Philippines, Romania,
Russia, Singapore, Spain, Switzerland, Taiwan, and Thailand. Japan (5 students),
Taiwan (4 students), Mexico (4 students), and the Philippines (4 students) held a slight
lead in numbers over the other countries. The great majority (85%), of the students are
American, so the study can legitimately be described as being "about American
university students."
Political Affiliation (Demographic Question Eight)
The question of Political Affiliation discovered the largest group of students to
be Democrats (37%) followed closely by those students stating that they were
supporting the Green Party (35%), a surprisingly close second. The next largest group
had no political affiliation (None: 10%). A few were Republicans (6%), and a very
small number of students were Libertarians (3%). Many of the total sample wanted to
add the platform of the Green Party to any other political association they had. Students
at this school definitely showed strong preference for the environmental platform as a
major issue of political concern.
Since most of the students weighed in on the more liberal side of politics,
Democrats and Greens, there was not a sizeable enough group of "Other than Democrats
and/or Greens" to provide contrast. What was noticeable was that with most of the
students being Catholic, most of the students being Democratic and/or Green, most of
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the students being female and White, the study constituted a norm or majority cohort of
Catholic, Democratic/Green, White, female students, a new norm by gender for Catholic
university student research studies where the historic descriptors used to be more
typically Catholic, White, and male. The second largest student cohort group was
Asian-American, both female and male, heavily represented in Business and
Management, mostly not claiming any religious preference, but 6% were Buddhist.
They were also Democratic and Green in political persuasion, and had the largest
proportion of students reporting not to have had adequate Holocaust and genocide
educational preparation at both pre-college and college levels.
Religious Preference (Demographic Question Nine)
Religious preference was fairly predictable in that the majority of declared
religious persons at this Catholic school were indeed Catholic (44%). But the second
largest category found on the survey was of students professing no religious affiliation
or identity (None: 29%). Third largest category but at a far distance was Other (9%)
with only a few students providing descriptions of what Other meant to them. Then
came professed Buddhists (6%), followed by Protestants (5%), several of whom wrote in
Fundamentalist or Evangelical sects (Born Again). Just a few persons of professed
Baha'i, Hindu, Jehovah Witness, Jewish, Muslim, Native American, and some students
of little known faiths identified themselves as such. Only 2% of students identified a
church or temple as where they had learned about the Holocaust or genocide.
The two most interesting categories of religious declaration were the Catholic,
reflecting how and whether Catholic persons and a Catholic campus relate to issues of
Holocaust and genocide, and the category of None, representing nearly a third of the
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student population at this religious private university. Growing numbers of young
people, as well as Americans at large, dissociate themselves from traditional religious
institutions (Gallup Organization, 2006).
Ethnic Background (Demographic Question Ten)
The university's own ethnic labels used for the admission application were
utilized, which allow for eight groups designed to cover the majority of today's students
in acceptable terminologies. Thus, these appellations found White Non-Hispanics to be
the largest student population (44%), followed by Asian and Pacific Islanders (23%),
and thirdly by Latino-Hispanics (13%). Small percentages each of Black Non-Hispanic,
International, Multi-Ethnic, Native-American or Alaskan Native, and Other (usually
specifically described by the student, i.e. Ethiopian or Pakistani) students made up the
remainder of the sample population.
The Registrar's Fall 2004 Freshman class ethnic breakdown reported White NonHispanic students (39%), Asian-American (23%), Latino-Hispanics (14%), small
percentages each of Multiethnic/Other, African-American, Native Hawaiian/Pacific
Islander, and Native American for a total of (24%) (accessed from Admissions statistics
web site, 10/31/05). The percentages of Asian-Americans (23%) and Latino-Hispanics
(14%), two of the most important ethnic student cohorts to examine, were nearly
identical in the two studies. This 2007 study appeared to quite closely mirror the
reported ethnic percentages of the university in the same year (2004), validating its
representativeness.
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Research Question One:
What Holocaust and Genocide Educational Experiences Have Students Had?
One of the answers to the first research question came from Survey Question 23
which elicited students' most valuable Holocaust and genocide educational
experience(s). Students were not asked specific questions about geography, history, or
the politics or sociology of the Holocaust or any other genocide. The intent of Question
23 was to discover what students' perceived and evaluated as most important to know
about the Holocaust and genocide. To some degree, answers to When and Where
students had received this learning experience were included, since many students
described what, where, and when they had had their most valuable learning
experience(s). They were given a space of up to a paragraph, and most wrote one to
three sentences. Pre-college experiences, in addition to during-college experiences,
were expected as answers to this question due to the anticipation that students would
likely describe the most valuable Holocaust or genocide learning experience of their life
regardless of when it may have occurred in their education.
Survey Question 23: Students' Most Valuable Learning Experiences
Some students listed two or three most valuable Holocaust and genocide learning
experiences, for example, a specific college class, along with parental example, in
addition to specific good books, describing multidimensional learning experiences.
Generally speaking, it is an educational maxim that the best learning of any subject for a
student usually occurs through varied, repeated, and integrative learning experiences
(Woolfolk, 2001); this was corroborated by students' descriptions. Additionally, in this
study, and particularly concerning the Holocaust, these students often reported a strong
and memorable learning experience which indelibly impacted them. This was described
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as one particular movie, book, one particular personal Holocaust survivor story, or
visiting a concentration camp or museum, experiences which in their own words, "they
could not forget," and "could not get out of their minds." Ten interesting types of "most
valuable" student experiences are listed in Table 4. Only clusters of types of
experiences were added up, as the other individual responses were too many to tally
thematically. The latter are listed comprehensively in Figure Example 3.
Table 4. Ten Most Valuable Holocaust/Genocide Learning Experiences
Type of Experience
# of Listings % of Total
__________________________________________________________________
Holocaust Survivor Accounts
60
21%
Movies/Videos/Television (17: "Schindler's List")
51
18%
Visits to Holocaust/WWII Museums
51
18%
Classroom Experiences
42
15%
Books (9 Anne Frank) (6 Night)
27
10%
Family Stories/Accounts
13
5%
Visits to Death/Concentration Camps
12
4%
Learning Other Genocides (Armenia, Cambodia, Sudan)
11
4%
Photographs and Slides
7
3%
Self-taught/Own reading
6
2%
__________________________________________________________________
Ten Types of Learning Experiences
280
100%
Several parameters were immediately visible from the two hundred and eighty
detailed short essay answers. Ninety-one percent of the students responded to Question
23, sharing a most valuable Holocaust and genocide educational learning experience or
several of them. It is significant that so many of the students could specifically
remember their most valuable Holocaust or genocide learning experiences. The great
majority of the classrooms had most or almost all of their students willing to give
comments. Over 90% of these sampled students felt that they had had at least one
valuable Holocaust and genocide learning experience.
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Holocaust survivor accounts led easily, followed by movies, videos, and television,
of which "Schindler's List" was most named. A surprising third choice, vying with
media, was Holocaust Museums and Memorials, including American, Asian, and
European ones, and even Hiroshima and Nagasaki. These were closely followed by
various classroom learning experiences which were also high on the list, rating fourth.
Books, with Anne Frank (Frank, 1952) and Night (Wiesel, 1960) most commonly
named, came in fifth place.
1. Selected Student Quotations.
Student quotations were selected from the paragraphs which spoke directly to the
question of "most valuable learning experiences," as well as comments expressing why
those particular experiences were most valuable. Many students explained exactly what
they learned in the process. The following lists give some of the concepts and
characteristics that students stated as important facts or truths about the Holocaust,
genocide, and human nature that they had learned. Some listed the experience and not
what they learned; some what they had learned but no specific experience. These are
actual words as students wrote them. Phrases reflect moral principles and precepts
acquired within Holocaust and genocide learning experiences:
•

The dangers of racism and hatred; the extent of violence and cruelty of which
humanity is capable

•

The strength and endurance it took to survive the Holocaust or another
genocide

•

What ethnic centrism and racism can do and the importance of personally not
ever participating in such actions and thoughts
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•

Why people kill, the sociology and psychology involved

•

The powers of propaganda and the effects on society

•

A person is more than their ethnic background
Other students described what they had learned from survivor accounts of the

Holocaust: a) Personal stories of overcoming the Holocaust; b) A sad story about a
lady that was an Auschwitz survivor. She was part of a twin study in the camp; c)
Stories of a Jewish family and their experiences; d) A survivor's words, "the smell of
burning corpses"; e) The horror of the Holocaust; f) The experience of what was
going on at that time on a personal level; g) A survivor saying he isn't angry but wants
to tell his story so it doesn't happen again; h) It was very devastating for those who
were in hell and put to death.
Statements were made by some students about realistic facts of the Holocaust: a)
The reality of the Holocaust from just seeing the photographs; b) The living conditions
and the gas chambers; c) People had been killed based on their ethnic and religious
background; d) How much hatred is embedded in the bible (sp) towards Jews; e) That
it really did happen and that it could happen again.
Another group of students had dictims or words of wisdom for themselves and
others:
•

The awareness of what hatred can do to others

•

We need to become informed about our history, or else we'll be doomed to
repeat it

•

People are more willing to obey orders (even orders to kill) than I expected
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•

The fact that genocide exists in the world shows one side of human nature
that I despise but must understand

•

That through action taken early on these things can be prevented. Do not
be a bystander.
Student Perceptions Reflected in Language

The majority of students described their learning experience(s) in simple and
direct language. Strong words used by some to describe their experiences were quite
noticeable such as "really disturbing," "so terrifying," "very devastating," "hell," or "evil
and horrible atrocity." Students also used phrases showing increased perception or
consciousness of the Holocaust and/or genocides from their learning experience
including "it opened my eyes," "became real to me," "made a huge impression," "the key
to understanding," and "made the reality sink in." Both feeling and cognition were
involved in these word choices. The two most repeated phrases used by students in this
section were "I will never forget it" and "a very powerful experience."
Another important characteristic observed throughout the student responses was
that of the personal aspect: learning about this from a person (usually a survivor, or
sometimes a friend or family member) made it more accessible and connected to their
own lives. The information obtained from another person was firsthand and more
believable. Descriptive words underlining the strong overall positive value of the
person-to-person learning experiences included "impacted greatly," "really brought it
home," "very rewarding knowledge," "so memorable," and "shaped my perception and
understanding." Figure Example 2 in the Appendix lists a longer selection of the full
sentence, graphic, and detailed student quotations written on the survey, describing what
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their most valuable learning experiences consisted of, how, and where some of them
occurred, and in some cases, why they were so meaningful, profound, or had strong
impact.
Research Question Two:
Where Have These Experiences Been Acquired?
As illustrated by Table 4, the larger number of students have received their
Holocaust and genocide education from survivor accounts, movies and videos,
television, visits to Holocaust museums, school experiences, and books, in that order.
Most of the students had first learned about the Holocaust in middle-school, junior high,
or high school; the majority had formally studied the Holocaust during those same
years. Students reported that more than two-thirds (68%) of them had read Anne Frank
(Frank, 1952), nearly two-thirds (64%) had seen the movie or video "Schindler's List"
(Spielberg, 1993). One-third (34%) could name at least two educational resources
which they had experienced.
Almost all of the students could list at least one book which had taught them
most about the Holocaust or genocide, and helped compile a list of 56 authors and books
(Figure Example 1), including the six most read publications (Table 6). Almost all
students could also list a movie or television channel such as Discovery or History
which had significantly taught them about the Holocaust or genocide, and contributed to
a total list of over 40 different movies they had seen with some kind of related content,
in their estimation (Figure Example 3). Table 7 shows first picks. Discovering what
learning experiences were most valuable to students was meant to assist in planning
future learning experiences, and to delete or change those which were less effective or
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valuable in students' assessments. The following several subsections describe students'
early and pre-college learning experiences in greater detail.
Family Involvement With the Holocaust and/or Genocide
(Survey Questions 11 and 12)
These questions had direct bearing on the type and location of students'
Holocaust and genocide learning experiences. A small number had families definitely
involved with the Holocaust (16%), and a smaller number yet stated that their families
were involved in a genocide other than the Holocaust (8%). Several students wrote in
such genocides as Armenian, Cambodian, or Native American. Having Holocaust or
genocide in one's personal or family history appeared to be associated with increased
interest in studying one or both of these topics, and with increased educational
preparation.
Opportunity To Hear a Holocaust or Genocide Survivor Story
(Survey Questions 13 & 14)
In contrast to the previous paragraph, exactly half of the students have had an
opportunity to hear a Holocaust survivor tell her or his personal story (50%); and (21%)
have had an opportunity to hear a survivor of a different genocide than the Holocaust tell
her or his personal story. These two factors also show up later in the survey as having
strong association with students' most valuable Holocaust and genocide learning
experiences and with higher degrees of subject interest and understanding. The primary
intent was to tally the number of students' hearing, in person, accounts by Holocaust and
genocide survivors. Table 5 displays the four categories of Holocaust and genocide
involvement and experience.
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Table 5. Holocaust and Genocide Family Involvement and Survivor Story
Total
Overall
Student Experience
Number
Percentage
____________________________________________________________
Family in Holocaust
47
16%
Family in Genocide
22
8%
Heard Holocaust Survivor Story
147
50%
Heard Genocide Survivor Story
61
21%
____________________________________________________________
Numbers and percentages do not add up to 100% due to 4 separate categories.

Holocaust Education Before College
Student answers to eight specific survey questions were particularly illustrative
of their first learning experiences of the Holocaust. One other category of learning
experience, museums, memorials, and similar family and school field trips, is discussed
as it was described by students as instrumental in their learning
(Question 15) In which grade level did you first learn about the Holocaust?
It is customary to teach Holocaust to primary, middle school, and junior high
aged children, but not to teach genocide until older grade levels (Facing History
Organization, 2001; Shawn, 1994). Half of the students (50%) first learned about the
Holocaust in middle school or junior high, designated as grades 6-9. A surprising
number of students (37%) claimed they had already learned about it in elementary
school, grades K-5. Since it is not formally taught in school at these levels, the most
likely sources are television, videos, family conversations, and perhaps books being read
by siblings, older students, or parents. Some students may have read Holocaust books
on their own or in primary school, with some available for this age range (Shawn, 1994).
Just a very small number (8%) of students had not learned about it until later in High
School, grades 10-12, and only (3%) stated they actually first learned about it as late as
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in College. A distinct few stated they had never had information on the Holocaust at any
grade level (None: 6 students or 2 %).
The study shows an earlier age of knowledge acquisition about the Holocaust
and education than the previous generations. The war generation actually experienced
the Holocaust during their time as young adults. The post-World War II baby boomer
generation learned about it in high school and/or college. This current college
generation studied it most often in the eighth grade, or junior high, and again in high
school. Now four out of ten students indicated that they already learned about it in
elementary school.
(Question 16) By which educational method did you first learn about the Holocaust?
School was first in line (60%), the next largest number of students first learned
about it from a person (18 %), and smaller numbers had first learned about the
Holocaust from a movie or video (11 %), or from television (7%). The classroom is the
logical and normative place to learn about history, social science, or Holocaust and
genocide. School administrators and teachers often have spent much time preparing
themselves and their curriculum to make learning, especially of the Holocaust, a safe
and meaningful experience. It is positive that students recognized the settings where
their first experiences of this subject had occurred, and had predominately good to
excellent reports about the quality of experiences there. It is not until college level that
students begin to notice and experience a measurable lack of in-depth and accumulative
information presentation and discussion of the subject.
(Question 17) If you studied the Holocaust and genocide before attending college,
please circle ALL the levels of education in which you have studied it.
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It was found that of those students who had studied Holocaust and genocide
before attending college, which were almost all of the students (95%), that again, most
had studied the two topics in both Grades 6-9 as well as in Grades 10-12, falling within
recommended and commonly instituted educational practices. Quite a few (37%)
claimed they had already started studying it in primary school or Grades 1-5, as has been
discussed.
(Question 18) Did you read the book Anne Frank as a part of your education?
The book Anne Frank, The Diary of a Young Girl (1952) is the most widely used
publication for teaching Holocaust to youth around the world, and the most often read
book on the Holocaust of any category (Kopf, 2005). It has been read by 25 million
persons and translated into 56 languages ("Anne Frank" Video, 2005). It is usually read
in 8th grade, or at some point in junior high or middle school. More than two-thirds
(68%) of the students claimed to have done so. Females were more likely to have read it
than males by a 3:2 ratio.
(Question 19) Have you seen the movie "Schindler's List"?
Nearly two-thirds (65%) had viewed the quite popular movie about Oskar
Schindler ("Schindler's List" Video, 1993). This may be the most popular and watched
Holocaust movie ever produced. Male students were more likely to have seen it than
females by a 3:2 ratio.
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(Question 20) Have you participated in a Facing History and Ourselves program in any
of your schools?
A few students had had the opportunity to participate in the junior high/high
school program "Facing History and Ourselves," one of the best designed history, social
sciences, and human rights programs available in the United States and now in a few
countries of Europe, for teaching Holocaust, genocide, and human rights to young
people. Nine students (3%) answered affirmatively on this question.
(Question 21) Can you list up to three books, videos, or televisions shows that have
taught you most about Holocaust and genocide at any time in your education?
A significant number of students re-listed Anne Frank (1952) and "Schindler's
List" (Spielberg, 1993). The book and the film probably have taught more students in
this current college cohort about the Holocaust and genocide than any others. Some
students listed many more than three resources, others listed quite erudite publications,
many had at least had exposure to three distinct sources, and the depth and scope of
listed books, videos, and television resources was impressive. The largest cluster of
students could specifically name just two resources that had helped them (34% of
respondents).
Most valuable books and authors.
It was not surprising that The Diary of A Young Girl by Anne Frank (1952) or
Night by Elie Wiesel (1960) would be in first and second place for students. This was
expected. What could not be anticipated were the next several most popular or most
read books on Holocaust and genocide for this particular student population. These
happened to be the following: Survival in Auschwitz, by Primo Levi (1993), a Holocaust
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survivor who tells his personal story including his journey by foot across Europe back to
his home in Turin, Italy, after camp liberation.
Students' fourth book choice, the cartoon books on the Holocaust, Maus I: A
Survivor's Tale (1986) and Maus II (2001), by the American son of an Auschwitz
survivor, Art Spiegelman, (1986, 2001) is a characterization of persons in the Holocaust
as mice and rats. The college students of the current study reported finding either one or
both of the books interesting, and did not appear to reflect any attitude of triviality or
disrespect towards the fact-telling of these stories as a consequence of their literary
form. It is questionable whether a cartoon book is appropriate as a text for university
level instruction, but students may have been reflecting and reporting personal favorites
read over their entire pre-college and college careers, including middle school and junior
high.
Man's Search for Meaning was book selection number five. The author, Viktor
Frankl (1946), was also a survivor of Auschwitz, but an adult previously trained as a
psychotherapist before his time there. He survived and went on to found an important
post-Holocaust psychotherapy school, Logotherapy, his attempt to find meaning for
himself and others from his suffering and horrific experiences. The last book is Into
That Darkness, by Gitta Sereny (1983), which describes the author's seventy hours of
interviews with a convicted and jailed perpetrator, Franz Stangl, Commandant of
Treblinka extermination camp. Sereny (1983), a journalist from England, was one of the
first to try to penetrate into a perpetrator or murderer's mind and personal life.
Books written by male authors were more represented in the student selections,
four out of six, but at least two books, including the most widely read one, were written
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by women (Anne Frank was 13-15 years old while writing her diary). There was gender
representation although not gender balance of authors. Four of the books were by
Holocaust survivors themselves, one was by a journalist, and the sixth was by a son of
Holocaust survivors, or someone from the "generation after." By selecting these books
as most remembered and most read, students appeared to be reflecting a preference for
personal, first-person accounts of the Holocaust. Even Maus I (Spiegelman, 1986) and
Maus II (Spiegelman, 2001) are personal family stories of the Holocaust, albeit in
cartoon form. Table 6 has been created to illustrate these findings.
Table 6. Six Most Listed Books: Numbers of Students Within Classrooms
Books
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
6

Anne Frank
Night
Survival in Auschwitz
Maus I & II
Man's Search For Meaning
Into That Darkness
Books

Students
N
102
40
14
10
9
9
184

%
55%
22%
8%
5%
5%
5%
100%

Classes Where Listed
n
%
15
100%
13
87%
8
53%
7
47%
7
47%
4
27%
15 27%-100%

Note that some students may have each listed 1,2,3 or more of the books; may not all be separate listings.
184 out of 295 students made these particular selections (62% of sample). Anne Frank was named in all
15 classes.

Books one, two, and four on the list can be considered both pre-college and
college level reading. Books three, five, and six are definitely adult level. Authors were
not necessarily traced at this time, nor exact names of authors. The comprehensive book
list, (Figure Example 3. Complete List of Books And Authors Mentioned At Least
Once) can be found in the resources at the end of the paper. Each entry on the long
alphabetized list of books and authors was mentioned at least once by students on the
survey, naming books which had assisted them in either or both Holocaust or genocide
education over an approximate ten years from middle school to college, and out of
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which the totals and percentages of most frequently listed books were calculated. There
are 56 different titles, with the added general category of history books and textbooks.
Most valuable movies, videos, and television shows.
Table 7 was composed from the most named media resources. Most television
listings did not include specific titles, dates, actors, producers, or channels. No other
films, videos, or television shows came close to rivaling the three specific Holocaust
films of "Schindler's List" (Spielberg, 1993), "The Pianist" (Polanski, 2002), "Life Is
Beautiful" (Benigni, 1998), and the History Channel in general. Note that "Schindler's
List" and television shows were mentioned by the most students and in all of the classes.
Television broadcast movies of World War II, Holocaust events and persons, and
specifically Holocaust survivor stories, were three of the most commonly cited history
channel offerings watched.
Table 7. Three Top Holocaust Films and History Channel: Student Numbers & Classes
Film/Video/TV

Students
n

%

Classes where mentioned
n
%

1. "Schindler's List"
89
41%
15
100%
2. History Channel/TV
71
33%
15
100%
3. "The Pianist"
31
14%
14
93%
4. "Life Is Beautiful"
24
11%
12
80%
______________________________________________________________________
3 Films Plus History Channel
215
99%
12-15
80%-100%
"The Pianist" is a 2002 Academy Award winning depiction of the story of
Polish Jewish pianist Wladyslaw Szpilman and his traumatic survival in and near the
Warsaw ghetto. It was produced by Roman Polanski, himself a child Holocaust
survivor. "Life Is Beautiful"(1998), another Academy Award winner, is an Italian
production and was the first Holocaust fictionalized "comedy" because the starring actor
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and producer, Roberto Benigni, was featured as an Italian Jewish father attempting to
help his young son survive the Holocaust and concentration camps with fantasy, stories,
and humor. Figure Example 2 in the Appendix lists every movie, video, and television
offering that students wrote down. There was quite a variety of titles students were
willing to list in this collection of 40 films, some which are considered foundational to
Holocaust or genocide education, such as "The Holocaust: A History" (2001), or classic
World War II movies, and many which are not, such as "The Sound of Music" (1965).
Educators attempt to select topic accurate and well-regarded books, films, and
videos to present to classes. They don't control the quality of other sources which
students may utilize to get their information about the Holocaust and genocide,
especially not public media offerings. Fortunately, there are many superb offerings to
choose from; unfortunately, there are also many poor quality selections, and students
may not differentiate without educated guidance from their parents, instructors, or
institutions, or without an acquired standard of excellence for comparison, one which
they should ideally receive in their higher education. This points to one of the gifts that
an excellent Holocaust and genocide education can confer to university students: a
critical assessment of resources. It is interesting to note that students had definitely
indicated movies, videos, and television as more valuable than books and authors,
reversing the order of importance from the researcher's investigative emphasis.
(Question 22) Please circle ALL school subjects in which you studied about the
Holocaust or genocide before entering college.
History (84%), English (60%), and Social Studies (56%) turned out to be the
most likely subjects where students had studied Holocaust or genocide before college.
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Only eighteen students (6 %) had No School Subjects pre-college where they had
studied about the Holocaust or genocide, a small percentage of the total student
population.
Holocaust and Genocide Camps, Museums, Memorials, and Exhibits
A category of educational resources listed by a smaller but highly motivated
group of students consisted of camps, museums, memorials, and exhibits that students
may have visited and found particularly valuable for their Holocaust and genocide
education. Parental involvement was reflected in educating on these issues, since some
students reported visiting concentration and death camps, exhibits, memorials, or
museums with their parents or families. Others visited sites on school field trips. The
museums are listed with the numbers of students who named each one. Six students
wrote previously in the questionnaire that they had visited the United State Holocaust
Museum and Memorial (USHMM). This was an extraordinarily low number since it is
the major Holocaust and genocide museum and memorial in the United States, but
probably reflected that most of these students are not from the East Coast of the United
States and thus not able to travel to a museum in Washington, D.C.
Additional museums named were the Museum of Tolerance, Los Angeles (3), the
Museum of Terror in Budapest, Hungary (3), Anne Frank House in Amsterdam (3), a
Holocaust exhibit at the Palace of the Legion of Honor in San Francisco (3), the London
Holocaust Museum (War Memorial & Museum) (2), Phnom Penh genocide museum in
Cambodia (2), and an unnamed museum in New York (1). The number of students
reporting the opportunity to visit a museum was small (23 out of 295), unless many did
not think to include it in their listings. But the impact of the experience on those who
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have visited a museum or place marking or commemorating the Holocaust or genocide
appeared to be large, judging by their accounts and descriptions. Those who had visited
concentration or death camps definitely counted them among their most valuable
learning experiences.
Quantity and Quality of Holocaust and Genocide Education in College
Question 24 revealed that not many students had actually attended any college
class on the Holocaust and genocide, only 36 (12%). This is probably because very few
such classes have been offered so far in most colleges and universities. A considerably
larger number, 149 students or slightly over half (51%) had attended a college class
including some information on Holocaust and genocide. History (26%), English (17%),
and Political Science (10%) were the three disciplinary areas where students were most
likely to have encountered Holocaust or genocide content in the university context.
Twenty different colleges and universities, including this one, were listed by the
students who had actually attended a Holocaust and/or genocide class, from many areas
of the United States and a few from Europe. Colleges were fairly equally split between
public and private, and between two year junior colleges and four year colleges. Eighty
percent of students signified that the instructor who taught the class on Holocaust and
genocide was indeed an excellent teacher per students' evaluation. Only 36 students had
taken an actual college class on the Holocaust and genocide, so most, or four out of five
of those few students, evaluated their Holocaust/genocide instructors as excellent, a
measurably good outcome, but within a very small group of students.
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Research Question Three:
To What Extent Do Students Perceive That the Quantity and Quality of These
Educational Sources Have Been Sufficient for Providing Knowledge and Understanding
of the Holocaust and Genocide?
Table 8 lists the first Likert item-questions 30-37 with reversed means and
standard deviations. This eight item-variable list was statistically refined into the first
variable subscale labeled Educational Preparation, or (EdPrep), designed to measure
quantity and quality of student Holocaust and genocide educational experiences, and
which consequently assisted in answering research question three. The Cronbach's
statistic for this scale was moderately high, with an α of .79, signifying that this subscale
reliably measured students' perceptions that the quantity and quality of their pre-college
Holocaust and genocide education have been sufficient. Students differentiated between
education on the Holocaust versus education on genocide by Slightly Agreeing that they
had a thorough understanding of the Holocaust (Question 33, mean of 4.06), and
Slightly Disagreeing or Disagreeing that they understood genocide thoroughly (Question
37, mean of 3.05).
Table 8. Quantity & Quality of Pre-College & College Holocaust Education:
Survey Questions 30-37 With Reversed Means And Standard Deviations
Question
m
s.d
_______________________________________________________________________
Q30 Pre-college educ about Holocaust was excellent preparation
3.83
1.43
Q31 The way Holo/geno taught at univ level needs to be changed
3.56
1.23
Q32 Amount of teaching of topics does not need to be increased*
3.07
1.23
Q33 I have a thorough understanding of Holocaust
4.06
1.44
Q34 In my college classes, I have learned why Holo/geno occur
3.35
1.59
Q35 At this univ, I have learned ways to prevent future genocides
2.79
1.49
Q36 Pre-college geno educ was not adequate to prepare for college*
3.04
1.43
Q37 I do not have a thorough understanding of how genocide occurs*
3.05
1.40
*An asterisk marks the negatively worded questions. Reversed means per Field's method. Mean
of 3.5 is midpoint of scale.
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Perusing Table 8 shows one other interesting outcome in this subscale. Question
35 investigated whether the student had learned at the university ways that future
genocides might be prevented. The item mean was lowest of the scale (2.79). Since the
results were bimodal, the larger number or two-thirds of students evidently felt they did
not or have not learned enough about the Holocaust and genocides at this university, and
a smaller number or cluster of one-third reported that they had learned enough here.
Research Question Four:
To What Extent Do Students See the Holocaust and Genocide as Relevant Moral
Issues Pertaining to Themselves?
In this case, relevance was defined as having current and significant value to the
students. Eleven Likert questions explored aspects of students' past educational
experiences and perceptions of its relevance. This section also initiated discovery of
students' moral understanding of implications. Table 8 shows this list of item-questions,
in order, and with reversed means and standard deviations
Table 9: The Relevance of Holocaust and Genocide to Students' Lives and Education:
Survey Questions 38-48 excluding Q45 with Means and Standard Deviations
Question
m
s.d.
__________________________________________________________________
Q38 The subject of Holocaust is very interesting to me
4.87
1.15
Q39 I don't think it is important to understand the Holocaust*
5.35
1.12
Q40 I have questions to ask about the Holocaust and genocide
4.56
1.13
Q41 Anyone could become a victim or refugee from genocide
4.73
1.15
Q42 Genocide is not a universal problem: only certain countries* 5.04
1.13
Q43 I have explored a Holocaust or genocide-related website
3.05
1.66
Q44 I would attend a class on the Holocaust and genocide
4.46
1.33
Q45 A Holocaust class is not offered on this campus**
Q46 I have never noticed one of the Hate or Neo-Nazi websites* 3.73
1.82
Q47 It is unlikely that the average person could become a
collaborator/perpetrator of genocidal attitudes/behaviors*
3.81
1.59
Q48 The subject of genocide is not interesting to me*
4.90
1.15
*10 useable questions in this scale. An asterisk marks the negatively worded questions. **marks
Question 45 which was not stat processed. Reverse coding has been applied per Field's method.
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Question 45 was excluded from statistical analysis because large numbers of
students did not answer it. Reasons for this are attributed to students not knowing the
answer, and not wanting to guess. Forty-one percent of the students appeared not to
know that a class on the Holocaust is offered on this campus.
To measure relevance, students were asked whether the subject of the Holocaust
was very interesting to them (89% marked Agreed, mean of 4.87), whether they thought
it was particularly important to understand what happened in the Holocaust (93%
confirmed that they Agreed, mean of 5.35), and if they still had questions they would
like to ask about the Holocaust and genocide (85% of students Agreed, mean of 4.56).
These three related questions measured student interest, importance of the topic, and
degree of curiosity, three indicators of subject relevance and value. A Cronbach's value
of .82 (α) using five refined items from Table 8 (EdRelev) was formulated, again
showing a high moderate outcome for measuring student relevance regarding Holocaust
and genocide education using this subscale. It can be concluded that these university
students measurably find Holocaust and genocide education to be relevant.
The research design was also intended to assess a limited degree of historical and
political understanding of students as in Question 41 where they were asked whether
under traumatic circumstances, anyone including themselves, could become a victim of
or a refugee from genocidal conditions (86% Agreed that they could, mean of 4.73).
Eighty-six percent of the students understood that genocide could occur anywhere, in
any country (Agreed, mean of 5.04). Just 60% of the students reflected some degree of
agreement with the mature response that they also could become collaborators or
perpetrators under undue stress or social pressure.
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Sixty-four percent of students reported that they had explored one of the
Holocaust or genocide-related websites on the Internet, a good response of interest in the
many educational Holocaust, genocide, and human rights websites currently constructed
on the Internet. Conversely, about half of the students, or 55% also claimed that they
had never noticed one of the Hate or Neo-Nazi websites on the Internet either, which at
this point might be considered a positive finding.
Four out of five, or 80% of students, stated that they would be willing to attend a
class on the Holocaust and genocide. This was a very strong apparent statement of
interest and relevance. But, many constraints normally affect students' course selections
including major and minor requirements, general education policies, scheduling issues,
and class advertising. The current History of the Holocaust course was adequately
attended (23 students), but its association with Theology and with Jewish Studies may
limit its visibility on campus, as well as overall attraction for a larger number or a more
multidisciplinary range of students. It only represented 7.8% of students in the study
attending a specific Holocaust class.
Students' Most Interesting Genocides To Study
Another question meant to discover relevant student interests and preferences,
Question 49, required students to read a list of current and historical genocides,
including, but not privileging the Holocaust, by naming genocides in alphabetical order.
Students were to select which genocides were of strongest (if any) interest to them, and
number in order of preference from (1-3) those they would be most interested in
studying. Genocides from ten different cultures, countries, geographical regions of the
world, and from different historical eras including the present were intentionally
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included, attempting to be inclusive without being overly detailed. The question allowed
for the response of (Other) with space to write in other genocides of interest, which
some students did.
Some students wrote in other political conflicts, massacres, and human rights
violations besides those already listed, most of which tended to lie outside the overall
normative definition of genocide, i.e., the Philippines, El Salvador, or Cuba. This
illustrated that many students did not have a clear definition of genocide. There was a
line to respond (None) if a student had no interest in studying any genocides at all, and
there were just four of this student response. Students' reacted with strong interest to
this list of genocides in at least half of the classrooms. More questions and comments
were asked during and after the survey about this question than any other, plus more
student/student and student/faculty discussion within the classroom and in the hallways
occurred over this question than over any other question. This can be considered a very
good educational indicator of strong student interest and relevance in studying both the
Holocaust and genocide.
Table 10 constructs a grid of the four genocides of strongest interest to the
students and which they were most likely to want to study in the future and seek more
information about. Students' first, second, and third priority choices are shown as well
as the numbers and percentages of students selecting each, from survey question 49.
Students chose the Native-American genocides as well as the African-American
genocide and slavery as the next two priority genocides they wanted to learn about.
Accompanying student comments in both the survey and the focus groups conveyed the
viewpoints that "America needs to look at its own history," that "there is considerable
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hypocrisy in Americans seeing genocide as a problem that other countries have," or as
"an aspect of our American foreign policy without having adequately examined our own
past and possible misdeeds" (exact student quotes).
Table 10. Four Genocides for Future Study: Student Priority Choices: 1, 2, 3
Order of Choice
Genocide
n
%
___________________________________________________________________
First Choice
Jewish Holocaust of WWII
102
35%
Native-American Genocides
33
11%
African-American Genocide/Slavery
26
9%
Second Choice
African-American Genocide/Slavery
44
15%
Native-American Genocides
41
14%
Jewish Holocaust of WWII
39
13%
Third Choice
Native-American Genocides
42
14%
African-American Genocide/Slavery
32
11%
Tibetan Genocide
32
11%
Three Choices
Four Top Genocides Selected
* 295 was selected for total sample number of students in order to simplify percentages.

The data provides ample justification and rationale for teaching more about
Native-American and African-American history, genocide, and slavery issues, and
provides good reason for asking students further questions in these arenas of inquiry.
Tibet manifested as the fourth genocide selected by 32 students, replacing the Jewish
Holocaust in the third choice list. This can be partially explained by the increased
awareness of this particular genocide in the research area and in the media over the last
ten years, the high percentage of Asian and Asian-American students on this campus,
and the proximity to large Asian and Asian-American populations in this urban area. A
fourth and influential factor, was the deep interest in Tibet, the Tibetan genocide,
Buddhism, and the Dalai Lama manifested during the last several years by the campus
President, administration, faculty, and many students. The Dalai Lama was invited to
visit and participate in campus activities and an all-campus Tibetan Cultural Fair in the
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Fall of 2003, an eye-opening experience for those involved, and helped prepare students
to look more closely at that culture's genocide. Table 11 shows Tibet as the fourth top
genocide, although at a large distance from the other three major selections.
Table 11. Total Number of Students Choosing Each of Four Top Genocides
Jewish Holocaust
Native-American Genocides
African-American Genocides/Slavery
Tibetan Genocide

Genocide
141
116
102
32
32-141

n%
48%
39%
35%
11%
11% - 48%

* Percentages equal more than 100% due to three possible choices.

This question had a strong informative function for students, pushing many to a
new perspective and understanding of genocide. It certainly was not anticipated that the
Jewish Holocaust in Europe would continue to be high on the list for so many students.
It was selected by the largest number, 102 students, as a first choice, and by another
smaller number, 39, as a second choice, for a total of about half of the students (48%). It
remained, distinctly, the students' most selected genocide, and was again, for those who
chose some other genocide first, also the second most important choice. It is not clear
why at this time. Perhaps because it is the most well known, most documented, and
most written about genocide in education, as well as most often addressed in the media
so far.
Research Question Five:
To What Extent Do Students Feel Prepared for Moral Response to Such Issues
When They Enter Political and Professional Life As Adults?
The last page of the questionnaire dealt with student moral preparedness and
willingness to respond to certain social and political situations, thus helping answer the
fifth research question. These questions assumed that with a certain degree of moral
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information, preparation, and development, from classroom learning, role models, and
public media offerings, students would be more likely to have the moral courage to see
unjust conditions, speak out, or take action to help others. Or, at the very least, students
would have enough courage to refuse to participate in hurting others. The explicit
premise throughout this study was that Holocaust and genocide education, in particular,
is an excellent learning model and context for such moral teaching and learning.
Survey Questions 50-58 asked students to personally reflect on the implications
of Holocaust and genocide for their own social, political, and moral lives, and whether
they saw genocide as a problem they needed to respond to personally The last eight
Likert questions of the survey are arrayed in Table 12.
Table 12. Moral Preparedness: Are Students Prepared to Respond?
Survey Questions 50-58 with Means and Standard Deviations
Question
m
s.d.
_______________________________________________________________________
Q50 I don't see genocide as a problem I need to respond to*
2.42
1.19
Q51 My education has prepared me to analyze moral/ethical issues
4.50
1.21
Q52 Politicians, not students, should be responsible for genocide **
Q53 I doubt we can stop future genocides from happening*
2.73
1.31
Q54 I have had the experience of standing up for my beliefs in a
stressful social/political situation
4.30
1.30
Q55 I might not have the courage to stand up against prejudice
or injustice*
2.74
1.36
Q56 My Holocaust/genocide educ experiences assisted me in
achieving moral courage to stand up for social justice
3.55
1.37
Q57 In the past year, I have acted at least once to prevent
prejudice or hostility between people
4.26
1.41
Q58 I don't feel prepared to respond to the problem of genocides*
3.66
1.31
Scale #3 has 8 useable questions.. *An asterisk marks negatively worded questions which were
reverse coded. ** marks Q52 which was double barreled (confusing) and had to be deleted from
statistical processes.

Question 51 asked whether students' education had prepared them sufficiently to
analyze moral and ethical issues, which 81% of students answered in the affirmative
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(mean of 4.5). Question 53 reflected students' belief as to whether genocides can be
stopped or not. Seventy-two percent doubted future genocides can be stopped, a
pragmatic answer perhaps given historical and current world conditions. Only 79
students, or 27%, thought differently: these students were hopeful and believed
genocide can be stopped.
Educators measure the effectiveness of their teaching methodologies, curricular
approaches, and educational philosophies in various ways including examinations,
papers, and verbal presentations. Behavioral changes also often reflect what students
have learned and integrated. One question which seemed to follow quite naturally from
students' reflections was whether they felt more prepared as individuals to face social,
political, and moral challenges after having had at least a modicum of Holocaust and
genocide education. That modicum has not been differentiated clearly though, either for
this study, or for the field of Holocaust and genocide studies. It has not been established
how much Holocaust and genocide education is minimally acceptable, or adequate, or,
even ideally, could be described as excellent and standard-setting for the university
curriculum.
In Question 54 students were asked whether or not "In my life, I have had the
personal experience of standing up for my beliefs in a stressful social or political
situation." A healthy majority of the students, or 73% (mean of 4.3), reported having
this experience. Question 57 determined that nearly three quarters of the students have,
in the past year and by their own reporting, carried out at least one action which
contributed to preventing prejudice or hostility between people (71%, mean of 4.26).
Question 58 ended with students' agreement or disagreement as to whether they feel
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adequately prepared to respond to the problem of genocides in the world. Fifty-six
percent of the students did feel prepared to respond, but 43% did not feel adequately
prepared to respond to genocides in the world. The lower means in this set of questions
may reflect that responses to issues of genocide are understandably difficult for students
to achieve. They are difficult for everyone, including adults.
The Cronbach's α value for this subscale of Moral Development (MoralDev) was
less strong at .67, but still lay within a moderate determination that it reliably measured
students' moral preparation for response to Holocaust and genocide issues.
Contrasting The Fifteenth Class
The fifteenth class, the one undergraduate History of the Holocaust class on
campus, did not markedly differ from the survey composite of the first fourteen classes
except in small ways. The profile of that class showed that it had close to the average
class size and nearly the same numbers of students at each class level. Fourteen students
were White, with four Asians or Asian-Americans, two Hispanics, and two "others,"
giving a higher White percentage than the larger sample, but a parallel ethnic continuum.
Nine different majors were represented giving a good multidisciplinary mix. Just one
male student from the Fifteenth Class participated in a focus group, and proved to be one
of the most knowledgeable and outspoken. He had taken two Holocaust classes at this
campus, the History of the Holocaust course, and a Religious Studies class with
Holocaust content.
The class differed from the other fourteen classes by scoring higher on some of
the educational markers: all but two of the students had read Anne Frank (Frank, 1952),
all but five had seen "Schindler's List" (Spielberg, 1993), all but one could list at least
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two Holocaust-related books or resources, and five of the students could list four or
more books or resources, higher percentages than the general sample population. These
students were more educated than other students on Holocaust and genocide issues
before they took this Holocaust History class, and even more after they had completed it.
They were in majors previously associated with most likely learning Holocaust and
genocide material and with higher means in knowledge and moral application. Table 13
illustrates how these twenty-two students differed from the overall student sample.
Table 13. Overall Sample Profile vs. History of the Holocaust Class
Overall Sample
n
%

Holocaust Class
n
%

Educational Indicator
Read Anne Frank
Saw "Schindler's List"
Listed Two or More Holocaust Resources
Listed Four or More Holocaust Resources

201
189
100
74

68%
64%
34%
25%

4 Educational Indicators

295 34-68%

20
17
21
5

91%
77%
95%
23%

22 23-91%

*Percentage columns are not meant to add up to totals.

These students were also characterized by a tendency to more strongly react to a
number of the survey questions than the overall student sample. For instance, they
(Strongly Agreed versus the overall mean of Agreed) that they thoroughly understood
the Holocaust, they (Strongly Agreed versus the overall mean of Agreed) that they had
stood up against a prejudice or injustice in the last year, and they (Agreed versus the
overall mean of Slightly Agreed) that their Holocaust and genocide educational
experiences had significantly assisted them in achieving moral courage for social justice.
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This provided a class with the "ideal" outcomes looked for in post-Holocaust
learning evaluations. Students already understood a lot about the Holocaust and
genocide, had high interest in knowing more and were seeking out more information in
depth, were able to integrate the inherent moral and ethical lessons, and apparently may
be more enabled to carry out moral, social, and political behaviors reflecting their
understanding. This could be an appropriate group to conduct further research with,
keeping in mind that they were slightly above or even outside the norm.
Summary and Critique of Survey Process
Overall, the survey was an effective research tool, yielding a great deal of
information about 295 students in less than an hour, and allowing for many statistical
and interpretative results. Five student demographics gave interesting enough results to
be used as variables in the final derivative subscale functions: type of high school,
college major, political affiliation, religious preference, and ethnicity. The three
subscales constructed within these data findings also measured as statistically reliable,
which suggests their use as a partial domain in future Holocaust and genocide
educational research, two in particular, Educational Preparation and Educational
Relevance. A preliminary baseline evaluation instrument was developed and test-run
with one student sample group, and a sizeable database of information on student
demographics and perceptions was accrued and processed. A clearer view has been
obtained of what students at this university perceive and understand about the Holocaust
and genocide. Chapter V's focus group research confirms and enlarges on the findings
of the survey.
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CHAPTER V
FOCUS GROUP RESEARCH RESULTS
Overview
Focus group research methodology was selected for the second phase of data
collection in this research project. Specific focus questions were developed for the
discussion groups in order to obtain detailed answers and reflections from students, and
create the triangulation of data previously designated as a research goal. Focus group
results would either dovetail or contrast with the survey findings.
The most important purpose for the focus groups was to ask again the research
questions pertaining to how current college students perceived and assessed their
Holocaust and genocide education, and how their education had or had not affected their
attitudes, understanding, and subsequent moral development. Usually, a more in-depth
conversation or discussion can occur with small groups, and deeper, richer, and more
open-ended answers can arise, as was the case with these four groups. Also, students'
ideas and suggestions for future university curricular content and learning approaches in
Holocaust and genocide studies were solicited at the same time. A brief researcher selfcritique was included in this section, along with evaluation of the focus group process
itself.
Traits and characteristics that well-known focus group authors (Barbour &
Kitzinger, 2001; Bryman, 2002; Krueger, 1994) described as necessary or valuable for
conducting successful focus groups included the following: neutrality and objectivity,
open-mindedness, ability to draw out participants including those who speak less than
others, and pre-selected questions strongly related to desired data and findings, or the
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focus questions. Focus questions should be equally balanced with open-ended
questions, so as not to overly control or direct participants' thinking or responses, or
dialogues and discussions with other participants (Morgan & others, 1997; Steward &
Shamdasani, 1990).
A marked advantage of this type of focus group research was that in eight hours,
considerable interactive information from twelve individuals in four groups could be
gathered, significantly increasing the sample size, configuration, and content over solo
interviews. The process successfully enabled three different important focus group
processes described by experts in the field: (1) functioning as a group interview, since
"in a focus group participants get to hear each other's responses and to make additional
comments beyond their own original responses as they hear what other people have to
say" (Patton, 2002, p. 386); (2) assisting multiple interactions as "the focus group
affords the opportunity for multiple interactions not only between the interviewer and
respondent but among all participants in the group" (Krueger, 1994, as cited in Patton, p.
386), and (3) factual, logical, and verbal checks and balances among the students
because "participants tend to provide checks and balances on each other, which weeds
out false or extreme views" (Krueger & Casey, 2000, as cited in Patton, 2002, p. 386).
Focus Group Process
The four small, consecutive focus groups were convened over a two week period
from April 28 to May 14, 2004. University IRBPHS permission for both the classroom
questionnaire process and the focus group process had been requested in early Fall
Semester 2003. The IRBPHS application and accompanying documents, such as form
letters, electronic mail messages, administration, faculty and student consents, were
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submitted as well, and permission was granted by the campus IRBPHS Committee in
December of 2003 for the research process to begin in the next semester (See
Appendixes B-F). Since the survey administration in fifteen classes took approximately
ten weeks to complete from mid-February to April, the focus groups followed
immediately, and were convened in the last weeks of the spring semester of 2004.
The students were volunteers invited to participate after having previously taken
part in one of the fifteen multidisciplinary classroom questionnaire sessions. The
students were a self-selected, nonrandom, convenience sample. There was no incentive
offered other than student interest in the subject; in some cases students received some
course credit or extra credit for participation: faculty were encouraged to offer this if
possible. Each student participated by attending a single two hour focus group session
with one to three other students, which the researcher facilitated, meeting either in a
library room or student union conference room. Each student was invited to a small,
quiet, and comfortable room setting with chairs around a table. Suitable degrees of
privacy and confidentiality were also provided because the selected rooms were in fairly
remote areas of the particular campus buildings and each had one door which could be
closed if necessary. A ten minute break was provided in-between two discussion
periods of approximately one hour duration each.
Forty-four students had signed up to participate, but twelve students actually
showed up on the four days of groups: ten women students and two men students. It
took numerous electronic mail messages and phone calls to orchestrate two hour periods
of time where students could meet and have the conditions needed for discussion and
recording. This was one of the most challenging parts, because students would cancel
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out over and over, group sessions had to be rescheduled, and rooms had to be rebooked.
Four groups finally happened.
The first two group sessions were recorded onto laptop computer and I-Pod by
the researcher's son and "student assistant" for further data processing. The second two
group sessions were audio-taped using a voice-activated tape recorder with a built-in
microphone. Having moderated the sessions and recorded real name lists with paired
substitute names, the researcher was able to distinguish the twelve student voices of the
four focus group sessions later when transcribing. The conversations were processed
from the recordings with a transcription machine, note-taking, and various collation and
analysis techniques were utilized including content analysis, thematic issue groupings,
and item summary tables.
The initial group process, repeated with each consecutive session, consisted of
conducting mutual introductions among the students and the facilitator. Next, the
second research consent was signed by each student (see Appendix C: Focus Group
Consent) and the typed meeting agenda which included the focus group questions was
handed out. A brief explanation was provided of the definition and purposes of a focus
group as distinct from a simple discussion group, and verbal student permission for
audio-taping the session was obtained. Each student was requested to select a special
pseudonym in order to protect student confidentiality in the written dissertation results.
These names were referred to as students' "special names," and each student wrote their
special name opposite their given name on a roster.
Class level from freshman to senior was not tallied, so that no student might feel
that her or his class status or knowledge base was being evaluated in such a small group.
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The reader will notice, as the researcher did not until the sessions were completed, that
three of the women students chose nearly the same pseudonym, a very common one at
that: Anne, Anna, and Annie, an odd coincidence. Since students could not be
contacted at this point to change names, there is a multiplicity of similar women's names
reported in the text and tables. At least, there is only one Annie, Anne, or Anna in each
separate group. What was unique were their respective comments within groups.
Demographic or apparent differences among the students were deliberately not
recorded unless students themselves raised these factors as meaningful to the discussion.
It was more important to concentrate on student responses to the questionnaire and to the
subject of Holocaust and genocide education. Most of the students did offer their
majors, ethnicities, characteristics of their family backgrounds, educational classrooms
or instructors, or religious or political sentiments in the discussion, where it was relevant
and where they spontaneously chose to do so. Nine of the focus group students were
White and three were Asian, nearly approximating the 10/4 ratio of these ethnicities on
campus. Two of the White students also described themselves as being part Hispanic,
and two claimed partial Native-American ethnicity. Two woman students had a Jewish
background. Ethnicity did appear to matter to students in terms of identification or
association with particular genocides such as those in Asian or Native American history
as well as the Holocaust.
All twelve students who showed up for the sessions remained the full two hours,
except for one young woman in the fourth group who had to leave fifteen minutes early
to go to work. All appeared to enjoy their involvement in the groups, reluctantly leaving
the room when time was up, in most cases. The student discussions were lively,
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intelligent, courteous towards each others' comments, and tolerant of differences among
participants. Students' backgrounds and opinions were fairly diverse, allowing for
variety of responses. Descriptions of student ethnicity are included, since in these small
groups, this factor came up regularly in students' explanations for their different
positions and opinions. At the same time, there were many similarities and parallels in
attitudes and ideas among students, enough to record patterns and categories. The focus
group research experiences were productive. At the same time, a few minor problems
and obstacles were encountered and will be discussed in detail below.
Focus Group Plan: Two Sets of Three Questions
Two sets of three questions had been formulated for the focus groups, important
for obtaining specific information interrelated with the previously obtained survey data.
One set of three questions was asked, around the circle, during the first hour of the focus
group, and focused on student reactions to the survey, particularly their perceptions of
what their most valuable Holocaust and genocide learning experiences had been. The
group process of going around the circle of students was utilized in order to encourage
full student participation, and because time was so limited. The second set of questions
was designed to assist students, going around the circle again in the second hour, in
applying observations and questions raised in the survey to their own lives, values,
educational experiences, and to their varying social and political arenas. The second set
of questions was practical for evaluating previous learning experiences as well as for
constructing new applications for universities and other educational institutions. Most
students ended up discussing specific aspects of their current Holocaust and genocide
educational experiences and needs, and some also had good suggestions for continuing
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and improving the quantity and quality of Holocaust and genocide education at this
university or elsewhere. The questions, under two categories, were as follows:
Focus Questions 1-3: Review of Survey Questionnaire
(1) Which question on the survey caught your attention most, attracted or disturbed you,
and why?
(2) What was the most valuable Holocaust and genocide learning experience you have
had; what made it the most valuable for you? (The same question had been asked on the
classroom survey: Question 23).
(3) Do you feel prepared to deal with genocide as an issue in your life, student life,
political life? (This also was asked on the survey: Part V, Questions 50-58). If your
education has not been sufficient in this subject, how can educators better help your
knowledge and understanding?
Focus Questions 4-6: Holocaust & Genocide Education
(4) Why do you think/feel it is important to study the Holocaust and genocide in
college? (This question builds on the relevance questions of the survey: Part IIIB,
Questions 38-48).
(5) Which kinds of education/information helped you the most and why? (Students
selected Holocaust speakers, museums, movies and television, school discussions,
books, Internet, et al: Survey Part II).
(6) Looking at the courses in your discipline or major, where and how in the college
curriculum do you think this subject could be included more?
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The four focus groups are laid out visually in the next table, Table 14. The
twelve students were categorized only as far as number of participants in groups, gender,
and pseudonyms. The research issue of mostly female gender students participating (10
of 12) was apparent and will be addressed in the concluding chapter.
Table 14. Four Focus Groups: Twelve Student Participants:
Most Important Questions and Most Valuable Experiences
Group
Student Names Most Imp Question
Most Valuable Experiences
_______________________________________________________________________
I
Terri
#49
Social Psychology Class
Meghan
#47
Social Psychology Class
Christina
#49
Parents, Upbringing
Tarzan
#35
Movies (Holocaust/genocide)
II

Anne
Jane
Emily

#35
#42
#41

European History Class
InterRelations/GlobalMgmt Class
Family, Upbringing

III

Anna
Ben

#49
#49

Family, Upbringing
History/Theology Classes

#40
#49
#41
#6 Major Q'S

Art Exhibits (Holocaust/genocide)
Books, Own Reading
Teachers
6 Most Valuable Experiences

IV

Annie
Marie
Shileigh
4 Groups 12 Students

The six most compelling questions for students from the survey questionnaire of
fifty-nine questions are shown as they were selected and described by students, as well
as the last column listing students' most valuable Holocaust and genocide learning
experiences. Each student got a chance to select and speak to one most important
question from the questionnaire in the focus group process and to describe what learning
experience was most valuable. Most students also spoke up spontaneously on each issue
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which was of strong interest or concern to them. Table 15 breaks down the Most
Important Question column of Table 14 into more detail.
Table 15. Six Most Important Survey Questions In Order of Importance: Focus Groups
# of
students
5

# question

text

#49

Which genocides are of strongest interest to you as a student?
Please select and number from 1-3 those you would be most
interested in studying. (Students were given ten genocides to
choose from as well as Other and None).

2

#41

Under traumatic circumstances, anyone including myself could
become a victim of or a refugee from genocidal conditions.

2

#35

At the University of _____________ , I have learned ways that
future genocides might be prevented.

1

#42

Genocide is not a universal problem; it only occurs in certain
countries.

1

#40

There are still questions I would like to ask about the Holocaust
and genocide.

1

#47

12

#6

Even under extremely dire circumstances, it is very unlikely that
the average person, including myself, could become a collaborator or perpetrator of genocidal attitudes or behaviors.
Questions

* Note that #49 is clearly first question of selection, #41 & #35 are both in second position, and #42, 40,
& 47 are equally in third position.

Question 49 (Which genocides are of strongest interest to you as a student?)
easily stands out from the rest, with five of the twelve students listing it as first choice.
Clearly, students were highly impacted by seeing this list of ten genocides including the
Holocaust, and being asked to prioritize which three they desired most to learn about.
Secondarily, there was interest in the possibility of finding oneself a victim or refugee
from genocidal conditions (Question 41): students thought this a real possibility. The
last question of consequence was whether students felt they were learning enough about
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the Holocaust and genocide at this university (Question 35): most felt they were not, a
minority felt they were receiving enough.
Table 16 accentuates which learning experiences students' found most valuable
whether they were female or male. Six female students, or 50% of the focus group
students, listed college classes or teachers as most valuable learning experience. Three
female students, or 25% of the students, described parents, family, and upbringing as
most valuable Holocaust and genocide learning experiences for them. The two male
students each listed movies and videos as best resource. One woman found art exhibits
particularly profound, and one other woman used books or her own reading as most
valuable educationally for her as an individual, reflecting a more personal or introverted
activity.
Table 16. Most Valuable Holocaust/Genocide Educational Experience By Gender
(Focus Groups)
# of Students
5
3
2
1
1
12

Gender
F
F
M
F
F
10/2

Type of Experience
Various types of classes, teachers
Parents, upbringing
Movies, videos
Art exhibits
Books, own reading_____________
School, Parents, Movies, Art, Books

The findings reflected well on college classes (5 of 12 students) as most valuable
learning experience, gratifying for educators to discover. Parental/family/upbringing as
second most valuable educational factor for these particular, mainly female, university
students reflected another important resource providing crucial information, values, and
role modeling for students. As an educator observing and strongly emphasizing
classroom influences, this researcher may have underestimated the persistent positive
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effects of strong family upbringing and values on students, even at these older ages,
where family influences might appear lessened or tempered by school, peer group,
media, and broader cultural factors.
A number of students in the focus groups expressed that they had family, loved
ones, or friends involved in the war in Iraq, Afghanistan, the Gulf, or elsewhere deployed
which brought emotions to the fore immediately. Almost everyone spoke of knowing
someone in a dangerous part of the world or in a military role. This frequently diverted
discussion from the selected focus questions and added complicating elements of
emotional disturbance and urgency. For some students though, the war, militarization,
torture, Guantanamo, and other related human rights issues brought the Holocaust,
genocide, and human rights concepts they had previously learned into sharp and current
view, understanding, and relevancy.
Focus Group One: Profile
The first focus group consisted of three women students and one man. The three
women, Christina, Meghan, and Terri, were White, with one of them also Jewish, and
the man, who insisted jokingly on being called Tarzan, was Asian. He professed that he
knew very little about genocide, but was nevertheless quite interested in the topic. His
verbal involvement was less than the other more talkative and assertive women, two of
which held more extensive knowledge of the Holocaust and genocide and led the way in
the discussion. He would not be drawn out more, but listened avidly, and participated
verbally when specifically asked. The survey question which most caught the attention
of this particular group of students was this:
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Question 49: Which genocides are of strongest interest to you as a student? (Please
select and number from 1-3 those you would be most interested in studying).
Three out of four of the students were quite disturbed, or "shocked" in their own
words, to see the ten genocides listed on the questionnaire, and embarrassed that they
knew so little about them. The Asian man admitted to knowing of only three of the
genocides: the Jewish Holocaust, the Cambodian genocide with Pol Pot and the Khmer
Rouge, and the attempted genocide of the Kurds by Saddam Hussein, the latter having
been viewed on the History Channel. The largest number of questions directed towards
the group facilitator were factual questions concerning a wide range of genocides, both
current and historical, and questions concerning political conflicts and wars which were
associated with possible genocide in students' minds. All of the students wanted more
information, descriptions of cause and effect, and validation of their own individual
observations about the Holocaust, various genocides, and human behavior. All of the
students had particular genocides which were most disturbing, or important for them to
have sufficient knowledge of and understanding for themselves. There was a strong
drive in these particular students to comprehend the magnitude, scope, and depth of this
topic, and take an attitude of personal responsibility towards it.
The second most popular question in this focus group coincides with the same
question asked on the classroom survey:
Question 23: What is the most valuable learning experience about the Holocaust
and/or genocide that you have had in your life and education, whether before or during
college?
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All the students had chosen specific examples of valuable Holocaust and
genocide learning experiences they had had. Meghan and Terri referred to a college
class in social psychology they had attended together on this campus that was unusually
helpful, plus their upbringing. Christina emphasized her upbringing from child to adult,
and Tarzan remembered a movie he and his father had watched on the Cambodian
genocide.
Terri described the social psychological insights about genocide that she had
obtained in her class on that subject. She attributed much of her understanding of such
difficult political situations as genocide to her family where she was "raised from a little
girl to see genocide as universally wrong." Meghan emphasized the same social
psychology class as the strongest positive influence on her understanding of these issues,
and also cited the church, or religion, as a potential source for strength to stand up to
such political pressures people face in genocidal situations. At the same time, with
further discussion within the group, she acknowledged that many Nazis simultaneously
attended churches and participated in the Holocaust, reflecting an understanding of the
limitations or perhaps ambiguities of religious beliefs and structures when faced with
moral extremity or social and political pressure.
Christina strongly emphasized that her parents, their values, and her
"upbringing" had the most powerful impact on why she is and has been a political
activist. She felt she had an excellent understanding of social and political issues
including the Holocaust and genocide, and the need to be engaged in working for social
justice. She stated that "without doubt" it was her mother's words and life example that
have given her empathy, the ability to "walk in another's shoes," and to be accountable
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for how her actions might affect another person. Her father lived in a European country
during World War II and was a translator at the Nuremberg War Crimes Trials,
something which had also impacted Christina deeply. She felt that his long term
inability to talk much about the "horrible things" he heard about there bothered her more
than if he had described it more fully to her.
Tarzan described a "Hollywood-type" Holocaust movie in "black and white" that
he was shown in tenth or eleventh grade, having come to the United States in seventh
grade from an Asian country. It shocked him, "watching Jewish people in a Holocaust
concentration camp be terrified that the shower they were about to take might actually
be gas which would kill them." He had heard "a little bit about historical events in
Cambodia, but not much," and shared that his father recently rented a movie on
Cambodia from the main public library. He repeated several times during the focus
group something that had impacted him strongly from that movie, "There was a sack of
skulls." "There was a sack of skulls." He watches the History Channel regularly and that
was where he had viewed a movie about Saddam and the Kurds. Movies were definitely
the crucial source of information for him on the topics of Holocaust and genocide, with
family and cultural associations a strong second influence.
The two Likert section questions which Group I students named as most
disturbing were numbers 35 and 47:
Question 35: At the University of __________, I have learned ways that future
genocides might be prevented.
Christina, a freshman, was adamant in her evaluation of this university as not
being a place where she would learn more about these crucial subjects. Her opinion was
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that the explicit and publicly stated mission or motto of the university as "a fulcrum of
social justice activity" was definitely not being carried out by the type of students
selected for admission, and where the majority of the students, by her impression, were
more interested in money, status, and material possessions than in important political
issues or activism. Designer purses were one of the objects she named as possibly
having more significance to female students then serious issues such as politics and
genocides. She felt the majority of students she lived with in the dorm "didn't have a
clue" about genocides other than the Holocaust, and "didn't care that they didn't know."
She found this "really sickening." The other three were less categorical and not sure
whether this university would adequately prepare them for dealing with genocide in the
future.
Question 47: Even under extremely dire circumstances, it is very unlikely that the
average person, including myself, could become a collaborator or perpetrator of
genocidal attitudes or behaviors.
As mentioned, two women students in this group had taken a social psychology
course at this campus where the topic of genocide had been discussed. They felt that
this class had given them valuable insight into the fact that even they themselves could
become influenced by strong social pressures, especially if raised in a different culture,
and take on different ideals than they had been raised with, perhaps even destructive
ones. This was in spite of strong parental upbringing, since childhood, which provided
them with the knowledge that "any and all genocides are universally wrong." All three
of the women students in this group were aware of the Milgram (1974) experiments with
Americans and used their understanding of the experiments to discuss that all human
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beings, themselves included, are subject to intensely strong pressures of persuasion and
conformity. These pressures, in turn, could lead to atrocious behaviors from formerly
"ordinary people." The women all disagreed with the question's direction (strategically
reversed Likert) and felt they indeed under strong pressure might succumb to wrong
acts. The fellow had little to say about this part of the discussion and just listened
carefully.
Focus Group Two: Profile
The second focus group consisted of three women: Emily, Anne, and Jane.
Emily stated her Pacific Islander background, Anne described herself as Jewish, and
Jane was Chinese from Taiwan. This was freely offered personal information. In the
interpersonal dynamics of this group, two of the women possessed considerable
knowledge of the Holocaust or of genocides. The Pacific Islander and Jewish women
were particularly expressive of their ideas, backgrounds, and experiences, but all three
contributed helpful comments. The Asian woman, Jane, admitted herself to be "fairly
ignorant" of Holocaust and genocide issues, "because it was not covered much in Asian
schools," but very motivated to learn more. The survey questions which were most
compelling to these three women were the following, number 35 again being selected:
Question 35: At the University of _______, I have learned why the Holocaust and other
genocides occur.
Two of the three had not had a specific class on Holocaust and/or genocide either
in their pre-college education or at this university. They felt a lack or inadequacy in
their preparation, and searched their memories for where they might have had a small
amount of reference to the Holocaust or genocide. Jane had had a "small touch" in her
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International Relations/Global Management class; Anne had taken European History
which covered in merely two hours some details of the Holocaust. Emily, on the other
hand, came from a U.S. Territory where she had received extensive and effective
teaching from parents, extended family, as well as school teachers on the particulars of
her own minority culture, its occupation by several different larger powers, and the
subsequent loss of indigenous culture. She articulated that the tragic personal and
cultural experience had sensitized her to genocide and its effects. It was not clear if her
knowledge of genocide included knowledge of the Holocaust also.
Asking this particular question had strongly activated students to remember any
historical or current genocides they had learned about, and reflect on whether they
themselves, their families, or cultural backgrounds might be implicated either as
perpetrators, collaborators, or victims. Two of the three students regretted that they
were "not being taught in any way how to prevent genocide" in their education. Emily,
the Pacific Islander, referred to several classes where she herself found it necessary to
make the logical parallel regarding her own culture's fate and speak out about it, since
instructors and students were definitely not doing so as she would have expected.
Question 42: Genocide is not a universal problem: it only occurs in certain countries.
Jane had a definite reaction to this question as she wanted to emphasize that she
thought genocide to be a universal problem and not just in certain ethnicities or cultures.
The other two agreed with her, and all three gave historical and current event examples
of genocides and attempted genocides in many countries. There was little reference to
the Holocaust in this session, as interest was more focused on current genocidal events.
But Jane expressed that when she studied history, she had difficulty because she felt that
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historical events are "not directly related to me." Anne added that most countries do not
often admit to faults or involvement in genocide and that we as Americans often "do not
get the whole picture in genocides because the information is monitored." Emily felt
that she "doesn't know enough to defend her point of view" or "decide what is true."
She suggested that asking older people with more life experience might help, especially
those who had personally experienced a genocide, such as elders from her own culture.
Question 41: Under traumatic circumstances, anyone including myself, could become a
victim of or refugee from genocidal conditions.
Emily, coming from a Pacific Island where the entire culture was victimized and
nearly destroyed, was very sensitive to this question. She pointed out parallels to the
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan where the native peoples were at high risk for becoming
either victims or refugees, or both. Much of what was being discussed by the students in
this particular session would fall under the description of "cultural genocide," because of
the strong experiential statements coming from Emily, and to which the other two
students and facilitator attempted to respond empathically.
Emily: "Everyone on my island knows and talks about genocide. From the
children to the old people. My grandparents, my parents, my teachers. Everyone knows
about it. How some people waded out into the ocean and resisted and fought and were
massacred. How some held back and did not die. It's a part of all the family and school
education there." The others in the group commiserated with her tragic family and
island history, and were impressed at her experiences and ability to speak so strongly
and lucidly about them. She went on, " I have to be one who speaks about it in classes
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because so many people never talk about these things." Members of the group
expressed admiration at her courage.
Discussion led to the situations in Iraq and the Middle-East, with agreement that
they were not genocides at this point, but that much human abuse and suffering were
occurring on a daily basis with great potential for more human oppression and
destruction. Students expressed feeling upset and unable to act effectively against the
current war conditions. The facilitator suggested that "Surely, there are some positive
things we can think of to do." The women agreed, and articulated at least one small way
they felt they were contributing, such as informing themselves, but still expressed
feeling overwhelmed and helpless to stop the war and occupation anytime soon.
Students' Most Valuable Holocaust and Genocide Educational Experiences
The most valuable Holocaust and Genocide educational experiences for the
students in Focus Group Two included these: (1) The European History and
International Relations/Global Management college classes taken by one woman student
each, (2) movies, (3) parents, and for the Pacific Islander, the whole extended family and
social culture within which she was raised and educated. Anne felt about Holocaust
movies that they were "realistic, as if you were there. If the movie was honest, it
actually was the truth," which make them foremost useful learning experiences in her
view. An interesting observation from these focus groups, is that the students who had
any college class relating to or including Holocaust or genocide content or discussion
weighed the class(es) as more valuable, as well as most recently influential, than most
other Holocaust or genocide educational experiences they had had.
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Focus Group Three: Profile
Only two persons appeared for Focus Group Three, one young man named
"Ben," and one young woman named "Anna," both of White ethnicity. These two
students were quite prepared to do the talking. To a large extent, they were encouraged
to have a conversation between the two of them while the facilitator remained mostly
silent. Ben was taking two different classes which provided a lot of Holocaust content:
a History of the Holocaust class, and a Religious Studies class which included Holocaust
content, and was quite excited about all the knowledge and understanding he was
acquiring in both. He was the only student encountered in the focus groups who was
taking two Holocaust-related classes. Anna had not taken a college Holocaust class, but
felt she had an excellent family upbringing in social justice, and had had good teaching
from elementary school through junior high and high school, helping her also be quite
knowledgeable and articulate. The questions they selected as most fascinating were
these three:
Question 49: Which genocides are of strongest interest to you as a student?
Again, this question provoked the highest interest and discussion. Both Ben and
Anna chose this question. Students, especially if academically well-prepared and wellread, may have gained a new way of looking at these particular ten historical or current
phenomenon listed in the questionnaire by considering them as genocides or attempted
genocides. The Jewish Holocaust of World War II, Cambodia, Rwanda, and Armenia
are already internationally established as genocides. Tibet, the African-American
Middle Passage and Slavery, the Native American Indian genocides, and Saddam's
treatment of the Kurds are more recently being examined in more detail and can now be
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considered genocides, or attempted genocides, under new paradigms. Neither of these
students were "shocked" by the question as some other less-informed students had
expressed, even though they were both freshmen. The two students proceeded to have a
sophisticated dialogue on the most important aspects of the Holocaust and genocide, and
the best ways to learn about both topics.
Question 21: Can you list up to three books, videos, or television shows that have
taught you most about Holocaust and genocide at any time in your education?
Because Ben and Anna were both well prepared in this field, they seemed to
particularly enjoy this question. They appeared to find it challenging, as many of the
students did, to try to think of the many teachers, videos, television shows, books, or
other educational programming they had experienced or enjoyed, and judge which were
most helpful. They also were more ready than most of the other focus group students to
begin to suggest ways to add Holocaust and genocide resources and events to the
university curriculum, and talk about why so many students may not have received
adequate education in this area. Both Ben and Anna felt that they were prepared and
eager to discuss the topics, read widely in the field, find resources for themselves that
they needed, and be politically involved with organizations or activities associated with
such causes.
Ben mentioned Faith and Fratricide by feminist theologian Rosemary Reuther
(1997) as currently highly important in his Holocaust understanding. Ben and Anna
both expressed their views there were "so many good resources" available for any
motivated person to find, a perspective somewhat different than students in the other
three focus groups who felt they needed or would like more help with educational
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guidance and resources. It appeared that these two students, one male and one female,
had had very effective and meaningful Holocaust and genocide educational experiences,
although Anna expressed perhaps needing more preparation for an adult-level moral or
political response. She said she really hadn't had the opportunity before to think of what
an adequate response might include. She wished that questions like this would come up
in her classes more often.
Most Valuable Holocaust and Genocide Educational Experiences
Ben felt that movies were the best way, in general, of educating students about
Holocaust and genocide, but that "definitely" his most valuable experience was the
History of the Holocaust course he was taking this semester. He called it his "best
course ever, the most in-depth, covering the reasons behind the Holocaust, the failures of
humanity, and how people coped." His third most valuable experience was visiting the
Holocaust Museum in Washington, D.C. A 7th grader at the time, he didn't feel that "he
fully comprehended everything, but nevertheless found it a moving experience." Anna
was best friends with a Jewish person, so how his family was affected by the Holocaust
gave her the most valuable knowledge "on a personal level--inside of it." It was
difficult, though, as the "experiences sometimes made her feel like crying." Her second
most important experience was a "video with no other sounds, a woman's diary with a
monologue voice talking about the Holocaust" which she saw in junior high or high
school. She doesn't remember the name of the video or the woman's name, but it had a
very powerful impact on her.
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Focus Group Four: Profile
Focus Group Four consisted of three more young women, lively, reflective, and
witty. Annie, Marie, and Shileigh carried on a conversation among themselves which
required little involvement from the facilitator except to keep the two most talkative
from eclipsing the third, more introverted, yet highly thoughtful woman. Shileigh was
from the American Midwest and was part Native-American, a fact which came up
regularly in the discussion of political and social issues as well as human rights.
Extremely engaged with the subject material, knowledgeable, and verbally quick, the
three women selected the following questions and related issues to discuss:
Question 40: There are still questions I would like to ask about the Holocaust and
genocide.
Focus Group Four was extremely curious about the Holocaust, other specific
genocides, as well as the broader concept of genocide, and had many questions and
comments. They seriously wanted to learn more, and to share the knowledge they
already had with the rest of the group. The students in this group wanted to know who
first used the words "Holocaust" and "genocide," and thought that Elie Wiesel (1960)
had probably been the first person to use the words publicly and meaningfully in their
remembrance. They felt they knew "quite a bit" about the Holocaust from their reading
and schooling, but very little about "other genocidal histories."
One woman was very concerned that much of the information about genocide in
the media, society at large, and at this university was "mis-education" and not "real,
actual, or correct education" which could prevent genocide. The three women felt that
the personal stories of Holocaust and genocide survivors were the most "authentic,
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realistic, honest" knowledge they could obtain about the subject. Annie asked three
haunting questions, "Is there any protection from genocide? Looking at the human
condition, can we resist the temptation?" "Do you really think it is preventable, given
the politics and governments and attitudes that we have?"
Question 49: Which genocides are of strongest interest to you as a student?
Focus Group Four students, along with those of Focus Groups Two and Three,
were also struck by Question 49. They were interested in many, if not all, of the
genocides, and were most eager to learn similarities and differences among genocides
along with what might be universal principles. They asked questions specifically about
the genocides of Tibet, Rwanda, Armenia, and the African-American experience. They
astutely referred to numerous other current political conflicts, torture, prisons, Abu
Ghraib, Guantanamo, and American militarization as having potentially related, negative
human behavioral and moral implications. These three students were worried that the
"average public" did not understand these issues or want to know more, making the
political situation more dangerous.
Question 41: Under traumatic circumstances, anyone including myself, could become a
victim of or a refugee from genocidal conditions.
Particularly interested in "human suffering and healing" since childhood, and
planning to become a medical doctor, Marie was concerned for the many persons
harmed by political conflicts and war, Iraq and Afghanistan being named in particular.
She expressed that Americans appeared to be causing more harm instead of healing,
including harming the younger generation of American soldiers, some of whom were
her close friends and relatives. She currently was "working with and trying to help"
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close friends and relatives who had recently returned from the Iraqi war. She felt they
had been very damaged by their experiences there and probably were not going to get
much help, similar to what had happened to Viet Nam war veterans.
Annie expressed that this made her think of the question on the survey, "Could it
happen to you?" (genocide) and that the "American point of view is that it couldn't
happen here." All three students felt that most Americans were very sheltered,
experiencing increased censorship, and re-entering historical isolationism. Shileigh
stated that "Yes, it can happen anywhere. It needs to be addressed by everyone."
#47 Even under extremely dire circumstances, it is very unlikely that the average
person, including myself, could become a collaborator or perpetrator of genocidal
attitudes or behaviors.
The three students had a strong reaction to this question which had strategically
reversed Likert negative construction, and disagreed very much with it. They felt that,
in fact, it was quite possible or even likely that the average person, including
themselves, could become involved in atrocious behaviors. They each described graphic
accounts of historic and current events where human abuse had occurred or was
presently occurring. The political events in Yugoslavia/Bosnia/Herzegovina/Kosovo
over the last fifteen years, and the human slaughters in Rwanda/Burundi and Sudan
figured largely here. They spoke of these events as difficult to comprehend, maybe even
impossible for some persons to absorb.
Annie had recently read the book Ordinary Men by Browning (1992) and was
taken by possible comparisons with the war in Iraq, the tortures at Abu Ghraib, human
rights violations at Guantanamo, and her view that authoritarianism was increasing in
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the United States. It was clear that she had grasped the important meaning of
Browning's (1992) book: that ordinary citizens could rapidly come to commit human
atrocities under certain conditions. These three young women appeared to have
thoroughly comprehended the seriousness of moral responsibility towards others, and
that under the auspices of military service, cultural brainwashing, or personal extremity,
they worried that they might also succumb to acting in ways they would not expect, and
would abhor. As an observer and educator, this seemed a very positive educational and
moral sign or marker from these three students. Annie stated: "The world creates
genocide--it is important for the world to take responsibility for it."
Most Valuable Holocaust and Genocide Educational Experiences
Marie wanted to be sure that teachers were remembered as highly important in
their impact on children and youth learning these difficult subjects. She felt they were
often not adequately acknowledged for their contributions to students' educational and
moral development. She added that her own extensive reading on Holocaust and
genocide, even as a child, as well as movies, were most valuable for her. Annie was an
artist and related that powerful Holocaust and genocide art--exhibits, performances,
drawing, sculptures and the like--were the most profoundly important for her visual
experience of such topics. She hoped to contribute to social and political understanding
with her own art. This particular student also added her visit to the United States
Holocaust Museum and Memorial to the list of strong educational influences, but
described that half way through her tour of the museum, she had had to stop feeling so
much, because it had become too painful. Ben and Marie were the two students in the
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focus groups who spoke about the Internet as a useful source of information and
education.
Answering the Five Research Questions
The crux of the focus groups was whether the information contributed to
answering the five research questions. Tables 14, 15, and 16 illustrated students'
answers to what and where they had learned about the Holocaust and genocide, whether
they thought these issues relevant to their educations and lives, and if moral
development was an aspect of that learning. More detailed answers were found within
the students' group discussions. Significant phrases from each focus group were
constellated from the discussions, using students' own words.
Research Question One:
What Holocaust and Genocide Educational Experiences Have Students Had?
All but one student had not had any specific classes on the Holocaust or
genocides (11 of 12 students of the focus groups stated so). One woman had had just
two hours on the Holocaust in a European History class, two additional students
remembered "small touches" about the Holocaust in a European History class and an
International Affairs class, and schools in Asia and Taiwan, so far, were not teaching
about the Holocaust or genocides at all, according to the Asian students. Two women
students highly regarded their Social Psychology class at this campus which had
included important Holocaust behavioral implications. Ben in Focus Group Three was
taking two Holocaust classes at this university and felt it was possible to have an
excellent Holocaust and social justice education from elementary school through junior
high and high school, into college. Just two students from that group perceived that they
have had an excellent preparation in these two subjects.
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The two students of Focus Group Three felt that "so many good sources are
available on Holocaust and genocide" such as books, movies, news events, and the
Internet. Visiting the Holocaust Museum and Memorial in Washington, D.C. was a
valuable learning experience for Ben, but too much for him as a 7th grader to absorb.
Being friends with a Jewish person and hearing his family stories were excellent ways to
obtain valuable knowledge about the Holocaust on a personal level, according to Anna,
and hearing a woman Holocaust survivor's voice telling her story on a video could have
a strong educational impact by itself.
Students in three of the focus groups (One, Two, and Four) emphasized that they
needed and wanted much more information and facts about the Holocaust and other
genocides. Students in one focus group had the realization that they could be sitting
right next to someone whose family had actually experienced the Holocaust or a
genocide, such as Emily from a Pacific Island. Emily herself pointed out that cultural
elders who had experienced genocide might be one of the best sources of information
about it.
Two Native American students of Focus Group Four expressed the learning
experience and insight that being Native American could sensitize a student to learning
more about genocides. This group emphasized that human rights made up an important
part of any discussion of the Holocaust or genocide and that there was a great deal to
know about the Holocaust and other genocides, along with universal principles of
genocide. But they also thought that knowing about the Holocaust doesn't mean a
student necessarily was aware of other genocides. Elie Wiesel (1960) was probably the
first person students had heard use the word "Holocaust" publicly and emphatically.
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Holocaust and genocide survivors and their personal stories constituted some of the most
"authentic and realistic" knowledge a student could obtain about the subject, according
to about half of the students. These students had experienced this either in person, in
videos, or on television, reflecting the same percentages as the survey findings.
Some of the statements obtained from focus group students, in general, about
their Holocaust and genocide learning experiences were that genocide was universally
wrong, that they were shocked to find out there were so many genocides, and
embarrassed they knew so little about them. They emphasized that they had not had
enough opportunity to study Holocaust or genocide in their educational backgrounds or
current courses.
They agreed that formerly "ordinary people" could commit atrocious behaviors,
including themselves. They thought answers to the problem of genocide included the
"upbringing" of being taught empathy for others and being accountable for how one's
actions might affect another person. Two women students thought that religion could be
a potential source of strength to stand up to such political pressures as people face in
genocidal situations. At the same time, they admitted that perpetrators (Nazis) could
simultaneously attend church and participate in the Holocaust, illustrating their
understanding of moral ambiguity and group pressure. No one, including students, was
immune from becoming a collaborator or perpetrator under certain pressures, according
to Focus Groups One, Two, and Four.
Several students expressed they did not feel protected against genocide, even in
this country, but felt vulnerable and frightened of the possibility. Most of the students
did not trust the information about current events and genocides given them by
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government, political, and military leaders. In Focus Groups One, Two, and Four, war,
political conflict, torture, and genocide were intertwined in students' minds, and they felt
upset and overwhelmed by the war in the Middle-East and the United States' military
role there. Young men and women that they knew, and in some cases were actually
related to, were returning from Afghanistan and Iraq military service with many
problems and trauma; they would need help and might not get it from this government.
Several women students reflected that the brutalities of war, massacres, and genocide
were extremely difficult to comprehend and very upsetting to think about. These
students felt they understood why many young people their age, and even adults, chose
not to learn more about such subjects or become involved. Nevertheless, all twelve of
these students highly valued their various modes of Holocaust and genocide learning,
however sparse in a few cases, and each one expressed the desire to learn more.
Research Question Two:
Where Have These Experiences Been Acquired?
Previous Tables 14 and 16 illustrate this best. The largest number of focus group
students credited specific college classes in other subjects than Holocaust and genocide
as where they had received small but meaningful amounts of information. The one
student who had had two Holocaust classes enthusiastically recommended them as
excellent. Four students (Focus Groups Three and Four) also reported their elementary
and secondary educational settings as very helpful. Several students remembered certain
teachers who should get credit for teaching this important subject. Parents and
upbringing were next, strongly impacting students with information, role models, and
related moral precepts. Movies were particularly important sources for many students,
and art exhibits on Holocaust and genocide subjects had a visual impact of their own.
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No one source could be named as effective for all twelve students. The variety of ways
that these students had learned about the Holocaust and genocide showed that
information about these two subjects was coming simultaneously from many directions
and resources in students' lives and educations. It also suggested that there were many
ways educators and universities could successfully accomplish a Holocaust and
genocide education for and with young people.
Research Question Three:
To What Extent Do Students Perceive That the Quantity and Quality of These
Educational Sources Have Been Sufficient for Providing Knowledge and Understanding
of the Holocaust and Genocide?
This question was not directly asked in the focus groups, so had to be inferred
from student comments. About half of the students specifically reported having a good
early understanding of the Holocaust from parents, schools, movies, museum and
exhibits, and reading books. Several students did not mention their pre-college
Holocaust education specifically, and the two Asian students reported theirs as definitely
inadequate and lacking, perhaps even non-existent.
It was evident that education on the Holocaust versus other genocides needed to
be separated out when answering this question. Most of the students expressed lack of
schooling and knowledge about other genocides, and about genocide as a universal.
Yet, more than half of the students illustrated capability in describing and comparing
genocides due to having a good working knowledge of several such as Bosnian,
Rwandan, Native American, and African American genocides, which were intelligently
discussed in all four groups. Most of the students requested more information about the
Holocaust (Focus Groups One, Two, and Four). All twelve of the students expressed
wanting to know more about genocide. So, to that extent, the quantity and quality of the
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focus group students' Holocaust and genocide education at the university level of
knowledge have not been sufficient, and need to be expanded.
Research Question Four:
To What Extent Do Students See the Holocaust and Genocide
as Relevant Moral Issues Pertaining to Themselves?
These twelve students were all motivated to come to focus groups and discuss
these two subjects, reflecting their sense of relevancy. There were many indicators that
the Holocaust and genocide were highly relevant to them. They had more questions
than there was time to answer, and they spent much time discussing these issues among
themselves before and after the focus groups. They found numerous ways that the
knowledge and insights of Holocaust and genocide related and impinged on events in
their day and on their social and political perspectives. They found the relevancy and
value questions on the classroom survey fascinating and worth extensive discussion, and
the question (Question 49) of which genocide was of greatest interest to them was
requested most for discussion in all four focus groups. There is little doubt that the
Holocaust and genocide, and education on these issues are relevant to these students.
They wanted to study and learn more, go to related events, watch movies, read books,
and talk about both topics. To what greater extent they are relevant to students can only
be tested by convening courses, events, or more research projects for their participation.
Research Question Five:
To What Extent Do Students Feel Prepared for Moral Response to Such Issues?
It was apparent that the majority of the students (10 of 12) had learned enough
about the Holocaust and genocide to discuss both, knew where to find out more, and
could apply the learning to aspects of their lives. Most of the twelve described an
associated behavioral lesson learned such as being tolerant of others, respecting
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differences, or the negative consequences of racism or group conformity (refer to
previous lists of what students have learned). But it was not easy for them to extrapolate
from learning the moral "lessons" of the Holocaust to what could be done about world
political problems related to genocide. Most had thought previously of genocide as
something that governments, politicians, and military leaders should tend to, not
something for students to do something specific about.
There was not time in the focus groups to explore the connections between
student social and political activism, partisan politics, and international issues. Most
students did understand, on the other hand, that as individuals, and in concert with
others, it might be possible to effect positive change on this international political issue.
About half of the students referred to previous social or political actions they had taken
to help others or better society, signifying a mature understanding that holding a certain
moral position may necessitate taking action. This matched with the similar findings of
the survey, which reported the majority of the students having taken action in the last
year to help another person or work for social justice.
The sixth focus group question which asked students where in the curriculum
they would like to see more Holocaust and genocide information and discussion,
especially looking at their own educational majors, got short shrift due to being the last
question. But, students had made comments throughout the focus group sessions which
pertained to this. Most (80%) expressed that they would consider taking a specific
Holocaust and/or genocide class, and the majority thought that all their related classes,
particularly History, English, and Social Sciences, should include more information
about both the Holocaust and other genocides. Individual students suggested specific
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recourses to the lack of Holocaust and genocide content in their schooling. The art
student wanted more Holocaust, genocide, and human rights issues and themes included
in art classes and exhibits. The pre-med student felt that torture, human rights, and
refugee issues were "natural" issues to include in medical school. The two social
psychology students who had had Holocaust behavioral themes in their class felt that
"everyone should have to take a course including these important concepts which pertain
to all persons." The business students were not so sure where it would fit, but one
recommended that more be covered in the "international and global affairs" part of
management, business, and finance courses.
Summary and Critique of the Focus Group Process
The focus group process markedly aided the research process. It enriched the
research because, although 295 questionnaires were in hand, twelve specific students
from the 295 sample population also got to know each other and the researcher for a
short time. They shared their feelings and thoughts, and understood each other and the
project better. It made the material more personal, grounded, and allowed for closer
observations and interactive knowledge. The themes that emerged in the four focus
groups confirmed aspects of the survey data and several of the research assumptions
were validated in this context. Examples included the premises that most students
would have received some Holocaust education pre-college, and that most students
would not have formally studied genocide at any educational level. Leading the groups
and involvement with the students were fulfilling aspects of the research process for the
researcher.
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An evaluation of the quality and quantity of information gained via these two
research modalities found that the data gleaned from the survey questionnaire was more
detailed and comprehensive with the 59 questions asked. On the other hand, the focus
groups gained much more open-ended and subjective information because of the casual
conversational style. The focus group students expressed their ideas and feelings on a
wide range of topics. Obtaining two very different kinds of information about the
students was quite valuable.
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CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Overview
This chapter summarizes what has been learned from this research study, and the
answers found for the five research questions raised at the beginning. The results from
the classroom survey in fifteen classes, the four focus groups, and the subsequent data
analysis processes, are combined and integrated. The conclusions focus on the study's
significance and value for the students, for educators, and for the university settings
where Holocaust and genocide education take place. Several suggestions will be made
for innovative teaching pedagogies for this field of education, as well as future research
projects which could directly follow, based on the findings of this research.
The purpose of this study was to research what undergraduate students at this
university have had in the way of Holocaust and genocide educational experiences, and to
what extent those experiences have shaped their perceptions and related morally-based
actions. The need for the academic field of Holocaust and genocide studies is confirmed
by the persistence of genocides around the world, reported both in the American as well
as international media on a nearly daily basis. Young people around the world are
entitled to learn as soon as possible, and in sufficient detail, the knowledge that has been
accumulated about the Holocaust and genocide, in order to begin to contribute their
enthusiasm, idealism, and insights to the process of genocide prevention. At the very
least, they may be better able to avoid being caught in a genocide either as a victim,
refugee, bystander, collaborator, or perpetrator (Bauer, 2001; Dimsdale, 1980; Short,
1999).
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Integration of Survey and Focus Group Results:
Answering the Five Primary Research Questions
The integration of the results of the survey data and the focus group data may be
accomplished best by looking at how both effectively answer the five research questions.
Integrated and summarized answers to these five questions will form the next sections.
In most cases, the research answers were first derived directly from student responses to
the survey. The focus group results confirmed and supplemented the survey findings.
The research questions answers are followed by a section on recommended educational
responses.
Research Question One:
What Holocaust and genocide educational experiences have students had?
The majority of students had first been exposed to the historical facts of the
Holocaust starting in grammar school, middle school, or junior high, and again in high
school. More (37%) claimed to have first learned about it in the primary grades (Grades
1-5) than would have been expected. The majority of the students described school
settings and content as the source of most information about Holocaust and genocide,
validating educators' strong interest in the quantity and quality of classroom teaching at
those ages. Students watched videos in class, had discussions with high teacher
involvement, and had the subject brought up predominately in History, English, and
Social Science, which were core content classes for almost all students at secondary
school levels. Students from public school systems tended to report their pre-college
Holocaust education as good to excellent. Students from private school systems rated
their pre-college Holocaust educations as less adequate. Most curriculum at primary and
secondary levels did not include genocide topics.
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Two thirds of students had read both Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young Girl
(Frank, 1952), and Night (Wiesel, 1960). Students usually did not choose these books on
their own, but because of a teacher's guided selection within a Social Studies or English
literature curricular unit. Oprah Winfrey's April, 2006 television show featured Night
(Wiesel, 1960) and a shared, televised visit with Elie Wiesel to Auschwitz last summer.
Winfrey (2006) also offered related student and teacher on-line guidebooks and activities
on her website, so one might predict an even larger readership and discussion of this book
from all ages, including students (http://www.OPRAH.com). Two out of three students
had seen "Schindler's List," (Spielberg, 1993), a first story of the important lesson of
Holocaust-era adult altruism for many, and the number one listed Holocaust movie for
students.
Many students continued to read more books and go to more movies in this field
on their own, and watched many World War II, Holocaust, and a few genocide
documentaries on various television channels, but particularly the History Channel. A
number had excellent high school classes and teachers who impressed on them the
importance of this subject. Some reported having Jewish friends or neighbors who they
had heard stories from, or had French, German, Polish, Swiss, or other European family
backgrounds and had their parents and grandparents describe what it was like during the
Holocaust and World War II. In a few cases, someone in their family had a particular
role during the war, such as soldier, courier, or translator (Focus Groups One, Two, and
Four).
The most valuable educational influence listed, by student account, was that of the
personal stories of Holocaust survivors, who have made it a point to communicate the
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suffering and great losses sustained during and since that time to many classrooms.
Students described the compelling personal nature of the information, the strong feelings
evoked by the graphic depictions, and the authenticity and sincerity conveyed by
survivors which convinced them that "the Holocaust actually happened," "it was true,"
and that "it must not happen again," to use students' own phrases. An important point
was that exactly half of the students had actually heard a Holocaust survivor speak, and
most of those who had, listed it as their most valuable learning experience. Less than a
quarter of the students had heard a genocide survivor (other than the Holocaust) speak
(21%), but also found such speakers a profoundly moving experience, and in many cases,
one of their most valuable learning experiences, an indication that this would be highly
effective if included more regularly in classrooms.
Certain motivated students had added dimension to their learning by visiting
Holocaust museums, concentration camps, and art exhibits. The survey data found that
first-person Holocaust survivor accounts were most valuable to students, followed by
movies and videos, and then, surprisingly, by visits to Holocaust museums, memorials,
and concentration camps. The focus groups reported that classroom experiences and
teachers, parents and family stories and upbringing, and movies (films, videos, television)
were their top three educational experiences.
Even though these students listed many books in their reading repertoire, they did
not necessarily choose them as the "most valuable Holocaust or genocide learning
experience," a thought-provoking finding for older, more text-based educators.
Holocaust and genocide literature, except for classics such as Anne Frank (Frank, 1952)
or Night (Wiesel, 1960), appeared to be an adjunct to other more strongly visual and
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experiential learning experiences such as survivor-speakers, movies, and visits to
museums. Thirty-four percent of students could name two valuable learning resources,
whether movies or books. Just two/thirds of the students had observed Holocaust or
genocide information on the Internet Web.
The small number of students who had taken a specific college course on the
Holocaust (32 students) considered their classes and teachers to be excellent and
valuable, and at least Slightly Agreed in the survey that their moral education had been
increased by the class. The significantly larger number (51%) who had more briefly
discussed Holocaust or genocide issues in their various subject classrooms such as Art
History, English, History, Political Science, Religious Studies, or Social Psychology,
some at this college and some at other colleges, also found it one of the most fruitful
activities for information and understanding of these subjects.
While a majority of the students stated that they would be willing to take a course
in the future on the Holocaust or genocide (80%), this was not necessarily illustrated in
the real numbers of students seeking out the current course on campus and actually taking
it. There were just 22 students enrolled in the History of the Holocaust class (offered
every other semester) during Spring 2004, a typical number according to the professor.
When attempting to determine what students have learned about the Holocaust
and genocide from their various educational experiences, the study relied largely on
survey Question 23, which asked students' most valuable Holocaust and genocide
learning experiences, and where students often described what was most valuable about
those experiences. The focus groups also provided much feedback on what students had
learned. Students were found to have realized many of the important moral lessons of the
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Holocaust, and sometimes of other genocides. These included the horror of the
Holocaust, the terrible experiences of the victims and survivors, what it was like to
experience the Holocaust as a teenaged girl or boy from Anne Frank (1952) and Elie
Wiesel (1960), the dangers of propaganda, prejudice, and the courage it takes to stand up
to both. They had listened to true stories by survivors, knew many of the circumstances
of World War II out of which the Holocaust arose, and knew that altruism was possible
due to watching "Schindler's List." All students in the focus groups knew about and
discussed at least one other genocide besides the Holocaust.
Question Two
Where have students acquired their experiences:
school, family, friends, books, or media?
Both surveyed students and consequent focus group students revealed that they
had received Holocaust and genocide experiences throughout their pre-college school
years in a variety of ways. The most effective learning had occurred in the classroom,
with Holocaust and genocide survivor accounts as well as teacher involvement having the
strongest impacts, second most in family and friendship circles, and third most at
Holocaust museums, memorials, and exhibits. Movies and videos, and books came after
the other three learning experiences in both amount and effect on students' exposure to
the two topics, and in students' evaluation of which learning modalities were most
valuable. Since Holocaust and genocide survivors will not be available much longer, it
behooves educators to utilize them as resources as much as possible. Holocaust
museums, memorials, exhibits, movies and videos, as well as books are, in contrast,
proliferating around the world, to the extent that students of the Holocaust and
genocide(s) will have many resources and sites from which to choose.
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Question Three
To what extent do students perceive that the quantity and quality of these educational
sources have been sufficient for providing knowledge and understanding
of the Holocaust and genocide?
Students admitted that although they had an adequate understanding of the
Holocaust in both quantity and quality, they did not know and understand enough about
other genocides or genocide as a universal topic. They definitely wanted to know more.
The largest number of students still wanted most to study the Jewish Holocaust of World
War II over all other genocides, and secondly, had decided that historical genocides on
American soil, such as the Native American or African American experiences, were next
in importance.
According to the data from both the survey and the focus groups, the majority of
these university students had had a pre-college educational experience of the Holocaust
which could be considered adequate or better, both by objective descriptions and their
own subjective statements. Most of them were found to just Slightly Agree that their precollege Holocaust education was excellent (mean of 3.9) and that they have a thorough
Holocaust understanding (mean of 4.1). They were less likely to think this if they
obtained their pre-college education outside of the United States (except for Western
Europeans), if they went to a private high school, and if they were Asian American. As
has been described, surveyed students also Slightly Agreed that they did not have a
thorough understanding of how genocide occurs (mean of 3.9), and Agreed they had
questions about both Holocaust and genocide they still wanted to ask (a high mean of
5.0).
A large majority (89%) of these students had not taken a college-level Holocaust
or genocide class, 49% percent did not have college-level classes either at this campus or
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others where these topics were even raised for discussion, as there have been few
available, and a good number (41%) of the students of this campus did not know a
Holocaust class was available at this university. A very small number of students
(estimated at 6%), predominately Asian or Asian American, and some from other
countries, did not have Holocaust or genocide education at any school level. These
particular students expressed dismay and disappointment that this was the case, some
expressing this in person, in classrooms or focus groups, or writing it on the survey.
At the time of the study, two-thirds of the students indicated that not only did their
university education not adequately prepare them in the subjects of Holocaust and
genocide, but that this particular university had not provided enough instruction in these
topics either, particularly on genocide. Question 35 specifically reflected this with a low
mean of (2.8), students Slightly Disagreed to Disagreed that "At _______ I have learned
ways to prevent future genocides." On the other hand, and making the educational
picture a little more complex, another smaller cluster of one-third of the students Slightly
Agreed to Agreed that they had learned enough about Holocaust and genocide at the
university, and Slightly Agreed that they had learned it here, which most likely included
the students who had taken the described History of the Holocaust course. Thus, the
Holocaust and genocide educational needs of about one third of the students had been
met at university in general, perhaps because they had sought out specific classes on
Holocaust here, but the needs of the larger majority, or about two thirds of the students
had not been met in these subject areas in university, either here or elsewhere.
One major focus group theme confirmed the point that most students felt they
knew or understood the basics of the Holocaust from their educational experiences,
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mostly pre-college learning and out-of-school learning on their own. Another focus
group theme reflected that they did not feel that they knew or understood the basics of
genocide as a larger field from their educational experiences or classroom opportunities,
even after learning about the Holocaust, and that other venues such as government,
politics, and media had not assisted them sufficiently. This was not surprising, as it took
decades for the Holocaust to become less taboo of a subject. Genocides affect even more
peoples and governments in potentially disturbing moral and political responsibility
issues.
Question Four
To what extent do students see the Holocaust and genocide as relevant moral and ethical
issues which pertain to themselves and which may suggest the need for
further study or preparation?
The consistently high value placed by students throughout the study on learning
more about the Holocaust and genocide leads to the conclusion that at least this sample of
students definitely saw the Holocaust and genocide as relevant moral and ethical issues,
and which may suggest the need for more study or preparation. The further question was
whether the extent that they valued both subjects fell into the moderate, moderately high,
or high range. This study found that the extent of relevance of the Holocaust and
genocide as a topic of interest to undergraduate students was moderately high, as
portrayed by both survey and focus group findings. Both variable subscales of
Educational Preparation and Educational Relevance also scored in the moderately high
range of reliability, as previously reported.
Most of the students Agreed to Strongly Agreed that the subjects of the Holocaust
and genocide(s) were both very interesting (Question 38: mean of 4.9; also, strong
responses to Question 49 on Three Most Selected Genocides to study), many still had
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questions to ask (Question 40: mean of 4.6), and a high number of students proceeded to
request more information. Most of the students felt that genocide was a universal
problem, possibly occurring in any country, which showed they understood the problem
of genocide as worldwide in scope (Question 48). Many students understood that they
individually could become a victim or a refugee from genocidal conditions, insuring that
they realized these issues do pertain to themselves personally.
Students Slightly Agreed (mean of 3.9) that they did not have a thorough
understanding of how genocide occurs. One apparent area on the survey where students
on the reflected inadequate understanding was in their grasp of the collaborator and
perpetrator roles in the Holocaust and other genocides. Not enough students understood
that they also, under dire circumstances, could become a collaborator or perpetrator of
genocidal attitudes or behaviors under specific pressures (Question 47: mean of 3.8).
Male students on the survey scored higher on this question, reflecting a realistic
assessment of themselves, of typical male role patterns in society, and subsequently in
genocides. The latter is one of the more advanced moral positions to be learned in this
field, so students' wide range of answers, both female and male (standard deviation of
1.59), was understandable. Females in the focus groups also had high understanding of
the moral position that anyone could become a perpetrator, apparently from reading
Ordinary Men (Browning, 1992), but two-thirds of the females of the larger survey
sample did not. Males did not fully understand that they could also become victims in
genocidal situations (Question 41: mean of 4.73).
Significant numbers of students of both genders definitely recognized that they
lacked enough information, ethical teaching, or social support structures which would
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give them more moral courage to act against injustice (Question 55: mean 4.3). These
were some of the indicators of students' understanding, or in some cases, lack of
understanding of the moral and civic consequences involved in Holocaust or genocide
contexts, as reflected in the second survey subscale. Students reflected partial knowledge
and understanding of the subject and its moral dilemmas which many adults in the
general population may not currently have achieved.
In the focus groups, these factors were immediately raised by almost all the
students. Most understood quite clearly, and spoke accordingly, that their own
perceptions and viewpoints were important in the discussion, taking responsibility for
their personal knowledge and behaviors. Students understood, and expressed, that it was
crucial to grasp the aspects of human nature responsible for causing genocidal attitudes
and behaviors, in order to prevent future occurrences. It was impressive how seriously
they approached these subjects. Apparently, they understood that they were talking about
life and death, even mass murder. They also appeared to understand that educators and
activists hope to educate humanity and change political structures sufficiently to avoid
such future catastrophes, and that they, as the next generation, need also to participate in
this endeavor. The fact that the twelve focus group students were quite sensitized and
aware, perhaps more so than the student sub-sample at large, may speak to the fact that
they were a self-selected group who personally chose to spend time discussing a subject
evidently important to them. Even the relatively less knowledgeable students spoke
sensitively and carefully, and were eager to learn more.
Question Five
To what extent do students feel prepared for moral response to such issues?
Multiple focus group themes reflected aspects of student political awareness,
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disappointment at how American political policies often did not reflect adequate
morality, and a strong desire for change in these areas. Students verbalized awareness of
the current human rights abuses being carried out under American military supervision,
of an international human rights norm that their country may not be meeting, and of the
need to correct American historical injustices, particularly concerning minorities such as
the African slave trade or genocide of the American Indians.
Students expressed adequate preparation by their education pre-college and at this
university in good moral and ethical conduct, and felt they had been taught, and did hold,
a good moral and ethical perspective about life and the proper treatment of others. But
they felt constrained by the need for further education and support in learning about
genocide. Most of the students did not feel sufficiently informed, or prepared to respond
fully enough or act effectively towards the larger political and international issues of
genocide. Some students were hopeful and felt that genocides could be stopped from
happening in the future, but the majority were doubtful that this could occur.
On the personal moral courage and response questions, the students Slightly
Agreed in their personal determination for "standing up for my beliefs in a stressful social
or political situation," and also Slightly Agreed that "In the past year, I have carried out at
least one action which contributed to preventing prejudice or hostility between people."
Results for these last questions were quite positive, as students showed they understood
the importance of standing up for their beliefs, engaging in social justice, and acting to
prevent prejudice between people.
Findings for educators include confirmation that the majority of students have
received preparatory information and teaching about the Holocaust in most American
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primary and secondary schools, and that most of the students have made the moral
reasoning steps to realizing implications for their own related attitudes and behaviors.
Many students knew about the Holocaust and sometimes genocide at very early ages, but
received actual formal instruction about it at the more typically recommended ages or
grade levels. This means that most did not receive it too early when it might frighten or
repel them, but were taught at appropriate age levels and amounts, and with moral lessons
included.
The few who reported that they did not receive any or much information on the
Holocaust or genocide at any level, including at the higher levels of high school and
college, expressed that there were few opportunities to learn about either in their classes,
some writing or telling that there were almost no windows of learning opportunity in their
curriculum for such topics. Because of their accentuated sense of insufficient opportunity
to learn the two subjects, these students asked that the researcher teach a class on this
subject, or help create one, that workshops or conferences be organized on the subject, or
that she come to their class and encourage a particular professor who could consider
teaching it, all signs of desiring additional learning. One student wrote that "it should be
required for all students," and another that she was "amazed that a university with a
mission of social justice does not have more course offerings which include Holocaust
and genocide."
The implications for the teaching and learning of genocide are more complex and
difficult perhaps, than those for teaching and learning the Holocaust (Shimoni, 2001;
Totten, 1998). More groundwork has been accomplished in the first, pioneering area of
Holocaust versus the newer and more tentative area of genocide studies (Fallace, 2006;
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Fein, 1982; Power, 2002). But, the experiences of how the Holocaust has been taught
during the last twenty years can be used as models for developing further curriculum on
genocide(s) (Facing History, 2004).
Triangulation of the Research Results with the Literature
Looking back at the published research studies previously analyzed, some
contrasts can now be drawn. The two appropriate categories for discussion are the
Holocaust and genocide educational research that was available for comparison, and the
significant historical research. The three research studies described were the von Borries
(2003) study in Germany, the Short (1999) study in Canada and Scotland, and the Facing
History and Ourselves (2001) research series in the United States. None of the studies
were of college level students, so adjustments were made in the parallels.
von Borries (2003) found that young people in Germany were receiving relatively
adequate education about the Holocaust but not about genocide. This study (2007) also
discovered that students were receiving relatively adequate education about Holocaust
but not about genocide, and that the university curriculum tends not to include either.
Short's study (1999) indicated that Canadian educators were not adequately teaching high
school students the consequences of bystander behavior within situations of strong peer
pressure towards prejudice and harm of others. Findings of this study (2007) regarding
students' understanding of the negative consequences of bystander behavior were
different: these university students as a whole definitely did realize that they needed to
stand up against strong peer pressure towards prejudice and harm of others. The primary
difference could be that of the knowledge and maturity of university students versus high
school students. The difference could also be due to the strong emphasis on social justice
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at this particular university.
Facing History Organization's (2007) programs and research are essential to the
field of Holocaust and genocide student research. Their findings showed that students of
all ages studied so far (not university level yet) demonstrated marked improvement in
areas of understanding historical events, personal accountability to others, need for
standing up against prejudice and hatred, and greater ability to withstand peer pressure to
speak or act against their own convictions. Both the survey and focus group research of
this study (2007) showed strong evidence in this university student sample that both their
pre-college and university learning had also included elements of the teaching of
tolerance and acceptance of difference, reaching out to students of other ethnic groups,
understanding of historical events, personal accountability to others, and the need for
standing up against prejudice and hatred. But what became clear was the need for the
added curricular elements of genocide studies and human rights education to university
programs. A more direct educational association also needs to be made between the
development of moral and political character in young people and the teaching of the
Holocaust, genocide(s), and human rights.
New Approaches for Teaching the Holocaust and Genocide
Several schools of thought influencing issues and approaches in classroom
teaching and texts were outlined in the review of the literature because they are
potentially useful for new approaches in teaching the Holocaust and genocide. These
included critical thinking, moral development theory, multiculturalism, and education for
transformational consciousness, or Freire's (1998) philosophical thought. Human rights
education is the fifth and antidotal educational approach needed.
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Critical thinking has been an important component in secondary schools and
universities for at least two decades. It is a crucial element of educational perspectives
that purport to question authority and the status quo. Critical thinking should be
emphasized for Holocaust and genocide studies because it clarifies the most important
questions to be asked and who has the right to ask them. Most of the students in the
focus groups did show evidence of some degree of critical thinking having been
presented in their education. They asked multiple and layered questions, were not afraid
to ask about any topic, refused to accept answers that did not satisfy them, resisted easy
or comforting answers, and would have kept asking further, very detailed questions for
hours if allowed.
Moral development theory is essential for understanding the moral, psychological,
and sociological conflicts inherent in the human roles and moral role margins embedded
within genocidal contexts, particularly that of the perpetrator, the most threatening role.
Kohlberg (1981) undertook many research studies at Harvard in the 1960s, mostly with
junior high aged boys, to try to understand how human beings regress morally to
rationalizing the harming of other innocent human beings. Most moral development
testing consists of moral choices the student is confronted with and must reason her or his
way through to find behavioral choices acceptable and justifiable to herself or himself,
and society.
Adolescents and young people usually reflect the conventional stage or Stage Five
of Kohlbergian moral development. The moral development goal, under this standard, is
to progress as an individual from "conventional moral thinking" into "post-conventional
moral thinking," or Stage Six (Kohlberg, as cited by Rest, p. 7). The last stage of moral
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development, by this standard, requires personal moral decision-making beyond what
others may expect, something which may be necessary in potentially genocidal and
extreme contexts. The anticipation is that with adequate moral education and
development of moral reasoning skills, a student progresses through education and into
adulthood, hopefully achieving the "highest" moral development which will assist with
the complex moral decisions of life.
The last several questions of the survey asked the students whether their study of
the Holocaust and genocide, and acquisition of moral values in school, were enough to
help them with three different behavioral tasks with moral implications: standing up for
their beliefs in a difficult social or political situation, helping keep someone else from
being harmed by prejudice or injustice, or addressing the issue of genocide in some way
in their lives. Most of the students were able to reply in the affirmative to the first two
tasks: They Agreed that their moral learning experiences in pre-college and college had
prepared them adequately to carry out these two kinds of social or political tasks, and
illustrated aspects of both of Kohlberg's (1981) Fifth and Sixth Stages.
The last task was apparently too large for them, either conceptually or
behaviorally, and most explained that they had not had enough preparation for helping to
prevent genocide. These were the findings of the survey as well as the focus groups.
Students also noted that they did not have many adult role models in American culture to
emulate, and the focus groups pointed out that the definitions for genocide were not even
commonly agreed to by politicians, military commanders, or the media. Some students
felt it was not fair to expect response from them when adult leaders of society, Congress,
Cabinet members, or television commentators, for instance, were not effectively
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responding to genocide from students' point of view.
Such a student reaction was understandable, since the subjects of the Holocaust
and genocide have not been taught with specific moral development theory, in most
cases, nor have American educators necessarily addressed these issues elsewhere in the
curriculum. This research (2007) brings the project full circle, to envisioning and
developing new and better educational programs for university students to learn how to
recognize, prevent, and act against genocide, pre-genocidal situations, and those social
and political factors which contribute to them. This educational process will not happen
effectively without the acquisition of both critical thinking skills and moral development
by more individuals of American society, hopefully at younger levels of schooling.
Researcher Gilligan (1982) helped observers see how gender might affect
differences in moral development. She showed how young women and men might
respond differently to moral challenges. Gilligan (1982) found that young women tended
to develop a more person-oriented "ethic of care" (Gilligan, p. 62) whereas young men
tended to develop a more philosophical and abstract ethic of justice, with both kinds of
morality having strong value in different contexts. The touchstone gender issue of the
Holocaust is that the majority of Nazi leaders, perpetrators, and war criminals were men
(Gilbert, 1947), whereas women were among the overwhelming majority of the victims
along with children, the elderly, ill, or injured (Hurwitz, 1984; Rittner & Roth, 1993).
This is true of many genocides, and shapes Holocaust and Genocide Studies into an
inherently feminist research project, particularly as pertains to social, economic, and
political gender power dynamics. In this study (2007), there was understandable gender
difference in students' recognition of the generally separate roles played by men and
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women in society and politics, including genocides, and subsequently different moral
positions taken in answering the survey and focus group questions.
Siddle Walker and Snarey (2004) have taken moral development research one
step further into race issues. One of their best suggestions is that multicultural student
groups be seen as enriching educational opportunities for all involved. Holocaust and
genocide studies are inherently multicultural and universal, and the understanding and
solutions sought are also inherently so. Each genocide has involved at least one or more
ethnic groups perpetrating crimes against one or more ethnic groups. This research study
had the underlying paradigm and explicit perspective of multiculturalism. The survey
allowed for full freedom of ethnic description and religious preference, there were no
negative signifiers anywhere throughout the survey, the focus group process, or the
classroom interactions which elevated or denigrated any ethnic student group over any
other. All students were included, and language and terms of invitation, tolerance, and
acceptance were emphasized throughout. Multicultural educational solutions were part
of the anticipated study outcomes, and such research design structures were easy to carry
out as this university has an encompassing ideology of inclusion which is part of the
stated mission and goals of the school. This is also true of Holocaust and genocide
education in its best forms and processes.
It was a little difficult then to separate out possibly differing ethnic students' needs
for Holocaust and genocide education, as there was a pressing need to be fair, equitable,
and respectful in the university setting. Some students in the second largest group of
student ethnicity, Asians and Asian American, seemed to have not had enough
opportunity to learn this subject in pre-college schooling as well as at college level. The
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latter may be partially due to the majors and careers they choose or some other factors.
Freire's (1998) educational and political philosophy is also one of the paradigms
circulating through universities, and for good reason, in that his work introduces
"transformational" and "conscientizing" aspects into the classroom ethos. These aspects
encourage educators and their students to more systematic and wholistic shifts in how
they think, feel, and express themselves in educational discourse. This is another
perspective or paradigm which needs to penetrate Holocaust and genocide education
because of its bracing and empowering properties.
The last teaching approach which is becoming one of the most effective ways of
presenting at least partial aspects of the Holocaust and various genocides within its
parameters is that of Human Rights Education. A swiftly growing field of study and
teaching, it integrates social, political, and economic information and issues, and provides
positive actions to be taken for human betterment in many societal arenas. Three of the
most important groups working in this field are Amnesty International Organization (AI),
Human Rights Educational Association (HREA), and Human Rights United States
Association (HRUSA) (See reference list for their website addresses). The HREA's
Human Rights Education Handbook (online version, 2000) quotes the UN Resolution
declaring the Decade for Human Rights Education, 1995-2004, as follows:
Human rights education should involve more than the
provisions of information and should constitute a comprehensive
life-long process by which people at all levels in development
and in all strata of society learn respect for the dignity of others
and the means and methods of ensuring that respect in all societies.
(http://www.hrea.org/education. Part IIIA. What? The Content of
Human Rights Education, p. 1)
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Tibbitts, current Director of Human Rights Education Associates, gave a
presentation to the Norwegian Human Rights Centre in Oslo, Norway, in November of
2006. She examined the rationale for focusing on Human Rights Education (HRE) in
higher education, and conceded that there should be more attention given to college and
university students and settings. Tibbitts (2006) pointed out that students studying
human rights in university courses get to see the application of human rights principles to
current events or daily practice, and that HRE can foster a sense of social responsibility.
She saw professors as the clear link between HRE at the university level and the human
rights movement, and suggested that academics can directly influence the human rights
movement through their scholarship, using Freire as a prime example of one who did so.
Tibbitts has observed a significant growth of human rights education in universities in
many countries since 1995, speaking especially of Europe, as well as Internet resources,
human rights centers and institutes, internships, conferences, speaker series, and films
series (Tibbitts, 2006).
The human rights movement and its international legal support structure
originated because of the human abuses which occurred during the Holocaust and other
genocides. It has been suggested that university-based Human Rights education also
include more information about the Holocaust and genocides, so that the three subject
areas are more synthesized, and can provide a stronger impetus for students' coordinated
or simultaneous moral and political development.
An examination of these five schools of thought, critical thinking, moral
development theory, multiculturalism, Freire's (1998) philosophy, and human rights
education, suggests that they could contribute to developing new approaches for teaching
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the Holocaust and genocide. These approaches could increase the success of teaching
both subjects in the multicultural contexts of modern university education. A number of
specific educational directions for future teaching of the Holocaust and genocide have
been integrated throughout this paper. What has been accomplished in the past two
decades of Holocaust and genocide teaching appears to have paid off at the pre-college
level, at least as illustrated by research with these students, and at least in this part of the
country, and should be continued and augmented. On that score, there is a need to
encourage the continuance of good programs providing the earlier preparatory
instruction. Facing History Organization's (2007) programs constitute the best examples
of excellence for the earlier, pre-college levels of curriculum. University level Holocaust
and genocide education, in turn, needs to be developed more comprehensively and
systematically. The following focused educational recommendations could assist this
process and encourage new and excellent programs of Holocaust and genocide studies to
be established and become part of American universities' educational legacy.
Recommendations for Educators
The discoveries made in this baseline research project were not startling, although
some might be revealing. Evidence from this study suggests that almost all of students'
Holocaust and genocide educational experiences have been substantive and successful, at
every grade level of education through college. "Schindler's List," (Spielberg, 1993),
Anne Frank (Frank, 1952), and Night (Wiesel, 1960) continue to be leading choices for
young people learning about the Holocaust. But the other top choices of valuable
students learning experiences should be utilized more: Holocaust and genocide survivor
stories, videos, and field trips. Students have indicated that they learned more, and most
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profoundly, from these three educational sources. Personal Holocaust survivor accounts
presented in the classroom will be possible for a few more years, as well as ongoing
survivor accounts from more recent genocides. Multitudes of excellent videos are
available, especially, new grouped versions of Holocaust survivor stories (Eisen, 2007).
Internet information resources, including curricular guides, on the Holocaust, genocide,
and human rights are expanding in type and quantity, and are readily available as
teaching tools (Facing History, 2007; USHMM, 2007; Yad Vashem, 2007). There are
no available on-line, for-credit university Holocaust or genocide courses yet, except for
those enrolled in one or two specific universities, but some should be expected soon due
to growing interest (See Edelman, 2007).
Based on the findings of this research, three educational recommendations have
been developed for more effective and dynamic undergraduate level Holocaust and
genocide education in the future:
1. Specific programs and educational curriculum for underserved ethnic
populations are indicated. These need to include Asian and Asian American,
Latino/Hispanic, African American, and Native American students at the very least. The
first two because they comprise larger student population in universities now, as for
instance, this university has 23% Asians or Asian Americans and 13% Hispanic/Latino
students. Developing approaches and materials for the two latter ethnic groups is
important because their peoples have been victims of historical American genocides
which have been minimized and neglected in the educational system. It is not just the
presence of Native Americans and African Americans at universities which justify or call
for teaching these historic American genocides. Teaching the Holocaust without the
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inclusion of American genocides invites accusations of exclusion or hypocrisy. As this
study points out, many students in the United States are ready to learn more about their
own country's history.
The Native American genocides and African American genocide and slavery were
selected as second and third most important to learn about by students on the survey
(Question 49), and were brought up repeatedly in the focus groups as integral and
neglected areas of knowledge in students' learning backgrounds. Since information and
research on other genocides besides the Holocaust are becoming more available (Power,
2002; http://www.icg.org, 2007; USHMM, 2007), this instructional avenue is now both
possible and imperative. Teaching these requires a thorough understanding of the crosscultural and universal characteristics of genocide, and a commitment to multiculturalism.
These four ethnic groups, Asian and Asian American, Latino/Hispanic, African
American, and Native American (listed in order of student population size at this
university) deserve to have specific and comprehensive genocide resource materials and
curriculum developed for them which incorporate their cultural and historical
perspectives.
2. Administrator and faculty development workshops and conferences would
help university leaders become more aware of the educational priorities of Holocaust,
genocide, and human rights education as well as to share ideas and resources for
developing new courses and approaches. Administrators and faculty could be
interviewed for their views on this topics. This research shows that students primarily
still want to learn most about the European Jewish Holocaust, by a large margin, and
secondarily, want to study the two American genocides. There is a clear mandate to
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continue with any strong Holocaust programs that already exist and add the teaching of
other genocides within appropriate contexts and curricular offerings, particularly
multidisciplinary settings. Course descriptions and syllabi for Holocaust, genocide, and
human rights are available for many academic disciplines, for both interdisciplinary and
multidisciplinary courses, and for specialized class projects and Internet research (Shawn,
1995; Shimoni, 1991; USHMM, 2007; Yad Vashem, 2007).
General Education or Core requirements for university students generally do not
specify such topics as Holocaust and genocide, ordinarily subsuming them under World
War II History, or Political Science courses. This is a curricular decision which needs to
be addressed where educational standards are established and implemented. At least one
state university in California (Sonoma State) has incorporated a Holocaust and Genocide
survey course into General Education requirements by cross-listing it among numerous
disciplines.
There should be increased input of Holocaust, genocide, and human rights criteria
into university, statewide, and national educational standards and frameworks, which
would ensure coverage in more states and regions of the country. In California, all other
educational levels from middle school to high school have history and social science
criteria mandates which encourage at least partial inclusion of the Holocaust, genocide,
and human rights (California State Board of Education, Model Curriculum for Human
Rights and Genocide, 2000). In California and ten other states, this was actually
legislated by State Law (California Assembly Bill 1273, 1985). Since human rights
education is gradually becoming more emphasized, the three curricular components of
the Holocaust, genocide, and human rights could be more integrated and presented in
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various effective combinations. There can be more collaboration among administrators
and faculty at universities in different states, countries, and regions, to share information
and methods. The United States Holocaust Museum and Memorial in Washington, D.C.
sponsors conferences and seminars every year, especially in the summer months, for
university administrators and faculty around the world to study together on topics of their
choice. One group seminar worked on developing materials for teaching Holocaust to
Latinos/Hispanics, including some in Spanish (http://www.USHMM.org).
Specific programs and resource materials can be developed for public universities
as well as private universities. Professional programs such as business and medicine
often encounter difficulty adding courses of social significance because of their career
focused and packed schedules. Nonetheless, many of these professional schools are
finding the need to add courses on moral and ethical issues, as well as multicultural
topics. According to moral development research, certain professions are more or less
likely to assist students in moral growth; educational approaches need to be designed in
response (Rest & Narvaez, 1994).
In religious universities, as in this one, moral and ethical teachings are included in
more subjects than at other universities. In at least five of the classes where the survey
took place, students and professors were undertaking moral and ethical considerations in
the classroom. These included classes on business and management (ethics were
included), medical ethics, philosophy, and religious studies. Such academic areas may be
prime ones for incorporating the moral development and reasoning concepts associated
with Holocaust and genocide education.
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3. More resources are important for use with women's studies, gender, and
feminist perspectives; some do exist, but need to be developed further and disseminated
more effectively. A recent Women's Forum was successful on this campus in educating
the university about global human rights. The fact that there are more women on
university campuses than men (Tyre, 2006) now speaks to the need to include more
information and discussion about women in history, politics, and literature, as well as
their roles in society, values, and perspectives. Relating this to the field of Holocaust,
genocide, and human rights education, there needs to be more inclusion of women
Holocaust and genocide survivors, literature by women Holocaust and genocide scholars,
and inclusion of this material into the mainstream of academia.
Recommendations for Researchers
References have been made to the need for more research and assessment in
Holocaust and genocide education, specifically classroom research. It has been observed
that no comprehensive plan for educational research exists in this field; instead, random
and fragmented studies predominate. More needs to be learned about each student group
and grade level being taught, what their learning needs may be, what curriculum should
be developed, and how to recruit more educators to teach. More needs to be known about
the teachers and professors who are taking on this subject, whether they are being
effective or not, and what their teaching needs may be (Fallace, 2006; Totten, 1998). It
would be interesting and helpful to see what creative methods and teaching materials are
being used in other parts of the United States as well as in other countries, particularly
those with a close relationship to the Holocaust and/or other genocides (Council of
Europe, 2002; USHMM, 2007; von Borries, 2003; Yad Vashem, 2007).
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Since the development of many new classes on the Holocaust and genocide for
undergraduate students is not a realistic expectation at this time, a more reasonable
suggestion might be to look at the many disciplines where inclusion of various aspects of
the Holocaust and genocide might be initiated. Since History, English, Social Sciences,
and Political Science are the most common subjects where coverage of these topics
occurs, an examination of texts, syllabi, and reading lists in those course offerings would
make sense. A meta-analysis of related journal articles would also illuminate contexts
where the two subjects already appear and could be augmented.
This researcher's greatest interest builds on what has been discovered in this
study. Given what answers have been obtained, what more can be explored about current
American university students' relationship to learning about the Holocaust, genocide, and
human rights? What will be found to be missing in their knowledge and understanding?
In what ways can they be encouraged to ask more of their own questions about human
behavior under extreme duress, about ways to prevent future genocides, about how to
repair and rebuild cultures riven and destroyed by genocides? Applying in more detail
what is known about the moral development of university students from scholars in that
field, how can the teaching of moral reasoning be added to the effective teaching of
Holocaust, genocide, and human rights? These appear to be among the most important
questions that research can attempt to answer at this time.
Closing Statements
The Stockholm International Forum on the Holocaust convenes every year in the
cold of winter in that Swedish city (http://www.coe.org). At its 2002 conference on
education, remembrance, and research, January 26-28, its High Representatives of
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European Governments made Eight Declarations for the future, and the first sentences of
each is quoted in order:
We, High Representatives of Governments at the Stockholm International
Forum on the Holocaust, declare that:
1. The Holocaust (Shoah) fundamentally challenged the foundations of
civilization. The unprecedented character of the Holocaust will always hold universal
meaning
2. The magnitude of the Holocaust, planned and carried out by the Nazis, must
forever seared in our collective memory
3. With humanity still scarred by genocide, ethnic cleansing, racism, antisemitism and xenophobia, the international community shares a solemn responsibility to
fight those evils
4. We pledge to strengthen our efforts to promote education, remembrance and
research about the Holocaust, both in those of our countries that have already done much
and those that choose to join this effort
5. We share a commitment to encourage the study of the Holocaust in all its
dimensions. We will promote education about the Holocaust in our schools and
universities, in our communities and encourage it in other institutions
6. We share a commitment to commemorate the victims of the Holocaust and to
honour those who stood against it
7. We share a commitment to throw light on the still obscured shadows of the
Holocaust
8. It is appropriate that this, the first major international conference of the new
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millennium, declares its commitment to plant the seeds of a better future amidst the soil
of a bitter past (p. 1).
The United States government has not lately made such an outstanding
commitment to Holocaust and genocide education for a future of "mutual understanding
and justice" as the Council of Europe has at the turn of the century. But, American
educators can use the power and wisdom of the message to work for the same meaningful
goals and values in this country and its schools and universities.
Optimist that she was, Anne Frank (1952) has been quoted in Voices from
Children During the Holocaust as writing, "How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a
single moment before starting to improve the world" (http://www.HCNC.org, p.1).
Allied liberation came four weeks too late to save her life and she died together with her
older sister Margot, at Bergen-Belson concentration camp of typhus, cold, and starvation,
their arms entwined around each other under a single blanket. Anne didn't live long
enough to attend university, dying at the age of 16, having loved school, learning,
writing, and ideas. The tattered and stained leaves of her diary were quite accidentally
discovered by the housekeeper in one of the abandoned rooms of the warehouse where
the Frank family had been hidden. Otto Frank (Frank, 1952), her father and the only
Holocaust survivor of the family, edited it and had it published after the war. Anne
wanted to be famous during her entire short life, and she certainly became so after her
death, for tragic reasons. Educators and activists can heed her words and not wait long
before starting to improve the world. This study was one of this educator's efforts to
improve the world, within Holocaust and genocide education, one university student and
one university class at a time.
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Figure Example 1. List Of Students' Most Valuable Holocaust and Genocide
Learning Experiences (Survey Results)
Class
1

2

3

4

# of Student
Responses
Most Valuable Experiences, Individually Expressed
8/12
Survivor's Story 4
Schindler's List
Class discussion (literature class)
Personal Interest in history
Strong Interest in Holocaust and genocide
Museum of Tolerance, Los Angeles (gas chambers) 2
Washington Holocaust Museum
18/20
Museum of Terror, Hungary
Hannah Arendt
A book & a movie
Washington Holocaust Museum
Museum of Tolerance, LA 2
Schindler's List
Hearing a Survivor
15/17
Museum of Tolerance
Hearing a survivor speak 8 (twin studies)(Alicia)
Washington Holocaust Museum
Attending a Holocaust survivors' conference
Knowing a Hoocaust survivor or their family 3
Book & class on Religion and the Holocaust
Video documentary on Anne Frank
40/42
History in grade school
Visiting a concentration camp in Austria
Diary of Anne Frank (book, movie, play) 6
Washington Holocaust Museum 3
Visiting a concentration camp in Berlin
Friends with Jewish person and family (survivors) 3
Movies, Holocaust videos 2
Pictures and clips
Hearing a survivor speak (not angry, prevent another) 2
Tenth grade "sociopolitical" history class
Own literary pursuits
Schindler's List 4
The Pianist
Visiting Bergen-Belsen
Talking about it in class with teacher
Hebrew school since kindergarten
Current class on History of the Holocaust (6 books)
Senior Religion class: Holocaust and Jesuit Cath tradition
San Francisco Holocaust Museum (Center?)
Holocaust exhibitions in museums
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Class

# Responses

5

35/39

6

24 /25

Most Valuable Holocaust and Genocide Experience
Grandfather's stories from WWII and Holocaust
Parents (not school)
Museum of Tolerance, LA
Holocaust survivor literature
German historian father, German family stories
Movies, readings, first hand accounts 2
Grade school (death camps)
Tenth grade literature class
The Hiding Place
Schindler's List 2
Visiting the Tibetan community in India-their genocide
Elie Wiesel's Night 2
Caring for a Holocaust survivor patient (woman)
Listening to a Holocaust survivor's (personal) story 5
Seeing a survivor's tattooed number
Washington Holocaust Museum 3
Visiting Dachau (concentration camp)
Photographs of the Holocaust
Anne Frank 2
Listening to a woman Cambodian genocide survivor
Book on the Cambodian genocide
A powerful and graphic Holocaust video (no name)
Holocaust topics & movies in a Women's Studies class
Helping parents work against genocide in El Salvador
Holocaust art slide show in college Art History class
Studying the Atlantic slave trade in American history
A Legion of Honor Holocaust art exhibit
Books and high school history class
Visiting the Museum of Terror, Hungary
Visiting Auschwitz and Krakow, Poland
Father translated for Nuremberg Trials
Washington Holocaust Museum 3
Listening to a Holocaust survivor's story 3
Disturbing photos
Holocaust video and vivid photographs
Teacher's lecture in high school
Talking to survivors
High school Holocaust family scrapbook project
Museum of Tolerance, LA
Tour of Auschwitz led by a Holocaust survivor
Discussions about prejudice/racism in classes
Class assignment to study a Jewish person's experience
Visiting Skirball Jewish Museum in LA
Gerda Weissman Klein (Holocaust survivor & author)
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Class

#Responses

7

23/24

8

24/28

9

10/10

Most Valuable Holocaust and Genocide Experiences
Holocaust Literature class at this campus
Elie Wiesel's Night
European History class in high school in England
Art History class at this campus
Visiting the Cambodian Genocide Museum, PhnomPen
Holocaust survivor story 3 Alicia 1
Seeing a Holocaust tattooed number
Washington Holocaust Museum 2
Museum of Tolerance, LA
Schindler' List 2
High school History class 2
The Armenian genocide from a classmate
Interviewing a relative who was in WWII for school
Pictures & footage of Allies entering concentration camps
Acting in "Kindertransport" and "Harvey Milk" Opera
Eighth grade Social Studies class
Eighth grade: 10 page report on the Holocaust
Talking with a Holocaust survivor
German Nazi soldier photos of a concentration camp
Washington Holocaust Museum 3
The Pianist
Schindler's List
Life Is Beautiful
Museum of Tolerance, LA 3
A seventh grade class and teacher
Holocaust survivor stories 5
Tenth grade World History movies
Study abroad/School of International Training
A teacher's essays on "things you don't always learn"
Anne Frank movie
Visiting concentration camps
Readings in 20th Century history
Museum exhibit
Night
Class called Jewish Traditions: Holocaust: readings/movie
Eighth grade history/literature class
A Jewish mother
Schindler's List
Anne Frank
Holocaust survivor stories 2
Video of the camps
Reading Holocaust books, esp. as pre-teen
An Armenian friend
History of the Holocaust class
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Class

#Responses

10

5/8

11

6/7

12

10 /11

13

9/9

14

19/21

Most Valuable Holocaust and Genocide Experiences
History Channel
Washington Holocaust Museum
Night
Jewish family member experience
Holocaust survivor story
Going to Dachau concentration camp
Washington Holocaust Museum 2
Holocaust survivor stories 2
Studying abroad in Budapest, videos
Museum of Terror, Hungary 2
Film: Sunshine (Hungarian producer)
Holocaust survivor story 3
Maus
Anne Frank
Seventh grade class movie
Washington Holocaust Museum 2
Books and films
History Channel
Honors History course
Living in Germany, Germany history class inc. Holocaust
Visiting Dachau
Visiting Anne Frank House (Holland) and Germany
Washington Holocaust Museum 2
Close friend who is Jewish Holocaust survivor
Museum of Tolerance, LA
Grandfather's stories of Franco era, Spain
Schindler's List
Japanese television
Visiting the Nazi camps
Museum of Tolerance, LA
Grandfather's experience in Polish Underground
Getting involved with Tibetan cause
Tenth grade World History/Holocaust class
London WWII/Holocaust Museum
Novel about the Rwandan genocide
Visiting Auschwitz-Birkenau, day at the camps
Budapest Museum of Terror
Classroom learning
Schindler's List 3
Holocaust survivor stories
Room-mate's family are Cambodian genocide survivors
First-hand accounts
Talking with grandmother (German) & grandfather (Nazi)
Visiting Anne Frank's House
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Class

#Responses

Most Valuable Holocaust and Genocide Experiences
Documentaries on the Rwandan genocide
Anne Frank
Night 2
Researching the genocide in Sudan
Finding out I had relatives die in it: no Russian relatives
The Information
Washington Holocaust Museum
High school Peace & Justice class

Holocaust and History Class
15
22/23
Holocaust course in college
Swing Kids (movie)
Middle school exposure
Holocaust survivor story (first person) 3
Grade school classes 1-3 (Israel)
Israeli television
Talking with German grandfather
College Holocaust class
Talking with German father
Visiting Anne Frank Museum/House
Visiting Dachau and seeing the ovens 2
Learning about it
The Devil's Arithmetic (movie)
Holocaust History course (this campus)
Reading about it and taking a class about it
This professor's class 2
Washington Holocaust Museum 2
Visiting a lot of concentration camps
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Figure Example 2: Selected Student Quotations: Most Valuable Learning Experiences:
(Survey Questionnaire)
Selected Student Quotations: "Most Valuable Learning Experiences"
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

"Visiting the Museum of Tolerance--actually seeing living conditions and
reincarnation of the gas chambers."
"The museum in D.C. on a school trip. It was really disturbing. I was able
to closely experience what was going on at that time."
"The extent of the cruelty. I met a lady that was an Auschwitz survivor.
She was part of a twin study in the camp. Very sad story."
"How so much hatred is embedded in the bible (sp) towards Jews."
"I had a good friend whose grandparents escaped a concentration camp. I
heard stories."
"Middle school--a vivid memory--guest speaker came to talk about an
experience in the Holocaust. It was very devastating for those who were in
hell and put to death."
"I went to the National Holocaust Museum in D.C. about six years ago
when I was in 8th grade and I will never forget it."
"A friend of mine in college of the 'Jewish race." He told me stories of his
family and their experiences. I got an education of the subject on a
personal level."
"Hearing a survivor speak and saying he isn't angry but wants to tell his
story so it doesn't happen again."
"Documentaries, real footage as part of the background to Anne Frank.
Harsh, but necessary in order to not repeat history on such a massive
scale."
"The most valuable learning experience I have had is the awareness of what
hatred can do to others."
"That it really did happen and that it could happen again. People are more
willing to obey orders (even orders to kill) than I expected. The fact that
genocide exists in the world shows one side of human nature that I despise
but must understand."
"Senior year religion class incorporating Holocaust into understanding of
Jesuit Catholic tradition."
"Having gone to Hebrew school since kindergarten, I have been presented
with facts about the Holocaust at a very young age. The simple fact that I
have this knowledge is very rewarding. Coming to a Jesuit school has
given me the opportunity to spread this knowledge to those willing to
learn."
"It was during 6th grade when we really went into the book of Anne Frank.
We also watched a lot of the movies and did projects on it. This was
probably the best experience of anything in school."
"Exposure to literature by Holocaust survivors."
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

"' Schindler's List" contributed the most because it was a visual depiction of
the Holocaust. It made me want to know more about it."
"When in the 8th grade I watched 'Schindler's List' for the first time, I
thought to myself, 'How can anyone do that to a group of people and be
sane? I was horrified."
"Night, the book by Weisel because it described in poignant detail a
personal account of the horror of the Holocaust."
"I would say just seeing the photographs of the Holocaust made reality sink
in."
The most valuable learning experience was taking care of a patient that had
survived the Holocaust and hearing her personal testament and seeing the
tattooed number on her forearm/wrist. It was very powerful being with her,
caring for a patient that had endured so much."
"From learning about the Holocaust, I see what ethnic centrism and racism
can do and personally would not ever participate in such actions and
thoughts. A person is more than their ethnic background."
"During college in a Visual and Art Appreciation course the professor
showed the class pictures of art figures constructed in memory of the
Holocaust."
"I went on a field trip to the Legion of Honor here and was able to see the
depiction of the Holocaust through the monuments and displays there. I
still sharply remember one image from the visit."
"Learning about the death camps during grade school."
"Why people kill, the sociology and psychology involved."
"Talking with survivors and people who were alive at the time. Hearing
personal stories of overcoming the Holocaust."
"I studied in Hungary and had the opportunity to visit both the House of
Terror in Budapest and Auschwitz in Krakow, Poland. It was really
interesting to live in a place with so much history and to see the effects the
Holocaust and Communism still have on those communities today."
"Actually going to the Holocaust Museum in Washington, D.C. That was
an awesome experience for me."
"One phrase I cannot get out of my mind, 'the smell of burning corpses.'"
"Hearing the stories of the survivors firsthand."
"Tolerance."
"Very powerful films in 8th grade social studies. Learning about the
powers of propaganda and the effects on society."
"It was interesting/sad/depressing when I learned that people had been
killed based on their ethnic and religious background. But you know what-it wasn't surprising because people enslaved black people."
"Hearing someone personally speak about their time in camp and how they
escaped and how it effects them today. Also, seeing their actual numbered
tattoo."
"Having survivors of the Holocaust come to speak in my school and I had a
teacher who had so many essays about 'the things you don't always learn'."
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•
•
•

"I had the opportunity to take a Holocaust Studies Honors course at my
community college, in which the professor was passionate and
knowledgeable about the subject."
"We need to become informed about our history, or else we'll be doomed to
repeat it."
"That through action taken early on these things can be prevented. Do not
be a bystander."
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Figure Example 3. Films & Videos Mentioned Once or More By Students
(In Alphabetical Order)
Along the Tracks
American History X
Balkan Ghost
Band of Brothers (Why We Fight) (Tom Hanks movie) 2
Biography of Hitler
Cry of the Snow Lion (Tibet)
Cryptomizan (a science fiction thriller?)
Documentary on the Serbs and the Croats
Europa, Europa
Eyewitness Auschwitz
Fatherland
Genocide of the Kurds
Hitler's Secretary
Jakob The Liar 2
Kindertransport
Kundun (Tibet)
Le Chambon or Triumph of the Spirit (French Rescue Village) 2
Middle Passage
Nazi death camp documentary
Nazi Persecution of the Gypsies
Night and Fog
Open Veins of Armenia
Saving Private Ryan
Swing Kids
Sunshine (Sonnenschein: Holocaust in Hungary) 2
Survivor Documentary
The Hiding Place (also a book)
The Holocaust
The Killing Fields
The Last of the Just
The Nazi Connection
The Nuremberg Trials (French: du Nurnberger)
The Red Cherry
The Sirens of Titan (A science fiction thriller?)
The Sound of Music
The Uprising
Turks and Armenia Documentary
When I Was a German
Will To Power
World At War
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Figure Example 4. Books and/or Authors Mentioned Once or More By Students
(In Alphabetical Order)
Africa
African-Americans: A Concise History
Alicia: Alicia Appleman 2
American Grace
Anne Frank: Beyond the Diary
Aspen, Dora
Book on the Hutus and Tutsis
Brotherhood (novel)
Counting The Stars
Crimes of War
Daniel's Ashes
Daniel's Story (also an exhibit)
Denying History (Armenian)
Escape From Auschwitz
Facing History and Ourselves
Faith & Fratricide: Rosemary Reuther 2
Farewell to Manzanar 2
Fateless (novel)
Global Inequities
History books, history textbooks 5
History of the Holocaust: Yehuda Bauer
If I Should Die Before I Wake
Klein, Ann Weissman
Lebanese history book
Lies My Teacher Told Me
Mein Kampf
Mother Night: Kurt Vonnegut
Number The Stars: Lois Lowery 6
Origins of Totalitarianism: H. Arendt
Police Battalion101 Ordinary Men: Christopher Browning 5
Postcolonialism: An Historical Approach
Return to Manzanar
Serafina
Star of David
Scream in the Darkness
The Awakening: Primo Levi
The Big Lie
The Cage
The Devil's Arithmetic
The Endless Steppe
The Hiding Place: Corrie ten Boom
The Holocaust: Michael Marrus
The Holocaust: Niewyck
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The Invisible Man
The Jewish Star
The Last Sunrise
The Nanking Massacre
The Nuremberg Trials
The Other
The People's History: Howard Zinn
The Rise and Fall of Adolph Hitler
The Wall
Toward a Final Solution
Uncle Tom's Cabin
We Wish (Regret) To Inform You (That
Tomorrow We Will Be Killed With
Our Families: Gourevich 3
When Light Pierced the Darkness: Nechama Tec 2
Zlota's Diary 2
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